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ABSTRACT 
Extractive industries, such as surface mining and large-scale timbering, have significantly altered 
the landscape of central Appalachia, especially as these industries have become increasingly 
mechanized through the 20th century. While the impacts of these practices on the physical 
landscape have been well-documented in the region, the cultural and social implications of 
changes to the landscape have received comparably little attention. These types of services are 
often difficult to measure, due to their intangibility and ambiguity. This project draws upon the 
operational definitions for specific cultural ecosystem service indicators provided by other peer-
reviewed studies. Longtime residents of southern West Virginia were interviewed to identify 
how changes to the landscape are perceived and talked about in terms of these cultural and social 
benefits. Results of this inquiry support the notion that landscapes are a critical component of 
cultural identity.  I find that degradation of place leads to diminished cultural significance and 
generational loss of related place-based identity. The findings contribute to a growing body of 
evidence documenting the harms of surface mining to rural Appalachian communities and the 
imperiled cultural richness of the region at large. 
Keywords: Cultural Ecosystem Services, Recreation, Cultural Heritage, Sense of Place, Environmental 
Identity, Traditional Ecological Knowledge, Subsistence Production, Rites of Passage, Therapeutic 
Landscapes, Technology, Extractive Industry, Surface Mining, Mountaintop Removal, Environmental Justice, 
Land Use, Oral History, Central Appalachia  
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 The 2005 Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MA) reports were a landmark effort to 
compile and categorize a comprehensive list of ecosystem services. Among those listed were a 
group referred to as cultural ecosystem services (CES). Though there has been ample research on 
topics included in the MA’s CES framework prior to publication of the report, the MA resulted 
in an extensive literature review of CES conducted by Milcu et al. (2013) and has spurred an 
interest in studying some of these topics in concert (see Plieninger et al., 2013; van Berkel and 
Verburg, 2014; Hirons et al., 2016). Additionally, it has allowed for the comparison of topics 
within different categories of ecosystem services; for instance, Schowalter et al (2018) 
investigated what roles insects play in the production of regulating services versus provisioning 
or cultural services in ecosystems. Though there has been a heightened interest in the CES 
framework provided by the MA, much of the research on CES (sense of place, recreation, 
cultural heritage) have been, and continue to be, studied individually rather than as part of a 
larger collective of CES topics. Notably, the majority of the studies explicitly engaging the CES 
framework seem to be overwhelmingly found in European countries, while comparably few such 
studies have been conducted in the US. The purpose of this study is to employ the CES 
framework provided by the MA to discern which services are most important to individuals in a 
few communities in southern West Virginia  and how these services have been impacted by land 
use changes in the region. 
 This project is intended to apply the MA’s CES framework to a region in which CES 
appears to be under pressure from physical stressors such as mountaintop removal mining and 
social factors such as increased drug use. The project utilizes the framework to provide structure 
to the CES themes explored in the region and draws from literature outside the scope of this 
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framework (such as environmental identity and therapeutic landscapes) to depict the nuanced 
nature of CES in the case study region. Identifying and filling these gaps is not intended as a 
critique or rebuke to the CES framework, but is intended to show how this framework might be 
applied to other regions: by addressing the unique facets of the region under study through the 
addition of topics outside the framework’s scope. Through the implementation of this accepted 
framework that has been tailored to fit the more unique facets of the communities studied, the 
ultimate goal is to provide policy recommendations for future land use practice that will 
appropriately account for and protect the significance of CES. This end is especially important in 
rural communities that are home to historically marginalized groups with limited capacity to 
advocate for this protection more proactively and vocally, as is the case with many central 
Appalachian communities. This research contributes to a growing body of CES scholarship by 
evaluating CES in a place where the effects of land use on CES have not been studied. The goal 
is to identify how CES are perceived in the region, if these perceptions have changed over time, 
and whether land use or any additional stressors have played a role in changing perception and 
are subsequently imperiling these services.  
 A case study approach allowed for a deeper and more complete understanding of several 
communities of interest that appeared to have lost CES through nearby extractive activity, such 
as logging and mining. Through my engagement with these communities, I found that collective 
and individual experiences, identities and values were heavily influenced by the history of the 
region. This is confirmed by various scholars who have written historical accounts of the region 
(such as Ronald Eller [1982, 2008] and Steven Stoll [2017]) to authors and academics that have 
conducted more recent interviews, ethnographies and oral histories in the region (see Shannon 
Elizabeth Bell [2013, 2016], Silas House [2009], Joyce Barry [2012]). For the long-time, multi-
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generational residents of this area, there is a sense that the present is linked with significant 
events, people and traditions of the past. In order to fully appreciate the significance of the CES 
provided by the participants’ natural environment, it is critical to first understand the cultural 
heritage that informs these individuals’ experiences, identities and values. This will allow for a 
more thorough understanding of the current state of CES in comparison to historic reference 
points, which were frequently alluded to by participants. 
In addition to the deep attachment to tradition and heritage in the region, there is also a 
sense that identity is tied to and dictated by the conditions of the natural environment, a concept 
referred to as place-identity (Proshansky et al., 1983). This particular study will focus on a 
relatively recent theory that this place-based identity may come under threat from a variety of 
human-induced changes and dispossessions, including land clearing, climate change and mining, 
among others (Albrecht, 2006). Albrecht asserts that these types of changes threaten the physical 
and mental health of individuals who experience such dispossession or alteration, preventing 
these individuals from “…[deriving] solace from the present state of [their] home environment” 
(Albrecht, 2006, p. 2). Apart from drawing on the extensive body of work that has been done on 
various CES topics, this study borrows from the environmental identity literature to supplement 
the CES framework in a way that illuminates a co-dependence between identity and CES.  
As a prerequisite to exploring the loss of CES attributable to changes to the physical 
environment, the therapeutic landscapes literature (Gesler, 1993, 2003; Williams, 1998, 1999 & 
2007) is included to offer a deeper understanding of the cultural significance of the physical 
environment to the region’s residents and a deeply felt personal attachment to the land they 
inhabit—land which was often described as ancestral and of deep spiritual significance. This 
discussion also establishes a foundation for explaining a place-based identity that has developed 
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throughout the region as a result of this intimate attachment to place. A history of the region is 
provided to detail the role of the extractive industry in the historic dispossession of land and title 
to the early inhabitants of the region and to lay the groundwork for exploring more recent 
dispossessions of land by extractive industry in the region. Additionally, the account of the 
dismantling of the existing subsistence, barter and trade economy is provided as context for the 
discussion of extractive industry’s current role in the destruction of CES in the region, a role that 
reaches far back to the violent overhaul of the very livelihood systems on which residents of the 
region historically relied. 
However, a clear distinction is necessary in this timeline: the rapid mechanization of 
industry which led to the eventual practice of mountaintop removal is the largest contributor to 
the land use change responsible for destruction of CES. To a lesser extent, loggers and absentee 
landowners in the region were similarly accused as responsible parties to this destruction. 
Therefore, while the initial entry of the extractive industry re-shaped the cultural systems that 
were historically practiced throughout the region, the nature of mountaintop removal seems to 
provide a tangible and existential threat to these systems. A lengthy discussion of the current 
state of various forms of CES is found in the results, including topics related to cultural heritage, 
identity, therapeutic value and knowledge systems. Although initial assumptions were that land 
use is the major obstacle to CES in the region, a variety of additional barriers to accessing CES 
were also identified through the research process—barriers that arose as much from changes to 
the social environment as to the physical environment. A detailed discussion of the additional 
barriers is provided as an attempt to connect some of the factors inhibiting CES in the region in 
order to provide a more holistic view of the perceived decline in CES. 
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Finally, policy implications are discussed, suggesting that the CES framework could be 
used as a tool for guiding similar investigations of CES and organizing findings, while also 
proposing that recent GIS improvements and advancements in the field of citizen science may be 
useful for more accurately mapping the significance of CES in rural communities. Furthermore, 
this praxis could provide beneficial digital literacy experience to students and allow for 
enrichment opportunities that could be aligned with state curriculum standards. Ultimately, the 
increased attention to CES will promote consideration of these services in future decisions 
regarding local land use planning and encourage the preservation of CES for future generations.  
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CHAPTER I.  A BRIEF HISTORY OF APPALACHIAN LAND USE AND OWNERSHIP 
 
The history of land use in Appalachia has been marked by nearly continuous involvement of 
extractive activity such as the timber and coal mining industries since the late 19th century. To 
further complicate the topic of land use throughout the region, a patchwork of land ownership 
legislation in the region made determining rightful ownership highly contentious through much 
of the 19th century. This backdrop is provided to offer a more thorough understanding of the 
cultural significance the history of the region plays in the current livelihoods and environmental 
identities created by long-time residents of the southern coalfields of West Virginia. Many of 
these residents indicated that experiences or knowledge which preceded them had a lasting 
impact on the formation and sustenance of their own personal identities. To appreciate the 
experience of the interview participants in this study, it is necessary to first understand the 
continuum of social, economic and environmental conditions in this region, especially that of the 
historic land use and land tenure of the region. This chapter discusses the separate but related 
issues of land ownership and extractive industry’s arrival to the region and concludes with an 
overview of how general land use changes have impacted the land cover of the region, detailing 
how these changes may have played a role in an altered eco-physical state. The discussion of 
results will indicate that the magnitude of these changes to land use and land cover has 
perceptibly accelerated according to long-time residents and has been associated with a decline 
in the significance of cultural ecosystem services historically provided in the region.   
 
Cultural Heritage, Traditional Knowledge and Subsistence 
 The arrival of extractive industry to the region (and the heavy-handed land grabbing 
preceding this arrival) was largely incongruous with prevailing cultural norms of the region. 
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Until the early 20th century, West Virginians had historically relied heavily upon the landscape to 
provide a variety of supplements to what was currently available through the use of household 
gardens. According to Stoll (2017), early mining industries captured these household gardens as 
a tactic to subsidize laborers’ wages by situating these former commons under the purview of the 
company. This upended the existing system of subsistence livelihood, which was not unlike that 
of earlier peasant economies. According to the Encyclopedia of Global Studies, “Peasant 
economies are defined by their rural character, their center on the household as the basic unit of 
production, … a system of economic welfare based on control of land use as opposed to 
monetary income … shared cultivation rights to communal lands and [shared] harvest in times of 
shortage” (Trevino, 2012, pp. 1307-08). This type of subsistence livelihood was central to the 
development of the region during the period leading up to the rise of extractive industries, when 
“families supported themselves through a mixture of self-sufficiency and moneyless exchange 
within local neighborhoods,” in which exchanges included those of labor, as well as goods and 
tools, or equipment (Salstrom, 1992, p. 12).  
In addition to a subsistence agrarian lifestyle, many West Virginians would supplement 
what could be produced at the household level with resources gathered from the surrounding 
landscape. Often, these services and materials included fuel wood, wood for building, various 
herbal and medicinal plants, fruits, vegetables and access to a commons for livestock grazing 
(Jackson, 1994). Extractive industries that bought land rights throughout the region behaved 
similarly to the feudal lords of 17th century England, who converted a large portion of commons 
land to private property under the process of enclosure (Stoll, 2017). The rise of capitalism and 
privatization of land use rights dismantled the long history of a common use land ethic in West 
Virginia, on which the subsistence economy relied. Mountaineers initially disregarded private 
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property claims, treating them no differently than traditional commons; however, this practice 
ended with the arrival of the mining industry, which resulted in the loss of access to traditional 
hunting and gathering grounds for residents (Stoll, 2017).  
The rise of a wage-based economy in the region, which closely followed the rise of the 
coal industry in the early 20th century, ultimately crippled the subsistence, barter and borrow 
system that previously existed because it undermined the existing household production 
economy and removed the ecological base on which the region relied (Stoll, 2017). Stoll 
describes the ecological base as “a vast renewable fund of resources that provides spaces for 
fields, food for gathering, fodder for cattle and habitat for wild game,” a space which “gives 
everything but costs nothing” (2017, p. 33). The loss of this base contributed heavily to a 
dependence on the extractive industries responsible for its dismantling. As a result of this 
dispossession, the existing social relationships, livelihoods and cultural and environmental 
identities of individuals in this coalfield region came under significant threat.  
 
Land Ownership Trends 
The history of land ownership in the region up until the late 19th century is important for 
understanding local land use and the resulting implications for land cover in the southern 
coalfields of West Virginia, prior to the arrival of the coal mining industry. Steven Stoll 
describes an initial two-tiered land system that began to take shape throughout the mountainous 
regions of the southern states around the end of the American Revolution. Land grants were 
awarded to soldiers, politicians and investors by the Commonwealth of Virginia at the 
conclusion of the Revolution, in a system of absentee ownership endorsed by the state (Stoll, 
2017). To complicate matters, during this period European settlers simultaneously began moving 
into these regions to lay claim to lands by “tomahawk right,” or squatting on land which had 
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already been parceled out and deeded (Stoll, 2017, p. 9). This confusion paved the way for the 
practice of buying and selling warrants to some of these disputed lands, where the holder of such 
a warrant would receive land title so long as nobody proved a superior right (Stoll, 2017).  
During this period, frontier men such as Daniel Boone begin to accrue large land 
holdings throughout the region; Boone allegedly acquired 39,000 acres worth of warrants in the 
late 18th century resulting in 12,000 acres of land to his name (Hill, 1859). The emergence of 
speculators and countless lawsuits brought against Boone for his lack of understanding of the 
nuances of real estate law caused the early frontiersman to lose all of his holdings before 
eventually fleeing to Missouri, which marked the beginning of a trend where title would prevail 
over claims to lands based on occupancy (Hill, 1859). Virginia further reinforced this stance in 
its adoption of a “color of title” policy, which was used to differentiate between legitimate 
landowners’ ownership rights compared to the inhabitants of these lands, typically squatters who 
had participated in clearing, maintaining and improving the land (Phipps, 1943). Subsequent 
rulings in favor of absentee landowners in other southern states reinforced a system of social 
hierarchy in the region that carried the weight of law.  
This new hierarchy resulted in the subdivision of large tracts of land into smaller parcels 
that were then rented to occupants for the purpose of tenant farming, a common practice in the 
region enforced by local officials (Dunaway, 1996). Through the 19th century, the majority of 
West Virginians relied largely on simple agrarian livelihoods supplemented by systems of barter 
(Salstrom, 1992). The increase in agricultural productivity in midwestern states accompanied by 
mechanization of the industry through the mid to late 1800s attracted many mountaineers out of 
the state, yet West Virginia’s population continued to grow rapidly through the second half of the 
19th century (US Census Bureau, 1890). As the population surged, greater competition for arable 
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farmland was accompanied by a recognition that current agricultural practices were not practical 
with an increasing regional population density. Traditional practices like planting “swidden,” or 
fields cultivated in ash as a result of slash and burn clearing (Netting, 1993), became increasingly 
difficult with the decline in available space. 
As these agricultural practices (and thereby traditional mountain agrarian livelihoods) 
started to become less lucrative in the region, speculators and foreign investors flooded into the 
southern mountains to capitalize on vast timber resources. One major example from this period 
was the development of the Wilson Cary Nicholas grant around Flat Top Mountain, which 
followed a survey of the region carried out at the request of Major Jedediah Hotchkiss (Thomas, 
1971). Enormous coal reserves were discovered in the area but insufficient transportation 
infrastructure existed, so Hotchkiss began promoting the mineral deposits in the region to 
railroads and other potential investors through his publication, The Virginias (Thomas, 1971). He 
would eventually attract the N&W railroad to connect into Flat Top and subsequently bought up 
tracts of land en masse through a land company he formed (Lambie, 1954).  
The end of the 19th century was marked by a rapid expansion of railroad development and 
a flurry of prospecting activity throughout the southern mountains. Along with the development 
of absentee-owned tracts, surveyors and title attorneys ventured into remote areas to negotiate for 
mineral leases from the good-natured and often illiterate farmers that owned the land, which 
resulted in the land being quite literally bought out from under them (Wright, 1978). The 
dispossession continued with the merging of lands into contiguous tracts under the supervision of 
Consolidated Coal Company, an early corporate conglomeration of several Maryland mining 
companies (Beachley. 1934). In the years to come, much of the ownership was transferred to 
corporate conglomerates and other absentee entities, which eventually would control over half of 
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the land in the nine counties comprising the southern coalfields of West Virginia (Miller, 1974). 
Next, we will explore what kinds of implications these ownership trends had on land use 
practices throughout the region and how these types of changes impacted land cover in the 
region.  
 
Land Use and Infrastructure 
Despite the rapidly evolving economy and infrastructure throughout much of the United 
States, a variety of factors combined to preserve the agrarian lifestyle that predominated 
throughout the southern mountain region during much of the 19th century. During the early to 
middle 1800s, advances in American manufacturing and stationary steam engines allowed for the 
proliferation of factories throughout many of the nation’s larger cities (Jaffee, 2007). 
Simultaneously, population growth rates were exploding during this period: between 1814 and 
1860, the nation’s population nearly quadrupled to over 31 million people (Jaffee, 2007). By 
1869, the first transcontinental railroad had been completed by Union Pacific, an effort that 
connected two essentially different countries on the east and west coasts, spanning thousands of 
miles through deserts and over mountains (McCulloch, 1992). Throughout the 1860’s, the 
southern US also saw rapid expansion of railroads, such as the Santa Fe and Southern Pacific 
lines (Stover, 1955). However, these lines excluded the Appalachian mountains of the South 
during this early period, largely due to the steep terrain that dominates the region. 
The Chesapeake and Ohio railroad (C&O) initially connected the cities of Richmond, VA 
and Huntington, WV in 1873 and paved the way for private investors and speculators to develop 
the New River coalfield (Lewis, 2016). However, it was not until the late 1880’s that the 
railroads began taking an interest in the more insular regions of the southern coalfields of West 
Virginia. In 1888, the Norfolk and Western railway (N&W) completed an extension of a line into 
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McDowell County, which required “tunneling 3,100 feet through Flat Top Mountain” (Eller, 
1982, p.73). This move would pay dividends, as the N&W began buying up large swaths of land 
in this region and later leasing this land to prospective mine operators (Lewis, 2016); by 1905, 
these mines would produce more coal annually than the entire rest of the state of West Virginia 
had in 1890 (Cubby, 1962). Following this period of railroad development, land use throughout 
the southern coalfields of West Virginia began to see significant changes.  
Leading up to the proliferation of the railroad and the subsequent ushering in of West 
Virginia’s southern coalfields into the broader national industrialization, the state’s economy 
relied heavily on small-scale agriculture (Eller, 1982). This was largely due to the lack of 
infrastructure for transportation through much of the state in the preindustrial period. In the 
hollows and coves of the region, steep roads with frequent road crossings that were often 
impassable in the winter and spring months were common, necessitating a small-scale economy 
that relied upon household self-sufficiency (Wilhelm, 1977). A number of conditions made the 
region ideal for agriculture: the abundance of space allowed for average farms to stretch toward 
200 acres in 1880, half of which was cultivated and pastured, the other half left as unused forest 
(Department of Interior, 1931). The abundance of water and temperate climate encouraged a 
lengthy growing season, suitable for a variety of crops (Raine, 1924). Livestock roamed freely 
and grazed on state land, constrained by the steep topography of narrow hollows (Raine, 1924).  
Prior to industrialization, much of the livestock grazing activity in the region relied on 
unregulated access to the woodland commons (Eller, 1982). However, as the Great Depression 
approached, a trend toward privatization of these commons emerged as industrial organizations 
quickly accumulated 62 percent of the private (non-federal) timber land in the state (USDA, 
1935). Simultaneously, West Virginia was experiencing dramatic population growth. Between 
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1870 and 1900, the population of West Virginia more than doubled from 442,014 to 958,800 
individuals and between 1900 and 1950, this figure more than doubled again, reaching over 2 
million individuals in 1950 (US Census Bureau, 1996). This population increase was even more 
dramatic in certain regions of West Virginia, such as the southern coalfields. Between 1900 and 
1950, Boone County’s population, for instance, more than quadrupled, from 8,194 in 1900 to 
33,173 in 1950 (US Census Bureau, 1996). Between 1890 and 1950, Raleigh County’s 
population ballooned by an astounding tenfold increase from 9,597 in 1890 to 96,273 in 1950 
(US Census Bureau, 1996).  
The growing demand for space and privatization of land that historically existed as 
commons thus began to imperil West Virginians’ agrarian livelihoods. Ronald Eller describes 
two stages to the logging industry’s activities in the mountain South. Initially, logging activity 
was modest and even-handed and selective cutting was the primary method of harvesting (Eller, 
1982). Most of the operations were carried out by family farms and small companies, with the 
intent of providing sustained income to households during periods when land was not being 
actively farmed (Eller, 1982). This method was widely practiced until the 1890’s, when the 
second phase of the logging industry swept across West Virginia and timber production 
transitioned from small scale operations organized around agriculture to a more integrated, 
industrial process (Eller, 1982). This phase is characterized by destructive harvesting methods 
such as clear-cutting, the broad expansion of the railroad into previously inaccessible regions and 
the proliferation of company towns at the peril of self-sufficient family farms (Eller, 1982).  
The sentiment of the capitalists responsible for the rapid development of this period can 
most accurately be summed up by the ethic of “cut out and get out,” which “ensured the rapid 
depletion of the forest” (Lewis, 2013, p. 3). Furthermore, the use of rivers to transport lumber 
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and construction of splash dams resulted in widespread degradation to waterways in addition to 
that of the ecological devastation on the mountains, which stemmed from exposed topsoil, 
frequent forest fires and resulting habitat loss (Eller, 1982). Lewis provides this account of the 
destruction of the logging industry during the so-called timber boom of the late 19th to early 20th 
century: “The streams became polluted and devoid of life, while floods ravaged the valleys 
below, and erosion washed away topsoil into the streams, silting up navigable watercourses” 
(2013, p. 6). The imagery depicted here offers a sense of the widespread ecological degradation 
of waterways as a result of these early logging practices. 
It was also common at this time throughout the southern mountains to combine timber 
operations with coal mining activity. Corporations like the Flat Top Coal Land Association 
utilized the expansive new railroad networks for marketing of timber in addition to the 
prospective coal that could be extracted from the region (Eller, 1982). The timber boom of the 
early 20th century left the landscape of West Virginia ravaged beyond any reasonable expectation 
of recovery. As the Great Depression set in, the traditional livelihoods of West Virginians had 
been upended and the existing social order in the region thoroughly dismantled. However, the 
denuding of West Virginia’s mountains to keep pace with the growing timber demand was 
merely the beginning of a major offensive to be launched on the region’s natural resources by 
outside interests in the years to come.  
 
Early Mining in Appalachia (1797 - 1930) 
The first written accounts of coal in western Virginia came during the colonial period 
from an exploration party led by John Peter Salley in 1742, who subsequently dubbed the region 
of its discovery the “Coal River” in what is now Boone County, West Virginia (WVGES, 2017). 
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It was not until 1797 and on into the 1800s that coal would be used for its first industrial purpose, 
providing a fuel source for early salt production in the region, which continued up into the 
middle of the 19th century (Lewis, 2016). At the end of the 19th century, large-scale land 
acquisition was undertaken by absentee corporations via speculators and real estate lawyers sent 
to the southern mountains (Eller, 1982). One of the biggest proponents of development of the 
southern West Virginia coalfields was Major Jedediah Hotchkiss, who served as a topographic 
engineer and cartographer for the Confederacy during the Civil War (Thomas, 1972). Hotchkiss 
promoted the development of the region ardently throughout the late 19th century to potential 
northern and European investors (Thomas, 1972). Unfortunately, at the time the greatest barriers 
to development of this region were the rugged landscape and lack of existing transportation 
infrastructure. By the turn of the century, however, Hotchkiss and other early promoters of 
mineral development successfully attracted the interest of major railroads at the conclusion of a 
brief economic depression in the US that lasted from 1873 to 1879 (Thomas, 1972). The efforts 
of these promoters set off a land-grab frenzy that left the majority of valuable mineral and timber 
lands in the possession of absentee owners, which were later transferred to corporate interests 
(Eller, 1982). 
Activity in McDowell County around the turn of the 20th century exemplifies the 
widespread and rapid development that was characteristic of the region following the land-grab. 
Between 1880 and 1900, coal production quickly reached four million tons annually in 
McDowell County and by 1905, more coal had been taken from the county than from all of West 
Virginia (Cubby, 1962). With the greater railroad connectivity, nothing stood in the way of rapid  
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exploitation of the southern coalfields. Figure 1 illustrates the extensive network of railroads 
throughout the region which expedited the extraction and transport of coal from the region, 
allowing entry into portions of the southern coalfields that were previously inaccessible.  
 Following the turn of the 20th century, demand for central Appalachian coal began 
steadily increasing on a global scale, a trend that would continue until the end of World War I. 
The improved connectivity of railroad systems into the central Appalachians allowed for the 
linking of this region to more distant markets. As a result, during this period southern coal 
“…was competing successfully in markets from Boston to Chicago” (Thomas, 1972, p. 139). A 
 
Figure 1: Railroads in West Virginia, 1913 (credit: WV State Archives, n.d.) 
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few factors created especially large demand for low-cost southern coal in the Great Lakes region, 
including “low labor cost and freight rate differentials” (Thomas, 1972, p. 142). Additional 
contributors to this demand were a lack of industry regulation, the ease of coal mining in the 
central Appalachians and the superior quality of the coal (Thomas, 1972). The ability of 
operators in the South to prohibit unions was a major factor in keeping production costs much 
lower than their counterpart production regions in the North and Midwest regions.   
 Development of the Appalachian coalfields peaked during World War I due to a rapidly 
increasing demand to fuel the American war effort. This inflating demand “induced the 
expansion of the industry beyond the limits which the national economy could justify during 
times of peace” (Eller, 1982, p. 154). For example, between 1916 and 1920, Kentucky saw a 
four-fold increase in active mines in Floyd County and a six-fold increase in Pike County 
(Chapman, 1945). Production peaked in 1923, when over 700,000 men were employed in 12,000 
mines operating throughout the US (Ross, 1933). In the period following 1925, coal demand 
began a steady decline in the US. With the majority of southern operations being non-unionized, 
low labor costs led to southern coal producers capturing the majority of the coal market, resulting 
in this region providing nearly 80 percent of the US bituminous coal output by 1930 (Morris, 
1934).  The period following 1925 also saw the closure of a large number of seasonally operating 
mines and smaller operations in central Appalachia that did not have the capacity to compete 
with the larger corporate operators in the region (Eller, 1982).  
 Leading up to the 1930s, mechanization also worked to ensure lower labor costs and 
sustained profits to southern mining operations. Throughout the boom years of the coal industry 
in central Appalachia, most large mining operations adopted new forms of equipment, such as 
mining machines, to increase their output and keep pace with demand (Dix, 1977). This trend 
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toward mechanization became problematic for miners at the dawn of the Great Depression, as 
reliance on machines to perform the tasks of men led to “significant reduction of the work force 
in [mines]” during a period of high unemployment and limited options for alternative 
employment (Eller, 1972, p. 160). Simultaneously, during the coal boom of the WWI, southern 
mines found it increasingly difficult to control labor organizing. The period from 1910 to 1933 
marked “[s]ome of the most famous strike episodes in the history of the American Coal industry” 
(Lewis, 2016, p. 9).  This era of labor unrest was underscored by the West Virginia Mine Wars.  
The Mine Wars marked a period during which native mountaineers, African-American 
migrants, and European immigrants came together to demand better labor conditions (PBS, 
2016). The Mine Wars was a period fraught with violence, during which miners attempted to 
promote their right to unionize through various tactics including strikes and marches (PBS, 
2016). The conflict culminated in the 1921 Battle of Blair Mountain, in which thousands of 
miners (many of whom were WWI veterans) arranged themselves like an army division (Bailey, 
2018). These men met an assortment of state-organized volunteer militia, state police, coal 
company sympathizers and 2,500 federal troops on Blair Mountain on the Boone and Logan 
county border (Bailey, 2018).  The dispute became the bloodiest labor uprising in US history, 
although it did not result in any significant gains for the union miners and only served to deepen 
hostilities between the state-backed operators and the union laborers (Bailey, 2018).  
 
Modern Mining in Appalachia (1930 – present) 
 The National Labor Relations Act’s passage in 1935 signified major progress on behalf 
of the labor organizers. The act was meant to “encourage collective bargaining, and to curtail 
certain private sector labor and management practices” and provided unions in the region much 
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needed leverage in the years to come (NLRB, n.d., p. 1). Unions negotiated with operators to 
ensure that increased productivity from mechanization and labor force reductions “would result 
in higher pay and shorter working hours for the miners who remained” (Lewis, 2016, p. 12). In 
the period following, the United Mine Workers of America (UMWA) realized a gradual 
ascendency to a zenith of political influence, which peaked in the 1940s under the leadership of 
John L. Lewis (Rice & Brown, 2014). Unfortunately, following this rise to prominence, a second 
wave of mechanization swept across the Appalachian coalfields with the introduction of the 
continuous miner in 1948, which integrated undercutting, drilling, blasting and loading into one 
process (Napier, 1997), leading to the decline of the UMWA. 
The continuous miner marked a significant advancement and allowed for ten men to 
produce three times the coal of eighty-six men loading coal by hand in the same amount of time 
(Napier, 1997); to put this in perspective, this is greater than a 2,500 percent increase in 
productivity. The region experienced a steady decline in the number of mining jobs, which was 
reduced from nearly 475,000 at the conclusion of World War II to less than a quarter of that 
number (107,000 jobs) by 1970 (BLS, 1981). The result was a mass exodus of miners who had 
effectively been replaced by machines from the Appalachian coalfields to the cities of the 
Midwest (McCoy & Brown, 1981). In fact, by the end of the 1960s, one in three industrial 
workers in Ohio had relocated from Appalachia (McCoy & McCoy Watkins, 1981) and West 
Virginia lost over 25 percent of its population during this time (Brown & Hillery, 1962). In 
addition, this exodus crippled the farming industry in the region: reportedly, 40 counties between 
eastern Kentucky and West Virginia lost 70 percent of their farm population (US Census Bureau, 
1952 & 1962).  
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The years that led up to the turn of the 21st century brought a steady decline in mining 
jobs with the increasing mechanization of the industry. From the 1960s to the present, the West 
Virginia coal industry experienced a generally upward trend in production and an almost 
symmetrical decline in mining jobs, with the exception of a spike in employment during the 
1970s and a general leveling off of job losses in the 2000s (Boettner, 2013). During the last two 
decades of the 20th century, coal mining employment in Appalachia was reduced by 70 percent, 
from 159,000 to 46,000 jobs (Hurst, 2006). Today, there are around 20,000 mining jobs in West 
Virginia and another 16,000 between Virginia and Kentucky; the counties with the greatest coal 
production are also home to the highest unemployment rates, ranging anywhere from 10-14 
percent (Purdy, 2016). Coal production in central Appalachia was higher than ever before in the 
early 2000s, but has since been in steady decline; mining jobs, conversely, were at the lowest 
levels since the early 20th century (Boettner, 2013). With the rapid mechanization of the industry, 
greater emphasis was placed on capital investments by mining corporations; as a result, many 
workers that historically relied on the mines for employment found themselves out of jobs.  
 
Land Cover 
 With most accurate satellite imagery having emerged only in the past half century, it is 
difficult to gain a detailed understanding of the land cover of the region throughout time, other 
than through statistical records kept by conservation departments and other government agencies. 
However, there are some illuminating trends we can observe by looking at the statistical records 
of land use from the period. For instance, the average farm size declined from around 187 acres 
in 1880 to about 76 acres in 1930 (US Census Bureau, 1930). In some counties, this figure was 
as low as 47 acres (Eller, 1982), a mere quarter of the size of the average sized farm in 1880. 
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More recently, average farm size has increased once again in West Virginia, returning to 168 
acres in 2012; however, at this point there were currently only 21,489 operational farms in the 
state (USDA, 2012). By comparison, in 1900 when the average farm was 115 acres, there were 
92,874 farms operating in the state (US Census Bureau, 1900), over four times the current 
number. Agricultural land has steadily decreased since 1900, leading to an increase in forest and 
timber land.  
 Forest and timber land make up a sizable portion of the land use in West Virginia with 12 
million acres, which accounted for about 78 percent of the land, two million acres of which were 
converted from agricultural land between 1949 and 1989 (Widmann, et al., 2012). The 
ownership of the forest breaks down in the following way: 60 percent  is in family forests, 27 
percent is controlled by businesses, 10 percent is held by the federal government and three 
percent by state and local governments (Widmann, et al., 2012). “Family forests” refers to a 
variety of uses associated with ownership from part of home or cabin (the most popular 
response), to “privacy,” which accounted for the greatest acreage of ownership, among others 
such as “part of farm,” “hunting or fishing” and “land investment” (Widmann, et al., 2012). 
However, these trends are not uniform across the state: in the USDA’s southern unit, which 
includes Boone and Raleigh counties, corporate ownership accounts for 59 percent of land use 
(Morin, et al., 2017). Timber harvesting has declined in recent years, allowing forests to mature 
(Morin, et al., 2017). 
 In 2011, the EPA estimated that about seven percent of the Central Appalachian Forest 
ecoregion, identified by The Nature Conservancy (2001) as encompassing parts of Virginia, 
West Virginia, Maryland and Pennsylvania, was occupied by a mix of abandoned, reclaimed and 
active coal mines. While mining accounts for a significantly smaller portion of land use acreage 
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and is often lumped into categories such as “developed,” surface mining has had an outsized 
impact on the landscape, which is harder to account for using statistical records. In this case, 
especially for that of surface mining practices, satellite imagery can be of assistance. One study 
used satellite imagery from southern West Virginia and compared the physical effects of 
mountaintop removal to “volcanic eruptions, where the entire landscape is fractured, deepened, 
and decoupled from prior landscape evolution trajectories, effectively resetting the clock on 
landscape and ecosystem coevolution” (Ross, et al., 2016, p. 2071). The study investigated a 
number of the physical processes that were affected in the southern West Virginia coalfields by 
mountaintop removal, including topographic, geologic and hydrologic impacts. 
 A major finding of the study was that the volume of overburden (excess mine waste 
including rocks and spoil material) generated from mountaintop removal grew faster than the 
area of the land disturbed (Ross, et al., 2016). This is likely due to the increased pore space of the 
overburden, which has porosity rates ranging from 20-57 percent (Ross, et al., 2016), in contrast 
to undisturbed bedrock that otherwise has a very low natural porosity. This process of valley 
filling using overburden has severe implications on a region’s hydrology. According to Miller 
and Zégre (2014), these valley fills can alter flowpaths of water as well as the storage capacity 
within a catchment, impacting relationships of rainfall and runoff. Mountaintop removal 
decreased both the mean ridge height by 11 meters with a noticeable increase in plateau-form 
ridges generally uncommon in the region, as well as decreasing the watershed slope of the region 
by 11 degrees (Ross, et al., 2016). These physical changes could be responsible for greater storm 
response during times of heavy rainfall, as well as impaired water quality (Ross et al., 2016).  
 In a 2005 report, the EPA projected that at current rates, surface mining would impact 
seven percent of the surface area of central Appalachia by 2012 and that 1.4 millions acres of 
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forest land would be impaired beyond a full recovery (EPA, 2005). Another 2011 EPA study 
predicted that over 2,000 miles of headwater streams had been buried by surface mining, which 
is likely higher now, as this practice continues in the region. This is concerning because, 
“[whereas] other environmental harms [subside] in a lifetime as toxins disappear and ecological 
health returns … geology is forever” (Purdy, 2016, p. 18). Water quality can be restored (perhaps 
not back to original cleanliness, but to drinkability), along with forests and habitats on a 
relatively short time-scale, but much of the destruction to the topography and geology from 
surface mining is not reversible on a human time scale.  
 
Hydrologic Implications of Surface Mining 
There is a lack of research comparing changes to the cultural values derived from streams 
in the context of biophysical change, particularly in the Appalachian region, a topic which will 
be revisited in the following chapter. However, the impairment of water quality, as well as other 
physical and ecological impacts of surface mining and valley filling in the Appalachian region 
have been well documented. An environmental impact statement compiled by the EPA to 
determine downstream effects of mountaintop removal mining and valley filling confirms that 
conductivity, defined by the EPA as “a measure of the ability of water to pass an electrical 
current… affected by the presence of inorganic dissolved solids” (2012, p. 1), increased at a 
downstream sampling site over a sampling period of five years and that this likely was a result of 
mining activity (EPA, 2005). A later study on water movement through valley fills found that 
“[channels] downstream of valley fills [were] characterized by high pH, conductivity and total 
dissolved solids due to elevated concentrations of selenium, sulfate [etc.]…” (Miller and Zégre, 
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2016, p. 3). Although not empirically observed, surface mining seemingly correlates with 
impaired waterways based on such studies. 
Looking at the composition of the coal in this particular region can provide more 
compelling evidence that such correlations may not simply be conjecture. A study of the various 
coal types in the Eastern US found that “coals containing the highest selenium contents are in a 
region of south central W[est] V[irginia],” especially compared to the coal found in Upper 
Pennsylvania (WVGES, 2002, p. 1). A later study confirmed that concentrations of Selenium 
were high in multiple types of coal present in the southern Appalachian region, and Selenium 
was found to be minimal in other rock types such as mudstone, sandstone and shale (Vesper et 
al., 2008). According to the US EPA’s 2011 report, “The Effects of Mountaintop Mines and 
Valley Fills on Aquatic Ecosystems of the Central Appalachian Coalfields,” the level of 
selenium in streams from unmined watersheds was <.0015 mg/L, whereas the average level of 
selenium downstream of valley fills was .011 mg/L and reached as high as .037 mg/L. The 
average conductivity of streams tested from unmined watersheds was 62 μS/cm, whereas 
conductivity downstream of valley fills averaged 1,020 μS/cm and topped out at 2,540 μS/cm of 
streams tested. Finally, the average pH levels of streams in unmined watersheds was 7.1 on the 
standard scale, whereas it averaged 7.9 downstream of valley fills and reached as high as 8.9 
(EPA, 2011).  
Seemingly, current prevention measures intended to limit impairment of these nearby 
waterways has been ineffective. The EPA provides guidelines for industrial stormwater 
permitting including sources from “Sector H,” which includes coal mines and coal mining-
related activities. The guidelines specify that a written stormwater pollution prevention plan 
(SWPPP) must be prepared, as well as plans for the implementation of control measures (EPA, 
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2006). Regular inspections must be conducted in accordance with a maintenance plan, which 
also “requires collection of visual, analytical, and/or compliance monitoring data to determine 
the effectiveness of implemented BMPs” (EPA, 2006, p. 2). However, it has been noted that 
enforcement of these standards by the DEC is often lax, allowing industries that continually 
violate environmental standards a great deal of leeway in corrective action (Barry, 2012).  
This lack of oversight in regulatory matters has been generally decried by many activists 
working in the region to combat the negative ecologic impacts of the mining industry. Take, for 
example, this quote from Maria Gunnoe, a WV anti-mountaintop removal activist: 
 
“The DEP is not there for the citizens, they’re there for the coal companies and 
the enable the coal companies … I’ve had five DEP agents stand and look at me and tell 
me an eroded mountain wasn’t eroded. I have pictures and a lot of proof showing that 
it’s eroded” (Gunnoe, 2009, pp. 218-19). 
The distrust between state officials and such activists makes apparent larger historical tensions 
between government and local residents in the region. As discussed, the dispossession of shared 
ownership, limiting of access to a previously shared commons and destruction of the vital 
ecological base in West Virginia are prime examples of the disfunction exhibited in trying to 
reconcile the interests of both groups with those of businesses in a mutually beneficial way.  
Figure 2 helps make apparent this tension, illustrating that a vast majority of land in the 
southern coalfields is still held by absentee landowners. According to the West Virginia Center 
for Budget and Policy, in six counties, ten landowners own over 50 percent of the land in those 
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counties; five of six of these counties are in the southern coalfield region (WVGCP, 2013). The 
roots of this disparity can be traced back to the widespread dispossession of land through the 
early corporate land-grabbing that took place in the region, discussed previously. This reality of 
corporate absentee ownership has detrimental impacts on the way that space is conceptualized 
and moved through in the region, a topic that will be explored in more depth in the findings. 
The next chapter examines how a variety of cultural and social factors may (or may not) 
have been impacted by such alterations. Cultural ecosystem services identified in the Millennium 
Ecosystem Assessment (MA) will provide a context for situating this investigation of the cultural 
erosion caused by land use changes in the region (especially those related to extractive 
industries) against this backdrop of the cultural heritage of the region. In so doing, this project 
will establish that findings from my primary data collection indicate that this cultural degradation 
 
 
Figure 2: Map of Absentee Landownership in West Virginia (credit: WVGCP, 2013) 
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is felt by participants to be largely due to land use alterations created by extractive industries in 
the region, while also identifying alternate themes that arose during the course of this 
investigation.   
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CHAPTER II. REVIEW OF CURRENT CULTURAL ECOSYSTEM SERVICES, 
ENVIRONMENTAL IDENTITY AND SENSE OF PLACE LITERATURE 
 
This chapter outlines the literatures informing the design of my project within the framework of 
the history of Appalachian land use and ownership. This literature review draws on work from 
the cultural ecosystem services (CES) literature, as well as the individual fields associated with 
CES to the extent feasible, as well as literature that is not explicitly situated within the CES 
realm. The following review of the broad CES literature is not intended to be exhaustive, but 
rather to establish operational definitions from within the greater respective bodies of work from 
which the concepts are borrowed. In particular, I will draw from literatures that focus on the 
following cultural services identified in the 2005 Millenium Ecosystem Assessment (MA): sense 
of place, aesthetic value, recreational value, heritage value and knowledge systems. I will 
compare the methodologies of similar research projects to provide an overview of how some of 
these factors have been explored previously. Additionally, I will briefly explore the theoretical 
underpinnings of these cultural services in social theory in order to connect the concept of sense 
of place with that of social relations which, for the purpose of this project, were highly dependent 
on place.   
The environmental identity literature contributes necessary depth to an otherwise narrowly 
defined sense of place, that is: “the value … associated with recognized features of [the] 
environment, including aspects of the ecosystem” (MA, 2005, p. 40). In addition to social 
relations being heavily dependent on a sense of place, individuals’ identities in this region were 
also heavily dependent on sense of place and, in many cases, their physical interactions with the 
natural environment. The confluence of these topics allows for the cultivation of a more well-
suited variable, which is explored in this project: socioenvironmental identity. Additionally, the 
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body of literature on therapeutic landscapes is used to develop a category containing the cultural 
services that involve interactions with the environment which lead to therapeutic benefits 
enjoyed by those individuals. For instance, “sense of tranquility” is identified as a nuanced form 
of sense of place that many individuals associated with interactions near streams. Finally, I will 
provide a general overview of the body of work that addresses the physical alterations of the 
natural environment in this region that have seemed to coincide geographically and temporally 
with activities of extractive industries. This overview will review a variety of indicators of 
physical impacts of surface mining to central Appalachian streams including those of increased 
selenium content and conductivity, elevated total dissolved & suspended solids (TDS & TSS, 
respectively), altered pH and visible impacts.  
 
Cultural Ecosystem Services 
The Millennium Ecosystem Assessment, a working group commissioned by the United 
Nations, produced a 2005 report titled “Ecosystems and Human Well-Being,” which broadly 
 
Figure 3: Ecosystem services identified in the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 2005 report 
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defined cultural ecosystem services as “…the nonmaterial benefits people obtain from 
ecosystems” (MA, 2005, p. 40). The MA identified the following cultural services in the report: 
cultural diversity, spiritual and religious values, knowledge systems (traditional and formal), 
educational values, inspiration, aesthetic values, social relations, sense of place, cultural heritage 
widely cited in studies investigating topics related to cultural ecosystem services. The MA 
differentiates cultural services from three other forms of ecosystem services, which include 
regulating, provisioning and supporting services. Figure 3 provides a helpful visual 
representation of this distinction, which differentiates many of these services by their 
intangibility relative to provisioning and regulating services (Milcu et al. 2013).  
 The intangibility of cultural services has been implicated as a rationale for their lack of 
consideration (Sarukhán and Whyte 2005, Adekola and Mitchell 2011, Daw et al. 2011). An 
analysis of 107 publications that incorporated the MAs cultural ecosystem service framework 
found that 11 of these publications devoted 25-50 percent of the discussion to CES, 10 of them 
devoted 50-75 percent and only five devoted the entirety of the discussion to CES (Milcu et al. 
2013). Therefore, only a quarter of these papers engaging the CES framework devoted more than 
25 percent of discussion to CES. The lack of attention to CES and the intangibility of concepts 
related to this field has been a compelling reason to invest greater time and resources into future 
study (Chiesura and de Groot 2003, Chan et al. 2011, Smith et al. 2011). The intangible nature of 
cultural services makes accounting for and quantifying these services difficult, making their 
inclusion in management plans challenging (de Groot et al. 2005). Despite the generally popular 
notion of incorporating CES into management plans among a broad range of stakeholder types, 
from planners to community members, decision-makers often opt to sacrifice the inclusion of 
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these components in favor of more tangible and measurable economic or ecological 
considerations (de Groot et al. 2005, Chan et al. 2011, Hendee 2011).  
 The intangibility of CES presents the greatest challenge to its inclusion in current 
management praxis. Therefore, this study does not attempt to situate CES within the existing 
frame of ecological management, but rather suggests that despite the lack of direct application to 
policy and management, CES does have significant value to these participants and that this value 
may be destroyed more readily when its active accounting is overlooked. Therefore, improving 
techniques used in accounting for the benefit or impact of these services should be prioritized in 
CES-related projects to help direct future ecological management projects in prioritizing the 
preservation of these services. Currently, some major obstacles to this goal in the field have to do 
with the operationalization of CES factors. For instance, what unit of analysis should be selected 
for evaluating the functions, values and benefits provided by CES (Haines-Young and Potschin, 
2007). Gee and Burkhard (2010, p. 350) give the example of whether a unit would be “the thing 
itself (e.g. the actual physical landscape), knowledge of the thing or the satisfaction that people 
derive from the thing, either by visiting it or simply knowing it exists?” (More et al. 1996, p. 
404). Another challenge is associated with the difficulty in prescribing a connection between the 
intangible values and functions or benefits they supposedly provide: it may be necessary to 
combine the valuation of these factors along with tangible, physical processes for more balanced 
development outcomes (Vejre et al. 2010).  
The diverse nature of approaches used to measure CES employed by researchers from a 
variety of disciplines further complicate measurement and valuation efforts (Milcu et al. 2013). 
To worsen matters, certain CES types receive greater attention than others for a number of 
reasons. For instance, in a 2009 report for national and international policy makers, The 
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Economics of Ecosystems and Biodiversity (TEEB) highlights aesthetic information, recreation, 
ecotourism and educational value as services that can be measured using traditional valuation 
techniques but makes no mention of the others listed in the MA (TEEB, 2009). Generally, the 
most studied components seem to be the most readily quantifiable: recreation, ecotourism and 
aesthetic value top the list, a trend which exacerbates the disparity in counting what matters to 
people versus what is easy to measure (Milcu, et al, 2013). 
In addition to the concern that CES indicators are far less tangible than other forms of 
ecosystem service, it is worth noting that studies of CES following publication of the MA have 
not provided uniform attention to all topics identified in the MA’s inventory. For instance, a 
basic search of Syracuse’s online library database provided 1,372 results between 2005 and 
present for a search of the terms “recreation” and “cultural ecosystem services.” When the same 
search is done using the term “recreation” instead of “sense of place,” 414 results appear; the 
term “knowledge system” yields 159 results and “religion” produces only 104 results. It is 
apparent that all CES do not receive equal attention, thus it is a primary goal of this study to 
attempt to provide equal attention to the full array of CES topics identified in the MA and in so 
doing, discern which of these topics seem to be most important to the residents of this region.    
To summarize, little attention has been given to CES in comparison with the other 
ecosystem services identified in the MA and attention has varied widely even within the studies 
addressing CES. One study aptly describes CES as situated “at a crossroads” with one option 
leading CES to be used for interdisciplinary research into human-environment relations, 
transforming how environmental decisions are made; the other option leads to decision-making 
processes that marginalize and undermine the values they are intended to protect (Hirons et al. 
2016). Comparisons of the value of intangible service versus the value of material goods have 
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not been well documented. The inability to economically account for CES creates difficulty in 
accounting for the loss of these services, which leads to difficulty in making policy decisions. 
These claims legitimate a need for further study into CES, to advance our understanding of the 
field and to pilot thoughtful techniques for valuing these nonmaterial benefits provided by the 
natural environments with which we interact. Not engaging in this work can lead to a future 
where CES benefits fade into obscurity and are devalued greatly.  
The use of the CES framework for this research was intended to help structure the 
investigation and allowed me to explore topics that were more peripherally linked to the 
framework, while still having an anchor to tie these themes back to. Additional literature outside 
the scope of the MA’s CES framework helped to supplement and fill gaps within the framework. 
I felt that the restructuring of CES factors identified through this study into four categories was 
appropriate for this region, though I will note that this approach might not be appropriate for all 
regions, as the types of CES identified could be highly variable across different communities. 
Therefore, I would suggest using the categories I have identified thoughtfully (if at all), and 
would propose using the MA’s CES framework for similar work if it helps to provide structure 
and guidance while inventorying CES factors in whatever region the work is being done.  
 
i. Therapeutic Value 
Drawing from the MA’s theoretical framework of cultural ecosystem services and the existing 
therapeutic landscapes literature (MA, 2005), the topics of inspiration, aesthetic value and 
recreation will fit into a framework I will call “therapeutic value,” which will be characterized by 
a split between tangible and intangible elements within its scope. For example, describing the 
stretch of river’s quality of fishing is a far more tangible and measurable goal than the tangibility 
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associated with describing the feeling a collective group gains from the sound of that same 
stretch of river.  
 
Recreation 
Recreation falls on the more tangible end of the spectrum of therapeutic components. The 
MA describes “recreation and ecotourism” services as being closely linked to “where [people 
choose] to spend their leisure time based … on the characteristics of natural or cultivated 
landcapes in [an] area” (MA, 2005, p. 40). Revisiting TEEB’s recommendations, the category of 
recreation and ecotourism includes a range of activities from hiking and camping to recreational 
fishing and animal watching (TEEB, 2009). The document also identifies indicators of these 
services as “number of visitors to protected sites per year” and “amount of nature tourism” 
(TEEB, 2009, p. 118). These broad indicators raise important and generalizable questions: how 
are we defining these variables, and who is responsible for making this determination? Should 
the categorization be made based on the destination, or the motivation behind the travel (Graja-
Zwolińska & Spychała, 2014)? What activities constitute recreation? Can two boys throwing 
rocks into a tire in a stream from a nearby dump be justified as a recreational activity? I will 
investigate these issues in more depth in the analysis of this paper.  
The inclusion of recreation under the category of CES has been scrutinized for the 
ambiguities associated with operationalization. Some have argued that the joint category of 
“recreation and ecotourism” should instead be classified under the umbrella of provisioning 
services (Abson and Termansen 2011). While this argument merits attention, it may apply more 
to communities which rely heavily on tourism or recreation as an industry or staple to the local 
economy; while recent efforts like the nearby Hatfield-McCoy regional trail system have been 
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made to encourage ecotourism in southern West Virginia, the economy of the region in this case 
study is not supported by such ecotourism activities. Therefore, the focus of this study will be on 
non-commercial recreational value such as that provided to long-time residents. Recreation is a 
unique case of cultural service, as it represents a more tangible indicator of cultural ecosystem 
services, making it easier to measure or “observe” in practice. There have been a number of 
studies to successfully do this in a variety of ways. 
 Hernandez et al (2013) used the quality of river for fishing as an indicator of the value of 
recreation in nearby streams, utilizing a questionnaire designed to measure a variety of CES 
factors. This study suggested “triangulating” recreation with findings for the other CES factors, 
to strengthen the results of the analysis. For instance, the recreational act of fishing could be 
triangulated with local ecological knowledge of preferred baits to use during different seasons 
along with region-specific names of the fish or bait (red-eyes, grampas, etc.) to indicate heritage 
value. Another case study that examined CES factors in a Danish park suggested that services 
which may be variably defined (including recreation) should be ranked alongside ones that are 
more readily defined. These may include physical processes such as wildlife habitat, filtration, 
buffer effects, clean water and air, which advance the triple bottom line of sustainable 
development: environmental, economic and social outcomes (Vejre et al. 2010). Depictions of 
recreation may depend heavily on regional factors and must be broad and inclusive to account 
for uncertainty in existing techniques.  
 
Aesthetics and Inspiration as Therapeutic Value 
On the other hand, aesthetic value and inspiration tend to be less tangible elements. The 
MA identifies aesthetic value and inspiration separately, defining the former as the beauty or 
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aesthetic value “[people find] in various aspects of ecosystems;” the latter is defined as “the rich 
source of inspiration for art, folklore, national symbols, architecture and advertising [ecosystems 
provide]” (2005, p. 40). The vagueness of the definitions offers an opportunity to reimagine the 
relationship between these disparate constructs. For many in West Virginia, the aesthetic value 
or beauty of the landscape is so intertwined with a sense of awe or inspiration, that the two 
cannot be disentangled. Additionally, for many the landscape provides certain benefits that are 
not easily accounted, such as sensations of calmness and rejuvenation. For this reason, the 
concept of therapeutic landscapes seems to more accurately capture both these realms of 
aesthetics and inspiration simultaneously.  
Allison Williams compiled a collection of essays on the topic of therapeutic landscapes 
which has become a cornerstone of the field, noting that the study of therapeutic landscapes has 
been embraced “by academics, public health practitioners, medical professionals and the general 
population” (Williams, 1999, p. 2). In her introduction to this volume, entitled “Therapeutic 
Landscapes,” Allison Williams states that “in many societies, water remains the symbol of 
healing as well as purification and absolution” (1999, p. 2). Water has long been such a symbol 
in Appalachia, with records of baptisms in West Virginia dating back to 1853 (FamilySearch, 
2016), though the practice almost certainly predates this. The notion that nature can provide a 
therapeutic benefit to humans is captured by Wilbert Gesler’s understanding of therapeutic 
landscapes as “places that have an enduring reputation for achieving physical, mental and 
spiritual healing” (1993, p. 171). A study conducted in a rural, mountainous region utilized a 
survey questionnaire to determine what services provided by the landscape were most valued by 
visitors and residents in the area. The study found that tranquility, inspiration, and aesthetic 
beauty all scored very highly on this survey measure (Van Berkel and Verberg, 2014). These 
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CES factors are each highly relevant to this study and will be used to represent the therapeutic 
value of streams in the region associated with the overall well-being of stream users. 
Therapeutic landscapes have been discussed by a number of disciplines and 
subdisciplines such as medical geography, environmental psychology and sociology, each of 
which has used the concept in a variety of nuanced forms. Cuba and Hummon describe places 
through a social psychological perspective as “bounded locales imbued with personal, social, and 
cultural meanings” (1993, p. 112). Proshansky et al. discuss tangible benefits provided by 
“places, spaces and their properties” which, the authors assert, “have served instrumentally in the 
satisfaction of [a] person’s biological, psychological, social and cultural needs” (1983, p. 77). 
For instance, a study conducted on a National Scenic River in North Central Nebraska found 
specific roles that the river played in participants’ lives, including the role of “river as tonic,” in 
which the river was recognized as “good for the mind, body and soul” primarily through 
recreational engagement (Davenport & Anderson, 2005, p. 638).  
Gerson et al. describe a more socially constructed description of therapeutic landscapes in 
Sault Ste. Marie, where having family in close proximity to residents contributed to their sense 
of the place as “home” (1977). Sampson adds to this notion, reporting that long-term residence 
can contribute to the development of sentimental attachment resulting in a sense of home (1988), 
which offers a temporal perspective in which place can be prescribed personal meaning (Cuba & 
Hummon, 1993). Finally, Allison Williams further advances this idea that a long-standing 
relationship with the environment promotes what she calls “authentic environments [where] the 
authenticity of a landscape contributes to the landscape’s therapeutic effect” (19992, p. 74). The 
intersection of physical and social factors across a long temporal scale make the concept wide-
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ranging and complex, but this has promoted the successful application of the therapeutic 
landscapes project across a number of disciplines. 
 
ii. Socioenvironmental Identity  
Having discussed the role place offers in providing specific therapeutic benefits through an 
engagement with nature, we will now explore how place and an engagement with nature helps to 
form the collective and personal identities of these individuals. The topics of sense of place and 
social relations from the MA framework do not fit neatly into the context of Appalachia, as 
social relations have historically served to inform or reinforce one’s sense of place and vice-
versa. The interaction of these factors ultimately gives rise to a perceived identity of the 
individual, which I will explore in terms of the environmental identity. The convergence of these 
ideas allows us to explore the interaction of these three factors in what will be referred to as 
“place-based socioenvironmental identity.” 
 
Sense of Place 
Edward Relph describes the identity of places as being composed of the raw materials of 
physical appearance, along with activities and meanings (1976). Together, these definitions 
capture the significance we tie to place based on what we observe and experience in these places, 
as well as how we assign those things significance. Allison Williams offers another detailed 
description of sense of place as “the identity, significance, meaning, intention, and felt value 
given to a place, often a result of experiencing it over time” (1999, p. 73). The inclusion of a 
temporal factor in this definition is crucial to the understanding of how sense of place can evolve 
and shift across time. She goes on to describe the phenomenon of particular sites acquiring a 
“spirit or personality [through transfers of] lived experience, moral, value and aesthetic 
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judgments” which can be sensed by insiders and outsiders alike (Williams, 1999, p. 73). Relph 
describes this as “existential insidedness,” which occurs when “a place is experienced without 
deliberate and self-conscious reflection, yet is full of significance” (1976, p. 55).  
In this sense, “place” almost acquires a certain identity of its own through stories and 
meanings specific to the region. Fritz Steele further advances this thought, proposing the notion 
of a “spirit of place…as the combination of characteristics that gives some locations a special 
feel or personality” (1981, p. 11). It is important to note here that the construction of this spirit of 
place is reliant on historical persons or groups in that place. For instance, the Daniel Boone 
National Forest in Eastern Kentucky may conjure a distinct personality associated with the 
frontier-era lore of Daniel Boone. Boone spent much of his life traveling between the woods of 
Western North Carolina, Eastern Kentucky and Eastern Tennessee and “recording outstanding 
events… such as a good game kill, finding fresh water, or his travel to a particularly desirable 
area by carving his name and date on a tree” (Collins, 1975, p.14). Place can acquire a certain 
mystique in this way, through stories associated with the place. In this case, stories of Boone’s 
expeditions through this region, hunting beer and trapping game, conjure images of a rugged 
frontier lifestyle (Collins, 1975), which visitors to the forest can momentarily experience anew. 
 
Social Relations 
The evolution of thought around social roles paved the way for later theorists to advance 
new theories of individual identity. Margaret Hunt describes “the self” as follows:  
 
“far from being about personal uniqueness and separation from others, [the self] 
is largely or wholly relational. It is about how people perform a ‘self’ in relation to 
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linguistic, ideological, and material constraints and possibilities, a set of expectations 
that inheres in a community or a network of people, processes, and things.” (2015, p. 9) 
 
The individual’s identity is therefore co-constructed through interactions with the environmental 
factors surrounding that individual. In “Removing Mountains,” Rebecca Scott describes how the 
history of mining in the central Appalachian Coalfields has led to residents’ identities becoming 
conflated with the extractive practice of coal mining, a factor she attributes to the history of 
mining in the region (Scott, 2010).  
It is important to note here that individual identities can be composed of multiple 
component parts, interacting to form the self, which may dictate how we behave or respond in 
certain situations; these behaviors or reactions may vary when we make judgments based on our 
own personal values or morals. Further, group identity can also impact these behaviors or 
actions. Groups provide an important sense of self-esteem and pride for individuals, and actions 
or behaviors of these individuals may depend heavily on which group happens to be the 
“reference point” for a particular decision (Turner & Tajfel, 1986). To illustrate, we can think of 
the process of social categorization, where individuals place themselves into a variety of “in-
groups” with those that share common preferences, values, or characteristics (i.e. church 
regulars, coal miners, rugby teammates); during the process, some individuals are inevitably 
placed into an “out-group” of those that do not share similar preferences, values or 
characteristics (Turner & Tajfel, 1986). This othering process may cause individuals to behave or 
think differently, even negatively, toward individuals in these “out-groups.” Our membership in 
these in-groups illustrates the multiplicity of components one’s self can contain.  
  
Environmental Identity 
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Clayton proposes that one component (or self-concept) we possess is an “environmental 
identity,” which she defines as “a sense of connection to some part of the nonhuman natural 
environment, based on history, emotional attachment, and/or similarity, that affects the ways in 
which we perceive and act toward the world” (Clayton & Opotow, 2003, p. 45-46). Sense of 
place is heavily reliant on the actors experiencing the place. Zavestoski explains: “although 
individuals can have identities grounded in nonsocial experiences…such identities will wither 
unless there are other social actors who treat the identities as meaningful” (2003, p. 300).  
Clayton expands the scope of an environmental identity to include interactions with the 
natural world as well as social interactions and our perceptions of ourselves, others and nature 
(Clayton & Opotow, 2003). She supports this assertion using E.O. Wilson’s theory of biophilia, 
which proposes that humans have an innate, perhaps genetic compulsion to affiliate with other 
lifeforms (Wilson, 1984). This theory has since been used to explain certain emotional responses 
of humans to the natural environment. Clayton also cites the various direct and indirect 
psychological and physiological benefits humans gain from nature like physical fitness, self-
confidence, curiosity and calm (Kellert, 1997) as well as greater cognitive awareness, memory 
and general well-being (Hartig, Mang & Evans, 1991).  
Clayton and Opotow maintain that one’s environmental identity “inevitably contain[s] a 
social component” and that “how we understand ourselves in nature is infused with shared, 
culturally influenced understandings of what nature is - what is to be revered, reviled or utilized” 
(2003, p. 10). One’s environmental identity is therefore heavily influenced by regional 
differences, the types of social interactions one has, and therefore the values of those you interact 
with (especially of those in your in-group). Other experiences may greatly affect one’s sense of 
environmental identity. Peter Khan suggests that children either view nature through an 
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anthropocentric lens, where consideration is given only to how “effects on the environment 
affect human beings” or through a biocentric lens, where nature is viewed as having intrinsic 
value as a “larger ecological community of which humans may be a part” (2003, p.116).  
Across a number of studies, Khan consistently found that most of the children he 
interviewed (>90 percent) expressed anthropocentric views about nature. He reasons that humans 
may not develop the capacity to think in a way that is biocentric until later in our development. 
The following quote from Khan, musing about an interaction with his neighbor, Horse, depicts 
the puzzling nature of this dichotomy aptly. Horse is on his way to log a section of mature forest 
on a nearby cattle ranch, and proclaims that he does not view this activity to be environmentally 
harmful, going so far as to justify the logging by determining that the timber is overly mature: 
 
“How do people whose identities appear so deeply connected to the land they love 
engage in environmentally harmful activities? Do they really believe that the activity 
(e.g., logging mature trees) causes no environmental harm? Do economic demands 
simply override environmental moral judgments? Or do both the demands and judgments 
coexist in an uneasy if unequal alliance? What does it mean when such people say that 
they love the land? Do they love the land only for what it can give to them, or in some 
way that extends beyond their own immediate self-interest?” (Khan, 2003, p.113).  
 
This theme of how humans view nature, as well as how value decisions and moral arguments are 
made based on these views will be explored in this project. This study adds to extensive research 
on the negative social and economic impacts of strip mining in central Appalachia, such as the 
works of Shannon Elizabeth Bell (2013; 2016) and Rebecca Scott (2010). 
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iii. Cultural Heritage 
The MA describes cultural heritage value as the “high value [societies place] on the maintenance 
of historically important landscapes or culturally significant species” (2005, p. 40). While the 
discussion of socioenvironmental identity uses sense of place as a means of explaining how 
engagement with nature informs a collective and personal identity, this explanation overlooks a 
critical component of that identity. For many participants, socioenvironmental identity did not 
exist in a vacuum, but was situated within a continuum informed by the cultural heritage of the 
region, whether through natural components of this history, such as the flora and fauna that serve 
as cultural keystones, or the human history, such as early mountaineers and miners.  
 
Cultural Heritage 
Much of the dialogue around cultural heritage has foundations in the archaeological field, 
although the dominant archaeological discourse has been criticized for failing to bridge a 
chronological discontinuity in which past interacts with present (Olivier, 2001). The discussion 
around cultural heritage rapidly evolved following World War II, since which “a strong ‘post-
colonial’ ethical concern for the dignity and autonomy of local, Indigenous, and non-Western 
communities, peoples, and nations has developed” (Soderland & Lilley, 2015, p. 2). This 
thinking has been used to advance more community-based ways of conceptualizing cultural 
heritage in recent movements. This advance is apparent in disciplines such as “engaged” or 
“community archaeology,” in which “archaeologists or heritage specialists [collaborate with] 
local, Indigenous, or other descendent communities” (Soderland & Lilley, 2015, p. 3).  
To add to this understanding, it is suggested that landscapes should be viewed as living, 
social processes in contrast to traditional views of landscape as object; this divergence offers 
insight into how social values and definitions can be constructed by communities in the present 
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utilizing knowledge of the past (Mayne-Wilson, 2001; Kristiansen, 1989). This logic also helps 
incorporate identity and sense of place into the framing of cultural heritage. Importantly, we can 
use these ideas to extend the definition of a landscape to include the perceptions, values and 
identities of people that inhabit and experience it in addition to the landscape’s “natural” features 
(van Dommelen, 1999).  
This evolution of understanding around cultural heritage has become central to the 
development of a relatively new field called “Cultural Heritage Management” (CHM). Waterton 
(2005) describes the complexity of applying the theoretical concepts of cultural landscapes 
detailed above to more “practical dimensions” of heritage management. Through a case study of 
the Hareshaw Linn project in northern England’s Northumberland National Park, Waterton notes 
a skepticism of authority and feeling of collective resistance due to power relations between 
residents of this community and the National Park. As causes of this distrust, residents cite 
interactions where the park has marginalized and disempowered local values and interests 
(Green, 2002) and a dissatisfaction of community members with the park’s stated ‘ownership’ of 
the area, which overlooks the role this landscape has had on those in the community, past and 
present (Mitchell, 1999).  
 
Cultural Heritage in the Appalachian Coalfields 
The above case offers striking similarities to the historic distrust of outsiders (especially 
scientists) by residents of the Appalachian coalfields. Ron Eller (2008) discusses this in an 
extensive history of Appalachia since 1945, detailing that this distrust extends to public officials 
and government organizations in the region, such as the various state and federal regulatory 
agencies, which are all viewed as outsiders to coalfield residents. Notions of who is placed inside 
or outside of a community’s collective identity can provide useful insights into historic roots of 
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the development of a region’s heritage. In the case of the Appalachian coalfields, Rebecca Scott 
(2010) discusses cultural heritage forming around the coal mining industry throughout the region 
during the United States’ World War II effort. Looking deeper into this history, however, it is 
clear that residents did not willingly accept the transformation of this region into a so-called 
“sacrifice zone” (Scott, 2010).  
The growing demand for coal to fuel the US steel industry following the war resulted in a 
government takeover of operation of the coal mines by the Truman administration. This takeover 
led to a later violation of a contract between the federal government and the UMWA, which was 
followed by widespread strikes in late 1946 (Logan, 1978). The strikes culminated in the Krug-
Lewis Agreement of 1946 between then UMWA president John Lewis and Secretary of the 
Interior Julius Krug, which created UMWA health and welfare funds guaranteed by the federal 
government (UMWA, 2018). Both periods have great significance to the development of the 
cultural heritage of the region, though both events present contrasting views of the collective 
“role” or identity of the region in a national context. This evinces the necessity of accounting for 
the varied and continually evolving perceptions of a region’s identity across time and space in 
describing the cultural heritage of a place. 
Indicators of cultural heritage can be uncovered through statements that reference such 
landmark events that have impact at the local scale. Events such as the Battle of Blair Mountain 
(a frequently referenced labor dispute) and Upper Big Branch mine collapse are examples of this. 
Hernandez et al. (2013) advocated combining other indicators of CES with cultural heritage, as 
the triangulation of these factors would strengthen the significance of the findings. Local 
ecological knowledge (LEK) is defined as “experiential knowledge derived from lived 
interactions with the local environment” (Turvey et al., 2014, p.2) and differs from traditional 
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ecological knowledge (TEK), which is a “cumulative body” of this knowledge which is passed 
down generationally (Turvey et al., 2014, p. 2). Both LEK and TEK offer strong evidence that 
CES is provided by individuals’ interactions with streams, but triangulating this finding by 
confirming the significance fishing has in the region and the value residents place on clean 
streams for recreational fishing creates a more robust, detailed, multi-dimensional indicator of 
cultural ecosystem value. Tengberg, et al. differentiate between the depth or complexity of 
cultural heritage value, describing “surface value [as] the perceptual response to directly 
perceived forms, relationships and practices” and “embedded value [as an indirect result of] an 
awareness of past forms, practices and relationships” (2012, p. 19). The study measures items 
from a questionnaire, placing them into one of these categories, then situates the values in a 
time/scale matrix based on where they fall within three distinct time periods defined by the 
complexity of the local economy in each period (Tengberg et al., 2012).  
A study of tribal and non-tribal inhabitants of the Puget Sound attempted to uncover how 
ancestry and cultural heritage linked people with the sound through in-depth interviews (Poe et 
al., 2016). Tribal inhabitants of the sound discussed the importance of storytelling as a way of 
passing down local or traditional ecological knowledge, crediting the strong memories of the 
community in preserving the narrative of these stories over many generations. Non-tribal 
inhabitants described a more place-based identity linked to key physical or ecological 
characteristics of the region, such as the shellfish, oysters or the coastline itself (Poe et al., 2016). 
One of the non-tribal participants describes herself as a “south sound girl,” directly linking the 
region where generations of her family have lived to her personal identity (Poe et al., 2016). 
Tribal and non-tribal residents alike discussed an affinity for the water and more broadly, the 
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ocean, that begins in earlier “formative years” and develops over the lifetime of many residents 
of the sound (Poe et al., 2016). 
 The Puget Sound Partnership (PSP) is an effort that recognizes the importance of 
restoring cultural vitality to a region alongside more traditional restoration goals, which focus 
mostly on enhancing ecosystem functionality and biodiversity. The PSP has increased 
stakeholder engagement in decision-making by identifying “Local Integrating Organizations” 
which consist of “local governments, tribes, non-profit organizations, [various] interest groups, 
businesses, [educators] and citizens … in nine geographic areas” (PSP1, 2016, p. 3). A biennial 
“State of the Sound” report is published by the PSP to inform decision-makers and stakeholders 
of progress in the ecosystem’s recovery. The website offers an interactive way to view current 
“vital signs” of this progress, which include two broad categories of goals to improve “healthy 
human population” and “vibrant human quality of life” within the sound (PSP2, 2016). Each of 
these broad categories have indicators such as cultural well-being, sense of place and shellfish 
beds with specific action items to measure progress toward these goals.  
 Unfortunately, in stark contrast to most of the biophysical goals, 17 of the 20 vital signs 
identified for these two categories have no set “2020 target,” 12 of 20 have insufficient or no 
data and only two of 20 vital signs reported improvements: management of onsite sewage 
systems and increased area of harvestable shellfish beds (PSP2, 2016). These obstacles illustrate 
the tendency of restoration efforts to downplay research and data collection that could enhance 
social or cultural benefits historically provided by now-impaired ecosystems. As mentioned in 
the 2017 State of the Sound report, lack of funding is a key obstacle to many ambitious 
restoration efforts and it seems that the PSP is no exception. Such cases underscore the great 
need for more research to be done in this field to illustrate its value in public decision-making 
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and policy design. Local indigenous groups often feel increasingly marginalized in decision-
making processes that give precedence to western science over traditional values, which further 
hinders the prioritization of cultural values and perpetuates a cycle of devaluing many CES 
components (Patterson, 2017).  
 
iv. Traditional and Values-Based Knowledge 
To expand upon the rich cultural heritage of the region, it is necessary to devote attention toward 
the knowledge and values that inform this sense of significance. The last concept to be explored 
is that of traditional knowledge systems such as local ecological knowledge (LEK) and 
traditional ecological knowledge (TEK), which is also discussed in the MA. However, we will 
similarly make this category more broad and inclusive of a few other topics outlined in the MA. 
The MA limits this category to a vague definition of knowledge systems informed by “[how] 
ecosystems influence the types of knowledge systems developed by different cultures” (2005, 
p.40), this paper will include traditional values (many of which were informed by spiritual or 
religious beliefs) into this categorization.  
 
Traditional Knowledge Systems 
Traditional knowledge can be defined as “knowledge and values which have been 
acquired through experience, observation, and from the land or from spiritual teachings, and 
handed down from one generation to another” (Wenzel, 1999, p. 113). Zapf points out that 
central to this definition are elements of the land, or physical environment (Zapf, 2005). In this 
sense, Zapf argues, the relationship of traditional knowledge to place makes the two inseparable 
and inextricably linked to one another. Keith Basso captures this sentiment with the assertion 
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that “selfhood and placehood are completely intertwined” (1996, p. 146). Western society has 
largely ignored this linkage: Cummins and Whiteduck describe western thought as being 
characterized by “a belief that humankind is separate from, as opposed to a part of, the natural 
world” (1998, p.12) which might be attributable to the fact that “western science does not appear 
to have a corresponding concept” (Peat, 1994, p. 257). Close reliance and interaction with the 
land historically formed an intimate connection between Appalachians and place, as evidenced 
by personal accounts and records of early sustenance livelihood. 
 There has been scant reference to the traditional knowledge systems found in Appalachia 
as comparable to indigenous systems despite the relative similarity and seeming overlap of the 
subjects. One study, which compares traditional with neo-indigenous and western scientific 
thought offers a potentially helpful rationale for this paucity:  
 
“local Appalachian knowledge of nature appears to be Indigenous in its 
characteristics and specific details. However, Semali and Kincheloe (1999), … concluded 
that such knowledge could not be considered Indigenous because … Appalachian 
knowledge of nature was held by a member of a privileged group (i.e., a white 
American)” (Aikenhead & Ogawa, 2007, p. 555).  
 
Aikenhead and Ogawa later circle back to this tension, specifying that under McKinley’s 
specifications for indigeneity, being a white, poor, rural Appalachian resident holding “non-
Eurocentric knowledge of nature” could qualify as neo-indigenous knowledge (2007, p. 556).  
 Early reliance on roots and herbs for medicinal uses, as well as income sources, are 
documented by Ellen Churchill Semple, who describes families spending lay-by time around the 
harvest collecting: “ginseng, yellow-root, witch hazel, sassafras, galax, goldenseal and 
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bloodroot,” a practice which sustained the early bartering economy in the region (1910, p. 580). 
Eller writes about these early relationships of Appalachian settlers with the landscape:  
 
“Everything about the mountain homestead reflected a society that had adapted 
to and harmonized with its surroundings by making effective use of local resources and 
by altering traditional cultural patterns to fit new physical conditions” (1982, p. 23).  
 
It seems apparent from this account that, at the very least, early Appalachian settlers were 
significantly closer to a neo-indigenous knowledge system than the rest of the country; this was 
perpetuated as Appalachia remained largely insulated from the effects of globalization. Even the 
dominant form of construction, the log cabin, highlights this central cultural trait of settlers’ 
close relationship to nature, while also illustrating the balance these settlers struck between the 
necessity for utility with that of stewardship (Eller, 1982).  
 
Spiritual & Religious Values  
 The role which religion has played (and continues to play) in the Appalachian coalfields 
is central to the preservation of traditionally held values, customs and beliefs of the region’s 
inhabitants. In fact, one academic devoted an entire book to highlighting the overlap of the 
nature of resistance by anti-mountaintop removal activists with their deeply-held religious beliefs 
and values (Witt, 2016). Witt identified three primary religious frameworks in this effort, 
including a “Creation Care” ethic, a focus on social justice and an ecocentric response (Turman, 
2018). The Creation Care ethic primarily stresses a focus on stewardship of God’s creation, a 
strategy advanced by the Evangelical Environmental Network since 1994, while the focus on 
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ecocentrism relied heavily on “feelings of kinship with the environment, combining spiritual 
insights with scientific understandings of nature” (Turman, 2018, p. 233).   
 These traditional values were not the brainchild of European settlers, but quite likely 
relics held over from their predecessors, aboriginal North Americans that intuitively understood 
land’s role as the “locus of communion between the human and the divine” (Holst, 1997, p. 155). 
The interaction of early Appalachian settlers with their environment through subsistence and 
agrarian livelihoods has been discussed here (and studied) at length. However, the historically 
prevalent viewpoints of stewardship based on creationist belief and even earlier understandings 
of the spiritual relationship between mankind and nature have long since been disrupted with the 
early intrusions of capitalistic industries into the region. Industrialization played a major role in 
dismantling the firmly established agrarian and sustenance economy that had existed for 
generations before its arrival, upending the existing social structure in the region (Eller, 1982).  
According to Eller, this transition led to “lifestyles and physical surroundings … more 
clearly [delineating] social rank, fostering a greater social awareness” (1982, p. 234). The 
coming wave of industrialization discussed in the previous chapter not only thoroughly 
dismantled the patterns of land use and ownership throughout the region, but also the social 
structure and value system that had existed for generations prior. This disturbance caused 
Appalachian residents to reconstruct their existing value structures based on modern ideals of 
society, concepts that were imported from distant urban centers during this period. Thus, 
technological advancement and the forces of globalization quickly unraveled a status quo 
maintained for generations, which held utilization of the region’s bounty of natural resources 
with an ethic of care and stewardship and replaced it with unconstrained exploitation.  
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This review of the literature provides a detailed understanding of the various CES 
components that are relevant to this project, including examples of how these topics have been 
operationalized in similar studies. The therapeutic landscapes body of work offered a larger 
container within which the CES components providing therapeutic benefit could be situated, as 
well as offering a more nuanced understanding of sense of place that allows for the attachment of 
specific reactions (awe, tranquility) to these places. The environmental identity literature helps to 
create a more complete picture of the unique interactions shared with the natural environment 
that many participants mentioned in the study, as well as a more thorough explanation of co-
reliance of identity and place.  Equipped with a thorough understanding now of the history of the 
region and of the various underpinnings of the MA’s cultural ecosystem services criteria, we will 
turn to the decisions made during the data collection and analysis portions of this study. 
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CHAPTER III: RESEARCH DESIGN 
This project utilized Strauss & Corbin’s systematic grounded theory approach (Strauss & Corbin 
1990, 1998; Corbin & Strauss, 2007, 2015), as opposed to Charmaz’s constructivist approach 
(2005, 2006, 2014). Strauss & Corbin’s (1990, 1998) approach stresses the procedural elements 
of this method through the sampling, data collection and analysis phases that are associated with 
the “constant comparison of data from the field with emerging categories” (Creswell & Poth, 
2018, p. 84). While emphasis is placed on elements of this more systematic grounded theory by 
using a protocol adhering to technical procedures, an exploratory style informed by Charmaz’s 
constructivist assertions (2000, 2006) is incorporated in the analysis phase. The goal of this 
project is to use semi-structured interviews to investigate cultural ecosystem services (CES) 
identified by the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MA, 2005) to determine if the framework 
is a good fit for the region, inventory additional CES discussed by participants, establish whether 
provision of these services has been disrupted by extractive industry activity and find additional 
disruptors. Additionally, the study will seek to identify how CES that are not accounted for in the 
MA fit into the proposed CES framework of this study.   
 
Sampling 
The target demographic for my sampling frame was adults (over the age of 18) with 
significant knowledge of the outdoors or history of the region. I had a particular interest in 
hearing from “old timers,” or individuals who were generally over the age of 60 and had spent a 
majority of their life in southern West Virginia. A purposive approach to sampling was used to 
accomplish the main focus of identifying individuals with the most knowledge of cultural and 
historical significance of the region. Purposive sampling is the deliberate selection of participants 
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based on qualities they possess (Tongco, 2007). A mixed purposive sampling technique was 
employed, where interview participants were selected on two major criteria:  
1) Individuals’ level of traditional knowledge on a variety of topics from subsistence 
livelihood to the cultural heritage of the region. 
2) Individuals’ availability and willingness to speak with me for 45 minutes to one hour.  
The mixed sampling technique was designed from a combination of approaches found in Miles 
and Huberman’s inventory of typologies of qualitative sampling strategies (1994). Priority was 
given to a criterion approach used to identify individuals meeting a pre-determined criterion of 
importance (Patton, 2002), based on the suggestions of the staff at Coal River Mountain Watch 
[CRMW], as well as other community members with whom I spoke. 
Residents of central Appalachia have historically exhibited a strong distrust toward 
outsiders, especially scientists (Eller, 2008) a factor that limited my access to potential interview 
participants. Therefore, the use of snowball sampling and opportunistic sampling approaches 
were also necessary. Snowball sampling involves “finding individuals associated with the 
population of interest and then using those people to gain access to others … to generate 
purposive research samples of people with specific talents or characteristics” (Beins, 2017, p. 1-
2), while emergent sampling involves making sampling decisions during the data collection 
process (Cohen & Crabtree, 2006). The sampling tactics used for this study can all be described 
as non-probability selection methods, an inherently biased form of sampling. In this form of 
sampling, “participants are selected not according to the logic of probability … but by other 
means” (Elliot et al., 2016, p. 1).  Ultimately, the inclusion of these alternative strategies was 
necessary to achieve the target of between 20-60 interview participants.  
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  Figure 4: Map of study area including communities and features of interest 
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Figure 4 provides a map of the study area, including the four nearby communities of the 
study participants. Many of my contacts were provided by staff at CRMW, however, my sample 
was not limited to individuals that were affiliated with the organization. I was provided the 
contact information for anyone in the nearby communities willing to speak with me, to alleviate 
a bias toward CRMW-aligned responses. These types of methods “are useful when a sampling 
frame is not available, but they may limit analysis and findings cannot be generalized to the 
population” (Elliot et al., 2016, p. 1). Fortunately, the main goal of this study was not to produce 
generalizable findings. To attempt to address other concerns of validity, participants were told 
that the project was not affiliated with CRMW but was for fulfillment of degree requirements at 
SUNY-ESF and responses would be anonymized and unpublished. The questions were designed 
not to explicitly address extractive industries, so as not to persuade participants toward responses 
that were aligned with a CRMW affiliation. 
My sample consists of 24 individuals, which met my target reaching a saturation on the 
topics to be covered according to Creswell (2012). Of the sample, nearly half (11 individuals) 
fell into the category of old timers (older than 60 years old). Additionally, almost all of the 
participants described themselves as having been from  the region, which likely allowed for the 
inherent acquisition of knowledge about the cultural and historical significance of traditional 
practices and of the region itself.   
 
Data Collection 
The primary source of data collection was through semi-structured interviews conducted at the 
location of participants’ choice. By living on-site in southern WV while conducting interviews, I 
was able to get a clearer sense of the local environment and to interact through direct 
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observation, which helped strengthen the validity of my observations. This more thorough 
understanding of the local culture, livelihood and overall values system was crucial for situating 
participants’ perspectives within the context of the region.  
 
Positionality 
 My role as a researcher in this project and my current identity as a student may have had 
a bearing on the course of my interviews. Having read extensively about the historic tension 
between residents of the region and outsiders and particularly, academics (Stoll, 2017; Eller, 
2008; Eller, 1982), I attempted to downplay my role in academia and focus more on my identity 
as a Kentuckian when introducing myself to participants. Additionally, I clarified that I was 
seeking the expertise of each participant with whom I spoke, in order to learn more about the 
region, so that I might accurately capture its essence in my writing.  
It was my goal to be highly reflexive during the interview process, to allow for self-
reflection and to explore topics of particular interest to interview subjects. Reflexivity is a vital 
component of the qualitative research process, due to the various interactions between the 
researcher and participants (Creswell, 2014). Therefore, qualitative data are informed by the 
process by which that data are obtained (Emerson et al., 2011). In particular, this research is 
affected by my personal preferences, emotions and beliefs, as well as my pre-conceived 
convictions and funding sources (Hsiung 2008). Therefore, the inclusion of a reflection process 
is beneficial to the outcome of this project, as a component of the analysis and knowledge 
production phases (Hsiung 2008; Mruck and Breuer 2003). In particular, my aversion to the 
mountaintop removal mining industry for a variety of reasons makes it challenging to be 
objective in considering the benefits of this practice, as perceived by participants in the study. 
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Additionally, my lived experience as a cis white male comes with its own set of predispositions. 
All of these factors may have impacted the way participants interacted with me, though I 
attempted to minimize any potential biases during the course of this study. 
Recognizing that my own positionality within this study only makes up a small portion of 
the outcome, it is also necessary to elaborate upon the perspectives of the residents of the region. 
The topic of land use, especially pertaining to the mining industry, is a highly contentious issue 
in this region of central Appalachia. Criticisms toward the mining industry are frequently met 
with anger or exasperation, particularly when they are felt to imperil the local economy. My 
affiliation with Coal River Mountain Watch may have exacerbated the perception that I was an 
anti-coal sympathizer, impacting how individuals spoke with me about this topic. Additionally, 
my background involvement in a community project to spread awareness about the 
environmental harms of mountaintop removal illuminated my staunch opposition to the practice, 
though I did my best to minimize these predispositions through the research process. My role in 
southern West Virginia was strictly that of an observer; I took great care to portray the concerns 
and patterns outlined in this thesis as objectively as possible. While this study does not represent 
the entire region of Appalachia, much less all of central Appalachia, it provides an enlightening 
snapshot of the tensions felt in four communities of southern West Virginia with nearby 
extractive industries and other barriers to cultural ecosystem services. 
 
Interviews 
Semi-structured, in-depth interviews were conducted face-to-face mostly in the homes of 
participants, though some were conducted at the CRMW office. The semi-structured interview 
format is useful when it is necessary to “delve deeply into a topic and to understand thoroughly 
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the answers provided” (Harrell & Bradley, 2009, p. 27). This method was selected mainly due to 
time constraints, as an unstructured format typically requires “a great deal of time [be spent] with 
the community [studied]” (Harrell & Bradley, 2009, p. 34). Charmaz proposes that in-depth 
interviews are intended to explore the perspectives of participants, rather than to interrogate them 
(1991) and can be useful in fostering reflections, or eliciting stories from participants (2006). 
Therefore, the in-depth, semi-structured approach allowed for richer detail from the interview 
process to explore the foundations of the values and priorities of each individual participant, 
while adhering to a standardized list of general topics to be covered.  
All 24 interviews were conducted between May and September of 2017. Interviews were 
conducted in the unincorporated communities of Naoma, Rock Creek, Sundial, Hazy Creek (not 
recognized as independently unincorporated from Sundial) and Eunice. Whitesville was the only 
incorporated town in the study, with a population of 514 as of the 2010 census (US Census 
Bureau, 2010). Population data for unincorporated communities was only available at the zip 
code level and therefore not included. Interviews typically took one hour, although they ranged 
somewhat in length between participants. Coal River Mountain Watch’s assistance was vital to 
the recruitment of interview participants; individuals were hesitant to speak with me until one of 
the staff at CRMW reached out to ask permission on my behalf.  
A consent form was presented and explained to participants in accordance with university 
IRB protocol, including permission to record our conversation, for purposes of audio 
transcription. The order of the interview schedule varied slightly between participants, depending 
on what topics had been covered as we came to the questions. It was often necessary to make 
adjustments during the course of the interview to avoid re-covering content that had already been 
addressed by the participant. This strategy was intended to preserve the natural flow of the 
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interview and to not dissuade interview participants from exploring related tangents. Kvale and 
Brinkmann (2015) propose that interviews allow for knowledge to be created by the interaction 
that takes place between the parties and that interviews provide an opportunity to “uncover [the 
participant’s] lived world” (p. 3). In this spirit, I allowed interviewees opportunity to direct the 
interview to an extent, within the bounds of a general structure that was followed for all the 
interviews. This approach was useful for determining the extent to which participants felt 
particular CES topics were worth discussing. 
The general structure I used divided interviews into three distinct sections. First, family 
history and community were discussed, with questions regarding the amount of time one’s 
family had lived in the region, what kinds of knowledge and traditions had been passed down 
and what types of values the community held. Next, environmental values were discussed in 
terms of places that were significant to participants, activities that they enjoyed doing and what 
about the landscape they particularly valued. Finally, I questioned participants about the future of 
the region, what types of activities or experiences they hope for future generations to continue, if 
they will have these opportunities and why or why not. The interview was designed to allow 
participants to reconnect with their childhood, reflect on what they appreciate about the 
landscape and region and move them into talking about what changes they have noticed since 
then and what they foresee in coming years.  
Additionally, I was able to visit a number of the sites that held significant local cultural 
significance mentioned in many of the interviews. This allowed me to get a better sense of what 
types of activities and interactions occurred at these significant local sites. I participated in a 
couple monitoring expeditions to mountaintop removal sites, on which public access was 
prohibited, as well as an official visit to a mountaintop removal site where the WVDEP was 
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performing water quality testing. Additionally, I read a variety of books concerning Appalachian 
history, many of which detailed the specific history of Raleigh and Boone counties (where my 




 Interviews were transcribed from audio recordings into word documents for use with the 
coding software AtlasTI. A list of deductive themes was generated from the MA’s (2005) list of 
cultural ecosystem services. A first round of line-by-line coding consisted of assigning deduced 
codes to appropriate statements, while “building a list of tentative codes [matching] text 
segments,” as suggested by Creswell & Poth (2018, p. 190). Transcripts were iteratively 
reviewed several times and similar codes were condensed into more generic categories, or 
otherwise discarded through the process of “winnowing” (Wolcott, 1994). The initial codebook 
consisted of around 35 categories, 10 of which were deduced codes from the MA. The remainder 
of these initial codes represented a variety of emergent codes that were identified through the 
combination of open codes, a tactic proposed by Charmaz (2006).  
Table 1 illustrates how initial deductive codes were categorized into emergent subthemes. 
Many of these codes were assigned to best-fitting concepts and their accompanying operational 
definitions from the literature, although some were defined inductively using similarities found 
between statements of shared codes (Creswell, 2012). Generally, obstacles to CES were given  
descriptions as they were identified from interviews, as there is not a vast body of existing 
literature on this topic and due to the nature of the case study approach. This inductive, iterative 
approach allowed for a broader range of obstacles to be recognized from the interview data.  
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Deductive Category Emergent Categories 
Social Relations 2.2.0 Social Relations 
  2.2.1 Social Relations (past) 
  2.2.2 Social Relations (active) 
  2.3.0 Familial Relations 
  2.3.1 Familial Relations (Sites/Experiences) 
 2.3.2 Familial Relations (Objects/Knowledge) 
Recreation and Ecotourism 3.1.0 Appreciative Recreation 
  3.1.1 Appreciative Recreation (past) 
  3.1.2 Appreciative Recreation (active) 
  3.2.0 Consumptive Recreation 
  3.2.1 Consumptive Recreation (past) 
  3.2.2 Consumptive Recreation (active) 
  3.3.0 Abusive or Mechanized Recreation 
  3.3.1 Abusive or Mechanized Recreation (past) 
  3.3.2 Abusive or Mechanized Recreation (active) 
Aesthetic Values 3.4.0 Aesthetic Sense of Awe 
  3.4.1 Aesthetic Sense of Awe (past) 
  3.4.2 Aesthetic Sense of Awe (active) 
  3.5.0 Aesthetic Sense of Tranquility/Relaxation 
  3.5.1 Aesthetic Sense of Tranquility/Relaxation (past) 
  3.5.2 Aesthetic Sense of Tranquility/Relaxation (active) 
Education Values 4.1.1 Informal Knowledge 
  4.1.2 Formal Knowledge 
Table 1: Deductive codes from MA with associated emergent codes 
Following development of an initial codebook, subthemes were developed to capture nuanced 
topics within a larger theme (appreciative, consumptive and mechanized recreation) and to 
differentiate between past and present tense of references to some categories (past social 
relations vs. present social relations). The addition of these new codes brought the total number 
of codes used to 65; many fit into the deductive framework established by the MA, some themes 
fell outside these established categories.  
Codes were organized using a numerical cataloging system where the first digit referred 
to one of five code families to which all the codes were assigned: cultural heritage, 
socioenvironmental identity, therapeutic value, knowledge systems and barriers. While the first 
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four of these categories refer to the thematic CES categories described previously, a fifth code 
family was created to contain topics that were generally discussed as barriers to the enjoyment of 
any of the CES topics contained by these previous four families. The inclusion of this category 
afforded a simpler coding system where all statements addressing the disruption of access to 
CES could be centralized and analyzed separately. The second digit referred to a thematic 
category within the code family, such as “recreation” or “social relations.” If a third digit was 
assigned, this was assigned to denote that the code was a subtheme of the category which 
contained it. Code groups were created for each of the five code families for a macro-level 
analysis of occurrences of each, while individual codes within the code families were analyzed in 
each of the results sections to focus on a more granular analysis. Grouping codes into one of 
these categories was a highly iterative process, as it was often difficult to determine where a 
certain code fit in terms of the landscape of categories; initial codes were referenced and revised 
various times, as advocated by Charmaz (2012).  
Document groups were also created to categorize individuals according to the community 
where they lived, as well as which age group they fit into. The 24 participants tended to 
geographically coincide within one of three regions: Rock Creek, Naoma and Whitesville. As 
Rock Creek had the greatest number of participants, this category was divided into two 
subgroups: those that lived back in the holler (Rock Creek [H]), versus those that lived at the 
mouth of the creek, at its confluence with Coal River (Rock Creek [R]). While these  
communities were the closest geographically, there were two definite, separate communities 
present. Although five or six participants per region is not sufficient to draw conclusions that are 
generalizable, the purposive approach to sampling was selected because individuals that 
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participated were seen as possessing intimate knowledge of their respective communities, 
therefore providing some degree of generalizable knowledge of their community. 
Community Naoma Rock Creek (H) Rock Creek (R.) Whitesville 
Total 7 5 7 5 
Figure 5: Participant totals per community 
While a greater volume of participants may have produced more nuanced findings of 
individual communities, analyses of communities (in rare cases) illuminated certain trends of a 
highly localized nature, such as the impression that drug use and drug-related crime was more 
heavily concentrated in the holler of Rock Creek than other regions. The participants were also 
somewhat equally distributed between each of the four communities, as figure 5 illustrates. It is  
apparent when looking at the map that the majority of participants lived up the river from 
Whitesville. With more resources and time, a more complete analysis would capture a greater 
number of individuals in the region of Whitesville (broadly, downriver from the Coal River 
Mountain Watch [CRMW] office). This would offer a clearer idea of how impacts may vary 
between groups up the river and down the river from the CRMW office, as the community of 
Whitesville was purportedly dealing with greater impacts of surface mining activity, at present.  
Age Group Young  (18 - 34) 
Middle Age  
(35 - 59) 
Old Timers  
(60 +) 
Total 6 7 11 
Figure 6: Participant totals by age group 
Analyses at the age group level similarly lacked the number of participants to be generalizable, 
but were also somewhat uniform in distribution of participants. Figure 6 gives a breakdown of 
the number of participants that fell into each age group. Age groups were determined by some 
generally common characteristics between individuals in each category: most young participants 
did not have children and were less likely to be married. Middle-aged participants we more likely 
to be married, have young children and hold more ‘serious’ occupations. Old timers were 
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generally retired or no longer working and more likely to have grandchildren. I was informed by 
multiple residents that individuals above 60 that had lived along Route three most of their lives 
were generally considered old timers. It is worth mentioning here that time constraints prevented 
a more extensive IRB approval process that would have allowed for individuals under 18 to 
participate. If feasible for future study of this topic, adolescent perspectives would provide 
additional insight that is noticeably lacking from this project.  
Frequency comparisons of themes were the most commonly used analysis approach to 
identify relevant themes for discussion, where the frequency with which a topic was discussed 
was compared to the total number of codes referred to by each individual, or group. While this 
does not account for the questions posed by the interviewer, the somewhat open-ended phrasing 
of questions in the interview schedule combined with the loose structure of these conversations 
facilitated a range of topics to be discussed. In addition to frequency comparisons and quotations, 
the co-occurrence tool was also used for analysis purposes, a tool that illuminates which terms or 
concepts generally tend to coincide together.  
 
Co-Occurrences in AtlasTI 
The co-occurrence table in AtlasTI is used to show the frequency with which individual 
codes occurred together (overlapped) in statements from coded interview transcripts (Contreras, 
2015). According to Contreras, “These associations can give us clues about contextual factors 
and how these factors shape the specific manifestation of a given phenomenon” (2011, p.5). 
Once all codes had been assigned, the co-occurrence tool was used to illuminate connections 
between top themes with other, potentially less prevalent themes to uncover any interesting 
trends. Use of a co-occurrence table made this process much quicker and made these trends more 
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apparent. The co-occurrence table is a matrix that displays selected codes within your project file 
and utilizes a color coding scheme to illustrate the strength of the relationship between any two 
codes using a value called the c-coefficient (Contreras, 2015).  
The c-coefficient measures the consistency and frequency of the co-occurrence of any 
two codes throughout an entire text sample (Armborst, 2017). In this respect, the c-coefficient 
functions “[similarly] to a correlation coefficient statistics” (Friese, 2014, p. 189). The c-
coefficient can be calculated manually using this formula (Friese, 2014, p. 190): 
 
The c-coefficient applies to codes that are either part of the same text segment, or part of 
overlapping text segments and must fall between zero, indicating complete independence of 
codes, and one, indicating a perfect relation between codes (Armborst, 2017). As with a standard 
correlation coefficient, the c-coefficient can be interpreted in its decimal form or as a percentage. 
These values indicate the percentage of code co-occurrences in relation to the total number of 
codes used. For this reason, a key limitation of using the c-coefficient is that the c-value can be 
skewed by codes that occur in great frequency and make the relation between two codes appear 
less robust (2017). For instance, if code A and code B both occur four times and co-occur twice, 
the c-value would be 0.33, or 33%. However, if we change nothing else but double the frequency 
that code A occurs to eight times, this c-value drops to 0.2, or 20%.  
As the author warns, the c-coefficient is therefore somewhat sensitive to co-occurrences 
that involve codes that are used in large volumes (Armborst, 2017). As a result, some relations 
between codes in this analysis may appear less robust than with another statistical method. An 
alternative to the c-coefficient that is suggested is a t-coefficient, which “indicates how much 
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content two descriptive units actually share with each other in terms of words frequencies 
(Armborst, 2017, p. 3). This method could be useful for similar future studies, if there is a 
concern that the large volume of certain codes may skew analysis. The co-occurrence tool and its 
associated c-coefficient provided some valuable insights into correlations between themes, 
allowing a more complete narrative to be developed, as a result. 
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CHAPTER IV. RESULTS & ANALYSIS 
The results section introduces each of the five categories of analysis and examines the various 
themes of which they are composed. This will be followed by a brief discussion of co-occurring 
themes, attempting to explain why certain themes were more likely to be brought up together. 
The cultural ecosystem service (CES) variables are spread among four thematic categories, all 
mentioned previously. Each category contains a mixture of deductive themes explicitly identified 
and defined during the literature review (MA, 2005; Williams, 1999), as well as emergent 
themes that arose repeatedly in conversations and were defined through multiple iterative rounds 
of coding. This section will elaborate on the more prevalent topics within each of these themes to 
coalesce an accurate representation of each broad category. A combination of quotations and 




Cultural heritage represents an amalgamation of activities in one’s everyday life, such as 
“…those beliefs, values, customs, mores, and traditions that are embodied in folklore and 
ethnography, and relatable to environmental concepts at the local level [including] communal 
dances, songs, myths, and designs” (Tolentino, 2007, p. 155). The Millennium Ecosystem 
Assessment’s (MA) definition highlights the landscape component of this concept, stating that 
cultural heritage refers to features that remind us of our collective and individual roots, providing 
a sense of continuity and understanding of our place in our natural and cultural environment and 
landscape-related memories (MA, 2005). This latter portion was particularly salient for this 
region of West Virginia, as a number of landscape elements were imbued with meaning and 
memory through their naming. Most notably, the site of the family homeplace was illustrative of 
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this very point. Discussion of the homeplace has been combined with its discussion in the 
therapeutic value section of these findings, which follows. 
Across groups, the broad topic of cultural heritage was most frequently talked about 
among other indicators that were assigned to the category of cultural heritage; compared with 
other themes included in this category, statements about cultural heritage accounted for roughly 
half (46 percent) of themes covered. As discussed above, the breadth of this term is likely partly 
responsible for the frequency with which it occurred. Responses associated with cultural heritage 
indicated that land use had several palpable impacts on the function of these ecosystem services, 
as did other obstacles identified by participants. Most notably, much of the impact to cultural 
heritage themes was associated with the shifting of boundaries. Restriction of access to 
historically common land has led to a commons that exists more as access to shared labor than 
shared space and the discontinuation of certain rites of passage, while boundaries of the 
homeplace have shifted due to the changes of land use and perceived threats associated with 
local drug use. Furthermore, an expressed frustration at government and corporate regulation of 
access and of certain activities (such as hunting and fishing) further complicates this issue. 
 
Subsistence Production 
Subsistence production was the next most commonly referenced theme and includes 
activities which also produce goods or services of value to supplement those that would 
otherwise need to be purchased. For instance, if one can make a cough medicine from yellowroot 
collected nearby, it is unnecessary to purchase cough medicine from the store. The distinction is 
that the yellowroot occurs naturally instead of being cultivated, as one would tend a garden. 
Subsistence production was followed by homeplace, or the region surrounding the home with 
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which participants felt a great familiarity and “dislike of regulation,” which refers to statements 
indicating a distrust of regulations or activities that removed freedom of choice from participants.  
Subsistence production in Appalachia has historically relied on accessibility to common 
land shared by the surrounding community, as Appalachians relied on these commons in order to 
“[gather supplies] from surrounding woodlands to provide what they needed for food, shelter and 
clothing” (Digital Heritage, 2010, p. 1). With the disappearance of commons and decreased 
accessibility of surrounding land, one might expect a decline in subsistence production activities. 
Closer inspection of this theme reveals that the range of subsistence production activities that are 
described as having occurred in the past seem to be more diverse than those discussed in the 
present and that past subsistence activities were talked about slightly more frequently. Therefore, 
although individuals may still be practicing subsistence activities, it appears they are engaging in 
a narrower set of these types of activities. Additionally, the number of co-occurrences of 
subsistence production with barriers is slightly higher for those activities discussed in the 
present, suggesting that individuals face more barriers performing subsistence production 
activities now than they did in the past. This brings us to a discussion of common resources.  
Table 2: Comparison of subsistence production and common resources trends over time 
 
While landscape as commons will be discussed later in this section, a significant 
component of the subsistence production system is the concept of labor as commons, or as a 
pooled resource. Table 2 (above) shows the relationship between the ways in which subsistence 
 Past Present 
Subsistence Production 
Wider range of activities 
mentioned (herbal remedies, 
canning, farming new ground) 
More recurrence of specific 
practices (hunting, foraging, 
shared labor, ginsenging) 
Commons 
Discussion included common 
land and shared labor; 
inclusive of entire community 
Discussion of commons 
focused on shared labor; 
some community excluded  
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production and commons were discussed in the past and present sense. It seems that as commons 
have become more focused on shared labor rather than land, this may be at least partially 
responsible for the diminishing range of subsistence production activities that are practiced. 
Perhaps as common lands that were historically shared by residents were privatized and access 
was restricted, the community shifted their commons to a different form to preserve this vital 
component of their heritage, a point I will return to in a discussion on technology. However, a 
shifting of the boundaries of the commons seems to have accompanied the shifting of its physical 
boundaries. Social boundaries of the commons seem to be narrower in statements of the present, 
extending primarily to neighbors, family or friends whereas statements of commons in the past 
were more illustrative of a broad community-based social boundary.  
 Also of particular importance to the function of a subsistence production system is a 
reliance on internal regulation of the commons, or the ecological base as it is referred to by Stoll 
(2017). Detailed in the historical overview, the genesis of dislike of external regulation can be 
traced back beyond the widespread dispossession of land by early capitalists in the region to the 
Rye Rebellion, during which Alexander Hamilton attempted to tax the production and sale of rye 
whiskey, despite it being the only method of generating revenue in the Appalachian region 
during this period (Stoll, 2017). Such anti-regulatory sentiments may be a reaction to regulations 
that have an adverse impact on particular activities essential to the area’s cultural heritage and to 
the traditional subsistence livelihood of the region, which is imperiled by external regulations 
that limit the practice of some of these subsistence activities, such as fishing, hunting or foraging.  
 A recurring theme in many of these interviews was a frustration over the regulation of the 
ginseng season. Many old timers I spoke with explained that the propagation of ginseng had been 
sustained historically by a stewardship ethic shared by the community of ‘sengers:  
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I’m glad they have seasons on game and stuff, but as far as Ginsenging, it just don’t make 
good sense when you let somebody destroy as much of it as they want. We’ve done it for 
years, and we’ve never ‘senged it out, because we always know you ‘seng when the berries 
are red and then you took the berries, and you plant them back and take the root. None of 
my family digs that little Ginseng, but you pinch the top off and go dig that big ‘Sang. You 
pinch that top off so nobody else comes along and digs it – and there’s people that will. 
Participant XV 
 
This participant expressed a frustration at the loss of access to the historic commons in which he 
‘senged due to the regulation of ginsenging. The participant observed that the regulation was not 
enforced effectively, leading to poachers harvesting prematurely in order to sell it in exchange 
for recreational drugs. Additionally, there was a frustration at extractive industries that were seen 
as destroying the natural habitat of ginseng and similarly facing no regulatory consequences.   
 
Rites of Passage 
Gennep first described rites of passage as those activities which marked the transitions 
from one status to another through ritualized tests, ordeal, and challenges (1960). A number of 
participants discussed specific activities, events or experiences that seemed to mark a transition 
from one phase or classification to another. For instance, participant VIII (who frequently 
referred to himself as a hunter and more specifically, a pleasure hunter), recounted killing his 
first squirrel, a point at which one may then consider himself a “squirrel hunter.” Similarly, a few 
participants described the excitement of catching one’s first fish, or watching a son or daughter 
have this experience. These rites of passage were heavily gendered; in fact, 100 percent of 
participants that spoke about performing these rites of passage were men; furthermore, women 
that discussed these activities discussed men performing them. One female participant described 
a holiday tradition involving boys over the age of 12 joining their fathers to hunt or fish for days 
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at a time in the woods while the women stayed home to make preparations for the Thanksgiving 
meal.  
Unfortunately, a number of these participants mentioned that increasingly they were 
being forced to travel further distances to hunt, due to the limited accessibility to land restricted 
by extractive industries in the immediate vicinity. Participant IX described a necessity of buying 
into hunting clubs to gain access to land owned by land companies; otherwise, one had few 
alternatives to leaving the county, excepting those with access to others’ nearby land. This kind 
of trend disproportionately impacts lower-income individuals, as a reliance on cars and 
knowledge of other areas that are publicly accessible for hunting would be restrictive to their 
ability to engage in these activities. Many of these rites of passage extend back to periods when 
land was shared as commons by the community; the decline of shared commons began with the 
transfer of land title and mineral rights to extractive corporations as early as the late 19th century 
through the 20th century (Eller, 1982). However, according to many of the participants, 
restriction of access to this land has increased substantially as a result of (specifically) the 
surface mining industry in the past few decades.  
Rites of passage women discussed performing typically consisted of exploring in the 
woods or walking to the convenience store unaccompanied. Women were also more likely to 
describe experiences they associated with rites of passage, such as participant XXIV’s memory 
of a rope swing at Peachtree Falls, recalling “I jumped off that, my kids jumped off it, my 
grandkids are jumping off it now.” Unfortunately, many of these rites of passage seem to be at 
risk. The participant that spoke about the rope swing explained that when her uncle used to jump 
they could never touch bottom, when she was growing up, one ‘only touched at certain times of 
the year’ but that now, one had to land very carefully to avoid the bottom. Female participants 
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expressed a reluctance to let children leave the safety of the home or backyard, much less walk to 
the convenience store or play in the woods unattended. Also, most convenience stores to which 
children historically walked no longer exist and much of the woods was viewed as unsafe or 
inaccessible due to restricted access.  
 
Sites and Ceremonies of Significance  
Another common theme was that of graveyards or burial sites of friends and loved ones. 
This was one of the most commonly occurring themes in interviews, with 18 of 24 participants 
(75 percent) making mention of burial sites or graveyards nearby with personal significance. 
When asked what places nearby had significant meaning to his family, participant IV responded, 
“Miller Cemetery, where my mom and dad are buried and where I’ve got plots.” Interaction with 
these burial sites seems to provide a meaningful engagement with one’s familial ancestral roots 
as well as a sense of continuity for many that have purchased plots, or plan to be buried in family 
cemeteries.  
A major concern of some participants was the accessibility of burial grounds, graveyards, 
or significant sites which hold memories shared with loved ones. One individual shared the 
concern of a specific loss of access to one such graveyard, which was detailed in a recent Atlas 
Obscura article about the numerous graveyards disturbed by surface mining which have left 
“islands of the dead towering above felled forests” (Hester, 2018, p. 3). The article mentions a 
2013 lawsuit in which a Boone County family sued Alpha Natural Resources for allegedly 
blasting within 30 feet of their ancestors’ graves (violating a 100-foot buffer zone), loosing 
headstones from their resting places and denying relatives access to the cemetery (AP, 2013). 
One relative stated that the family cemetery (which according to the lawsuit was “willfully and 
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maliciously” disturbed by Alpha), was “a place of vital importance to [her] cultural heritage” 
(AP, 2013, p. 1). A number of participants echoed specifically this concern of access to these 
sites. A man described how extractive industries have impeded his access:  
 
I can’t take [my daughter] up in Packsville like I used to - that’s where my spot is with my 
Mamaw Judy. Whenever she was alive, she and I would walk up and down that holler 
every day and I would catch tadpoles, and she would tell me about the tadpoles and show 
the different trees to me and help me understand nature a little bit better, I can’t take my 
daughter there no more to show her ‘that’s where me and Mamaw planted this tree’ or 
‘that’s where me and Mamaw went on walks,’ because the coal mines moved up there. 
Participant XII 
 
Additionally, traditions and ceremonial gatherings such as family reunions, Sunday get-
togethers and holiday celebrations have historically offered opportunities for meaningful 
engagement with one’s family unit. These ceremonies were often held at venues where family 
members could move seamlessly between the indoors and outdoors. A number of participants 
described spending Sunday afternoons at the family “homeplace,” where children would often 
play in the yard and in the woods behind the house, while others might sit on the porch or walk 
nearby. Participant XVII described a weekly tradition of walking up a nearby mountain with a 
picnic lunch, a routine which they were forced to discontinue when that particular mountain was 
leveled by mountaintop removal. Participant XIII described what a number of other participants 
alluded to with the decline of traditional gatherings, stating that “they get started and then some 




Environmental identity can be described very succinctly as “meanings attached to self as 
the person interacts with the natural environment” (Stets & Biga, 2003, p. 49). However, this 
definition does not capture the social interactions that are stimulated through engagement with 
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the natural environment. These interactions are described by the MA’s definition of social 
relations, or “how the ecosystem has impacted the production of social relations such as social 
cohesion, mutual respect, and the ability to help others and provide for children” (2005, p. V). 
This category attempts to capture the nexus between these two major components of one’s 
identity (as well as the other themes mentioned in this section) and will be referred to as 





Figure 7: Spectrum of socioenvironmental identity formation 
 
Each participants’ SI could be placed on a spectrum (figure 7) that ranged from a more 
individualistic identity informed entirely by a preference for personal connection with the 
environment, versus a preference for engaging with the environment solely in a social or familial 
setting. When asked what he valued most about the area in which he lived, participant III (who 
fell closer to the individual identity end) stated, “it’s the landscape, the mountains, the rivers. I 
value the people for sure, but I like my open spaces, too. You could call me a nature-lover if you 
wanted to.” Participant XII, who fell more on the familial relations end, explained the 
significance of a nearby fishing hole: “Montcoal - me and my dad used to go down there and fish 
like every single day when I was a kid. I can remember me and him setting a minnow trap and 
going fishing there, we’d fish all that, then go down there and catch Grampas and 
Helgrammites.” The majority of participants fell between these extremes, closer to a balanced 
identity that was formed by both individual and collective engagement with the environment.  
Perceptible physical changes to the environment seem to play a role in the disruption of 
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environmental identity on the condition of the physical environment suggests that changes to the 
landscape are experienced acutely by individuals that feel a strong connection to that landscape, 
or derive much of their identity from features within it. Similarly to themes of cultural heritage, 
many of the features of socioenvironmental identity rely heavily on access to common space, 
which is disrupted by overly restrictive land use practices of extractive industries in the region. 
The visibility of drug use in these communities has further complicated the restriction of access 
by muddying the boundaries of safe versus unsafe public places. However, it seems that 
technology may be a greater disruptor to prior modes of individual interaction. Facebook has 
produced a virtual community that has displaced traditional practices of communing at local 
swimming holes or gathering places. Older participants felt that a reliance on devices was 
fostering a sense of dependence in younger generations that was damaging to their knowledge 
and practice of traditional customs and that this could eventually lead to the loss of CES as this 
knowledge is then not transmitted to future generations. Loss of this knowledge could have 
damaging implications on the collective identity of the region, of which these characteristics 
(along with independence and adaptability), were alluded to as being primary constituents.  
 
Familial Relations versus Social Relations 
It is unsurprising that familial relations factored so heavily into individuals’ conceptions 
of SI, considering that the family unit has historically been the primary organizing entity in this 
region of West Virginia; so much was the family valued, in fact, that often “individual needs 
were subordinated to those of the family” (Schwarzweller, 1970, p. 54).  According to Eller, “the 
family unit was the basic economic unit and the influence of the family and kin groups was felt 
in almost every aspect of mountain life … [including those of] religion, education, sociability 
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and government” (1982, p. 28). As a result, traditions, knowledge and values were passed down 
through the family unit. Certain of these characteristics inform one’s own identity and are often a 
product of the history of the region, such as adaptability, which may have been of greater 
necessity historically when access to goods and services from outside the region was limited.  
A closer look at this theme allowed for two subthemes to be developed: sites and 
experiences associated with familial relations versus objects or knowledge linked with familial 
relations. In certain cases, the themes of experiences and of knowledge were very closely linked. 
When experiential knowledge was mentioned, it was coded as knowledge if no associated 
experience was explicitly mentioned. Sites and experiences were referred to more often than 
objects or knowledge and frequently included experiences such as visiting nearby significant 
sites such as Peachtree Falls or the girl scout camp. However, many participants also spoke of 
more mundane everyday experiences as being quite meaningful. Participant X described why she 
loved living in West Virginia as opposed to Colorado this way: “They’ve got to find a place to 
walk and pick flowers and make mudpies with their grandkids – it’s right here in my yard. They 
have to find a place to pick apples, grapes, eat papaws and things like that – it’s right here in our 
yards!” Conversely, discussion of familial knowledge often involved learning about natural 
processes, wildlife, plantlife, or skills such as hunting, fishing or foraging, while discussion of 
objects was often related to experiences or activities one might have participated in with family; 
a few participants talked about hunting guns that were passed down through generations, one 
going so far as to describe them as “sentimental guns.” 
Social relations are defined in the MA as “how the ecosystem has impacted the 
production of social relations such as social cohesion, mutual respect, and the ability to help 
others and provide for children” (2005, p. 53). Social interactions were coded similarly to 
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familial interactions, though social relations included an important distinction: social relations 
referred to interactions that occurred between non-family members, generally at communal sites 
such as swimming holes and other gathering places, in the woods or outside. Participant XVII 
described his memory of social interactions at these communal sites during his childhood: “We 
would go swimming and all the mothers would be sitting beside the river talking. Now if you get 
the kids to go, you’ve got a couple mothers grouped off and they don’t all know each other, but 
when I grew up, there would be 10-15 mothers but they’d all be talking to each other.” The 
theme of declining social interactions at sites that they historically occurred came up frequently.  
Generally, it seemed that participants spoke about these social interactions at communal 
sites in the past tense. From speaking with interview participants and through personal 
observations, it seemed that very little social interaction was taking place outside the home. One 
cause of this was a perception that the area outside the home has become increasingly unsafe in 
recent years due to a rise in drug use, as well as drug-related theft and crime. Additionally, it 
seemed that increased hazardous vehicle traffic was another major deterrent to letting children 
play outside. Many participants felt that the recent rise of social media in the region also had 
impacted how social interactions took place, and that these interactions were now frequently 
occurring indoors. This was supported by a number of claims that social interactions were now 
taking place more frequently in virtual forums, such as Facebook groups and online gaming 
communities. Old-timers spoke about the difficulties they faced in engaging in the kinds of 
social activities in nature that they did as children, citing the concerns of health and mobility as 
barriers to engaging in outdoor activities that they once enjoyed. Another significant barrier to all 
age groups engaging in these types of social interactions was restricted access to sites where 
these activities had occurred in the past.  
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Additionally, there was a concern that changes to the physical environment have altered 
the physical qualities and the significance of sites. Participant XV explained how this issue had 
impacted a nearby site he often brought his children to: “just right up the road here, where an old 
railroad trestle used to go across, the kids used to jump off the trestle and go swimming and stuff. 
Now you can walk across it on top of the rocks because the river has filled in!” This man 
believed the river had filled with sediment as a result of nearby surface mining, as the timing of 
this event coincided with a mountaintop removal site upstream becoming operational. While it 
was unclear whether this particular stream was buried as a direct result of mountaintop removal 
activities, an extensive EPA report did confirm that between 1992 and 2002, over 1,200 miles of 
headwater streams had been buried or lost due to mountaintop removal (U.S. EPA, 2003), and 
that this value was projected to double from 2002 levels by 2012 (U.S. EPA, 2002).  
 
Environmental Identity 
 As described above, environmental identity is the component of one’s identity that is 
largely formed by interactions with one’s natural surroundings on an individual level. This 
concept is complemented by the idea of place identity, which “relates the behavior and 
experience of the person [and] the continuing demands of his or her social and cultural setting … 
to an awareness of self” (Proshansky, 1978, p. 154). For many residents of this region, 
environmental identity is informed by the types of activities in which one tends to engage within 
the landscape. Many of the participants described themselves as hunters or anglers, but others 
described themselves in terms of the landscape by which they were surrounded. Of seemingly 
great significance to some participants was the slogan, Wild and Wonderful, West Virginia. This 
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slogan, for many, embodies what they appreciate about the region, as well as certain 
characteristics they feel align with their own identity.  
One man described some of the “wild and wonderful” elements he had come to 
appreciate through his personal experience, attempting to describe the personality of the region:  
The best thing I like about this place is that it’s wild and wonderful and it’s free. You have 
freedom here to go ride your 4-wheeler and not worry about going through somebody’s 
backyard, you’re not living so close to someone. I can build a fire down right there 
[pointing] if I want to, I don’t have to ask permission the same as I would if I were living in 
a town or a city. I can do things without having to worry about upsetting somebody else. 
Participant XII 
 
Participant I described his own personality in relation to some of the features that he appreciated 
about the surrounding landscape. This man referred to himself as “strong like these mountains” 
and “free like the rivers.” In contrast, participant V described her identity as being similar to that 
of a living component of the natural environment, the weeds: “You contain the weeds to a point 
but they’re always going to come back and grow their own way. That’s the way I feel. You can 
tell me what to do to a point, but in the long run I am who I am.” Apparently, not only do 
individuals in this region form an identity from interaction with the environment, but many share 
an intimate connection with their surroundings, which is so deeply engrained that they are 
comfortable comparing their selves to the landscape.  
The close association of the natural surroundings in the region with individuals’ 
environmental identity could be imperiled by what appear to be substantial changes to place, 
landscape and wildlife. Many of the participants that described their personal identities in terms 
of the landscape also recognized and discussed changes to these very elements of the landscape. 
The participant that compared himself to a river told me a story about finding white discharge 
which he believed had come from a slurry pond (referred to as “floc” or flocculation), in a 
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fishing hole he frequented. When asked about sights that participant XV found calming, he 
recounted an upsetting experience: “Here’s your valley down here, and here’s your mountains all 
around, beautiful and green and stuff and you’re scanning around, you look over here and it’s 
stripped! I mean, it’s bare! Almost bring a tear to your eye. Really, because we’ve lived here all 
our lives and this… wasn’t like that.” These dramatic changes to the physical environment may 
force individuals to adjust their environmental identities to insulate or distance themselves from 
the harms suffered by the environment.  
Additionally, a number of participants described a deep affinity for living elements of the 
environment. A number of statements concerned the disappearance of, or changes to, living 
organisms in the surrounding landscape. Participant III spoke about hearing a whippoorwill after 
many years of its absence from the area; he went on to lament the disappearance of the bob-
white quail from the area many years back, almost as if he was referring to the passing of an old 
friend. Accounts were given of events where wildlife did not appear to be acting normally, such 
as wild turkeys participant XVI encountered while hunting that he described as sickly. He later 
discovered that these turkeys had been poisoned by Arsenic and suggested this may have come 
from mine drainage into a nearby headwater stream. The extent of cultural keystone species 
(most notably ginseng) has been limited due to land use changes and its exploitation by poachers 
that presumably dig the ginseng before it can propagate for the purchase of recreational drugs. In 
addition to changes to the physical landscape, these significant changes similarly have a 
profound psychological effect on individuals that identify strongly with an environmental 
identity, but this question is beyond the scope of this research. 
 
Therapeutic Value 
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This section will focus on what Williams refers to in her edited volume as “therapeutic 
landscapes as healing places” (Williams, 1999), exploring how so-called natural landscapes or 
wilderness “promote wellness by facilitating relaxation, restoration and enhancing a combination 
of physical, mental and spiritual healing” (Williams, 1999, p. 6). These physical, mental and 
spiritual benefits gained through various activities, places, experiences and sentiments are 
examined here for their therapeutic value. While activities, places and experiences may inform 
one’s sense of identity, another function they perform is providing physical, psychological and 
interpersonal benefits. 
Many of the benefits discussed by participants were gained by active engagement with 
the landscape. Most typically, this engagement came through one of three different forms of 
recreation: consumptive recreation, appreciative recreation or mechanized recreation. Together, 
the category of recreation accounts for very nearly two-thirds (63 percent) of the entire category 
of therapeutic value. However, certain benefits were discussed that may have come more 
indirectly through contact with the landscape, things such as an aesthetic sense of awe, 
tranquility or relaxation from one’s surroundings. Furthermore, a number of participants 
described a sort of euphoric sensation or excitement associated with particular seasonal events. 
Participant X described her excitement at one event she recognized as marking the beginning of 
springtime: “My favorite sound in the world is in spring, when you start going by certain water 
holes and you can hear the frogs chirping. You know then that spring is around the corner.” 
Other participants mentioned the anticipation and euphoria associated with other seasonally 
specific events, such as the opening of a certain hunting season or the changing of leaves in the 
fall. Homeplace, which is discussed in the following section, was mentioned by many as having 
a calming effect and appeared to provide the greatest therapeutic benefit to individuals after 
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recreation. Privacy may have been a more significant component than this chart suggests, as 
many participants assumed some level of privacy that was provided by their own home, alluding 
to one of the comforts of their home being the seclusion from the outside world.  
Therapeutic benefits associated with the natural environment were discussed as being 
provided both actively and passively. Often the benefits associated with recreation seemed to be 
more actively provided, as these benefits were discussed as a specific response to the stimuli of 
the recreation (e.g. the excitement of catching a fish). In contrast, the benefits associated with 
homeplace covered a spectrum of active to passive benefit: for some, spending time at the 
homeplace evoked a physiological calming response whereas for others, the mere thought of the 
homeplace provided a calming effect. The latter group could be said to attach an existence value 
to the homeplace, in much the same way that others attach an existence value to scenic vistas in 
the region. The disturbance of these viewsheds associated with the large-scale destruction caused 
by mountaintop removal coal mining not only impacts the active benefits provided by viewing 
these vistas, but also seems to minimize the passive existence value benefits provided to 
residents, as well. Similarly, responses to aesthetic stimuli could be disrupted by changes to 
nearby land use, as streams that may provide existence value or a calming sensation to visitors 
are buried under increasing sediment loads from nearby extractive activities. These themes will 
each be discussed in more detail below.  
 
Homeplace 
The majority of interview participants had intimate knowledge of places, including 
informal names and stories associated with certain sites. Some of these meaningful sites were 
referenced by multiple different individuals during separate interviews. For instance, “the 
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bathtub” was a natural depression in a section of Rock Creek that was named for its shape 
reminiscent of a conventional bathtub due to the arrangement of slate rocks in this swimming 
hole. According to participant VII, Zade’s hole was named for a young man that committed 
suicide near this particular site, which was on a tributary of Coal River between Naoma and 
Rock Creek. Although sense of place was not included as an element of cultural heritage, in 
many instances it seemed as if it would have provided a good fit. Although sense of place is not 
included in this section, the idea of home is used as a sort of proxy. 
Peter Cannavo characterizes the idea of “home” as the “places in which one lives, works, 
visits often, went to school or grew up and that one feels predictable familiarity, security and 
even a strong measure of control” (2007, p.25). He goes on to add that these are “places that 
provide refuge from oppressive, homogenizing cultural, economic and political forces” (2007, p. 
28), features that have historically been vital to residents of this region. Every single participant 
either made specific mention of a familial homeplace or referred to the specific region providing 
this sense of “home.” One man described this experience aptly, when asked how his self-identity 
was tied to the landscape:  
 
If you grew up and you hunted and fished and all this stuff, well yeah, it is a big part of 
your life – it’s home. If I lived in China and someone asked, ‘where is your hometown at?’ 
I would say Whitesville in Boone County, West Virginia. Because that’s where your first 
memories are – your first memories make your home. 
Participant XI 
 
This participant’s close association of memories with the landscape and his specific mention of 
having grown up in the region are sentiments that were commonly shared among many of the 
participants with whom I spoke. 
In addition to the homeplace’s significance as a valuable cultural heritage site for many, 
the homeplace also represented a place of comfort and familiarity which afforded a sense of 
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physical, psychological and even spiritual comfort. When asked about places that were calming, 
participant IV told me that despite feeling like there was very little comforting about his 
community of Rock Creek, his home had a distinctly soothing effect. Additionally, he mentioned 
that his homeplace in Rock Creek, where members of his family were buried, similarly had a 
relaxing effect. When asked the same question, participant VI described an intimate connection 
to her grandparents’ homeplace, despite the fact that it had burned down years prior: “It’s still a 
sentimental place - it’s where my mother and her siblings grew up; when my uncle lived up 
there, it’s where I grew up.” Clearly, homeplace provides a variety of benefits to individuals that 
grew up in the region and feel a strong connection to place. 
The homeplace for many is an area that is imbued with heritage value, providing a sense 
of continuation between previous generations and the present, while offering a sense of 
protection from external forces. In speaking with people in the various communities along Route 
three, it became apparent that the boundaries of the homeplace have shifted over time. Where 
there was once a shared commons by many within the community, the trend toward privatization 
of land ownership has caused those common spaces to shrink considerably. As a result, the 
boundaries of these commons which may have once comprised a portion of the homeplace 
boundary may have crept further in toward the physical location of the home. For example, many 
participants made reference to the woods behind the home as an extension of the home in years 
past. When speaking about this topic in the present sense, many of these participants explained 
they would never allow their children to play in the woods, as it was perceived as unsafe. 
Observations of rampant drug use and drug-related crime have perhaps had the greatest impact 
on this trend, as they were often implicated in the perceived decline of safety in public spaces.  
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 From looking at the top co-occurring themes with homeplace, we can glean a better 
understanding of, collectively, what the homeplace represents to many individuals in the region.  
As figure 8 encapsulates, the homeplace embodies a site of great familial significance. So much 
so, in fact, that multiple participants described visiting the homeplace long after the actual 
structures no longer existed to enjoy the sense of calming and rejuvenation the site itself  
Top Co-Occurring Themes with Homeplace 
2.3.1 Familial Relations (Sites/Experiences) 9.5% 
2.1 Environmental Identity 8.0% 
4.2 Sense of Place 7.3% 
3.5.0 Aesthetic Sense of Tranquility/Relaxation 6.8% 
3.5.2 Aesthetic Sense of Tranquility/Relaxation (active) 6.1% 
Figure 8: Frequency comparison of co-occurring themes with homeplace 
provided. This was the main divergence from the larger category of sense of place – beyond 
providing a strong familiarity with the characteristics, details and qualities of a place, the 
homeplace specifically seems to provide significant benefits to an individual’s wellness. A major 
question which arose from this finding is whether the alternative to this may also be true: if the 
homeplace provides therapeutic benefit to individuals, would not having access to the homeplace 
then not only create a deficit of this benefit, but create detrimental effects to one’s mental health?  
 Although this question is also outside the scope of this research, some statements seem to 
indicate that impacts to the homeplace might very well have negative effects on the individuals 
that draw therapeutic benefit from these places. When asked whether there were any significant 
places he often visited, participant XII lamented the loss of his childhood homeplace, stating “I 
would, but I can’t no more. Because where the mines moved up there, I can’t really take [my 
daughter] up in Packsville like I used to, back whenever I was a kid – that’s where my spot is 
with my Mamaw Judy.” When asked the same question, participant III, whom had his childhood 
homeplace burned to the ground stated, “I still enjoy going up there, but yeah, that hurt.” It 
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seems that physical alterations to the landscape and restriction of access to these significant 
places may take a psychological toll on individuals that feel a deep bond to these places that 
provide them with therapeutic benefit. 
 
Recreation 
Appreciative recreation is described as enjoying the natural environment without altering 
it through self-propelled, nonmechanized activities, such as hiking, camping or bird-watching 
(Hendee, 1969; Dunlap & Heffernan, 1975). Many individuals described simple activities such 
as sitting on the porch, out in the woods, by a river or taking a walk and observing their 
surroundings all as different forms of appreciative recreation. For many, these experiences were 
described as calming, reflective or even nostalgic. Even hunters spoke about experiences in the 
woods listening for game and enjoying their surroundings, in what could be described as a sort of 
meditative state. Many of these appreciative recreation experiences that involved leaving one’s 
home could be most accurately described as “walking for pleasure,” one of the most common 
forms of such recreation (Cordell et al., 2002).  
Unfortunately, changes to the physical environment have impacted these forms of 
recreation in a number of ways. Some individuals complained of different smells to the river – 
one spoke of a sulfurous smell and orange color from mine waste discharge; another talked about 
the smell at a swimming hole called Blanton’s Hole, which was below a coal processing plant 
that he referred to as the “shit plant.” I had a chance to paddle the section of river below this 
plant and noticed a smell to the water, along with a thick film that covered the streambed. While 
it is difficult to conclude this was a direct result of the processing plant, geographically speaking, 
the impacted section of stream coincided almost identically with the water outfalls of the plant. 
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In any case, the smell made swimming, kayaking and other forms of recreation in this part of the 
river unpleasant. Accessibility of the landscape presented an additional barrier, as some 
participants mentioned that areas they had historically enjoyed walking were now restricted to 
the public by mining operations. While some participants alluded to trespassing on these sites, 
most participants expressed exasperation at having to trespass to access once common lands.  
Many of the male individuals I spoke with talked much about consumptive forms of 
recreation linked to specific rites of passage, like hunting and fishing. However, some 
participants also enjoyed other forms of consumptive recreation more akin to foraging and 
unique to the region, such as searching for ginseng, bloodroot, yellowroot and a variety of edible 
mushrooms. Figure 9 illustrates the connection between consumptive recreation and subsistence 
production activities. Similarly to appreciative recreation, many of these individuals described an 
enjoyment of the process and of their engagement with nature, which was coupled with feelings 
of tranquility and relaxation. Remarkably, however, most of these participants also discussed a 
sense of exhilaration reached by shooting an animal, or finding a medicinal root or an edible 
mushroom. These types of activities provide vital therapeutic value, but also are important 
sources of subsistence production that often involve a great deal of informal knowledge passed 
down generationally. One man discussed an experience that illustrated how these themes are able 
to converge so seamlessly: 
Top Co-Occurring Themes with Consumptive Recreation 
1.2.0 Subsistence Production 10.0% 
4.1.1 Informal Knowledge 9.5% 
1.1 Cultural Heritage 8.9% 
2.3.0 Familial Relations 8.8% 
1.2.2 Subsistence Production (active) 8.0% 
 Figure 9: Frequency comparison of co-occurring themes with consumptive recreation 
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There’s a place on the river where I took my kids and take my grandkids now, down to the 
fishing hole. I usually don’t fish, I just sit in the shade and watch the kids, let them fish and 
play in the sand while I enjoy the quiet. I still take my grandkids down there. I’ve got a 
little grandson that’s 3, granddaughter is 5 – that boy caught his first fish by himself the 
other day, he was down below by the bank and was like “whoo hooo!” It was a little trout, 
6 or 7 inches but he’d have been no happier than if it were a whale, his first fish, yeah.  
Participant III 
 
Old timers generally spoke more frequently about hunting and fishing than other age 
groups, though a number mentioned traveling out of the county to hunt recently due to the lack 
of accessibility of land and the ruggedness of the terrain. Participant VIII admitted he had 
stopped hunting in Raleigh County due to limited access to nearby places and his preference for 
the rolling hills in Virginia. Along with the concerns raised about the accessibility of previously 
common lands on which these individuals have historically hunted, fished and foraged, another 
concern raised was of the tendency for extractive industries to destroy the habitat in which many 
of the more sensitive plants have typically grown. Despite these largely negative impacts on the 
health of the species, participants felt that extractive industries have faced little reprimand by the 
regulatory authorities. One man voiced his frustration about this lack of accountability this way: 
 
“people that make them laws don’t live in these places. The coal mines destroy thousands 
of acres of land and then – no trees, don’t put nothing back that the game can eat, or that 
you can make a living by collecting or anything. But they put laws on you that you can’t do 
this, you can’t dig that, you can’t kill that. I’m glad they do have seasons on game and 
stuff, but as far as Ginsenging, it just don’t make good sense”  
Participant XV 
 
This statement exemplifies the frustration over the recent tightening on the regulation of ginseng, 
as participants feel that this particular recreational activity has been altered through regulation. 
However, despite a general dislike of external intervention, the regulation of hunting seasons and 
stocking fish were discussed and viewed more favorably. 
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Finally, mechanized recreation consists of activities such as trail-biking and ATV use that 
result in environmental degradation (Jackson, 1986). For the purpose of this study, riding bikes 
was included in this category because it was mentioned frequently, although it is important to 
note that it does not have the same environmental impacts as other mechanized forms of 
recreation. Currently, much of the discussion around mechanized forms of recreation is centered 
on the use of ATVs and motorized bikes. The enjoyment from riding is the primary goal of 
some, but many individuals spoke of the enjoyment gained from reaching a destination and 
stopping to appreciate the surroundings. Younger participants seemed more likely to talk about 
(and engage in) mechanized forms of recreation, specifically motorized forms, than older 
participants. This may have been due to most forms of mechanized recreation having greater 
inherent risks, prohibiting many individuals 60 or over from participating, especially those that 
mentioned concerns of health & mobility. Further discussion of this point will follow, but nearly 
75 percent of concerns related to health and mobility were cited by old timers. This suggests that 
younger participants are more likely to engage in mechanized forms of recreation because they 
are more physically well-suited to them. 
However, the recent popularization of “side-by-sides” could make mechanized recreation 
more accessible to older or less physically active individuals. One old timer, participant XI, 
described the appeal: “A lot of people like to ride motorcycles and 4-wheelers and stuff, but 
myself, I’d like to have a [side-by-side]. You get uncomfortable, you could take that old seat out 
and put a comfortable seat in. That way if you wanted to ride back up into the mountains to hunt, 
you could do that instead of taking a vehicle.” Side-by-sides, or multi-passenger off-road 
vehicles, present a variety of appealing features that seem well-suited to an older demographic 
and align with regional values. Side-by-sides would increase accessibility into otherwise difficult 
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to access places and are also better suited to family outings than single-passenger ATVs. Side-
by-sides could therefore provide the means for a transition from more traditional appreciative 
activities, such as hiking with family members to picnic at the top of a mountain, to 
incorporating mechanized features into these types of activities.  
Additionally, ATV riding was often mentioned as a social activity, similar to how riding 
bikes was spoken about by old timers. Participant XVII, a middle-aged participant, described a 
4-wheeler meetup he had planned with his wife, explaining “we’re going with probably about 15 
people on 4-wheelers, we go up Horse Creek and sometimes we go up to Peachtree, across to 
Bolt. They got a slate dump over there you can climb, people bring their big motorcycles, the 
climbers, and they can climb right up that slate.” Many individuals that participated in 
mechanized forms of recreation seemed to use these mediums to engage in some level of social 
interaction, as well as for transportation to other significant sites. However, mechanized 
recreation is not without its own unique set of impediments.  
The restriction of entry to roads and land that locals have historically enjoyed access to is 
perhaps the biggest impediment to all three forms of recreation, but especially to mechanized 
recreation, as access to roads used by ATVs is often patrolled by coal company security guards. 
Participant XVII described the great lengths often necessary to obtain access to some of these 
places: “They put a gate up at Harvey Hill in Saxon, tried to keep us out that way so we’d go 
around it, then they’d block us off that way and we’d have to keep going around it. Sometimes 
we’d dig out a road to go around it, but they couldn’t keep us out. We cut the locks, whatever we 
need to – because we weren’t doing nothing but 4-wheeler riding!” This frustration was routinely 
expressed, as well as a concern over roads that were damaged or rendered impassable due to 
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environmental destruction (such as flooding and erosion). A number of roads were commonly 
washed out and not maintained regularly, further complicating the issue of access.  
 
Aesthetic Sense of Tranquility, Nostalgia & Awe 
An aesthetic sense of awe can best be described as being produced by the scale, power 
and independence of an entity, which reflect great natural or historical forces that are not easily 
altered by humans (Cannavo, 2007). Such entities evoke a sense of wonder in an individual, 
simply through engagement with aesthetically awe-inspiring environments. An aesthetic sense of 
tranquility, conversely, can be described as an ecosystem function that promotes human physical 
and psychological well-being via rest or relaxation activities in nature by engaging with 
aesthetically pleasing environments (De Groot, 2002; Oteros, et al., 2014). Originally coded as 
an aesthetic sense of tranquility or relaxation, “sense of nostalgia” was added to this theme after 
reviewing a number of statements in which participants suggested the same feelings of 
relaxation, comfort or tranquility were provided by nostalgic sights, sounds, experiences, etc., 
such as those provided by the homeplace. 
 
 
Figure 10: Comparison of top co-occurrences for aesthetic sense of awe & tranquility/relaxation 
Many of the statements regarding both awe and tranquility coincided with appreciative 
recreation activities, especially in the present tense. Figure 10 shows a comparison of the top co-
occurrences with each theme; in addition to appreciative recreation, sense of place was a shared 
co-occurrence between both themes. However, the theme of tranquility had a larger range of 
Top Co-Occurrences with “Awe” 
3.1.2 Appreciative Recreation (active) 6.7% 
4.2 Sense of Place 5.9% 
3.1.0 Appreciative Recreation 5.6% 
Top Co-Occurrences with “Tranquility/Nostalgia” 
3.1.2 Appreciative Recreation (active) 8.8% 
2.1 Environmental Identity 7.6% 
4.2 Sense of Place 7.4% 
1.1.2 Homeplace 6.8% 
3.1.0 Appreciative Recreation 6.7% 
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commonly co-occurring themes, which included environmental identity and homeplace. This 
suggests that an aesthetic sense of tranquility and nostalgia associated with experiences in the 
landscape is more valued than a sense of awe to individuals’ engagement with the environment 
and therefore likely provides greater therapeutic benefit. Participant III described the sensation of 
reaching his home after being bit by a rattlesnake: “I run all the way home, mom and grandma 
was on the porch down here and I said “call the ambulance, I got snakebit” but it seemed like as 
soon as I’d made it to the house, I started to calm down a bit.”  
For others, the familiar sounds of wildlife or of nature were sources of tranquility – recall 
earlier, the participant that spoke about the whippoorwill song. Participant VIII expressed an 
enjoyment of these sounds while hunting, explaining “You hear squirrels barking, deer blowing 
and birds chirping. That’s the only time I like to wear my hearing aids is when I’m in the woods. 
Hear that *tick tick tick* of the deer coming through the leaves, where normally you don’t hear 
that – you hear all this and it’s relaxing.” Those that spoke of awe-inspiring features typically 
referred to views from the mountain, although many also spoke about seeing uncommon 
wildlife, such as the hellbender salamander. While many individuals spoke about the loss of 
culturally significant species like the hellbender, whippoorwill and the bob-white quail from the 
region, others noted an increase in the visibility of some wildlife. A few participants noted that 
they had seen an increasing number of black bears and coyotes in the area; some wondered if this 
was due to an increased amount of wildlife in the region, or if habitat disruptions by land use 
changes had caused these encroachments.  
While many individuals spoke of experiences of awe-inspiring mountain vistas, others 
described the shock at seeing mountains destroyed by surface mining, another result of land use 
changes which caused a negative sense of awe at the scale of destructiveness of mountaintop 
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removal. It is worth mentioning in this discussion of land use changes that the shrinking 
boundary of homeplace due to these land use changes (as well as to perceptions of decreased 
safety) would necessitate the shrinking boundary of the therapeutic benefits of tranquility and 
nostalgia associated with the homeplace. Additionally, these conditions may lead to a decrease in 
the feelings of privacy one experiences. The top co-occurring theme with privacy was an 
aesthetic sense of tranquility (six percent), suggesting that having a degree of privacy provides 
comfort and a sense of tranquility, to some degree. The loss of these therapeutic benefits could 
have devastating impacts on individuals in the region. 
 
Knowledge Systems 
Various knowledge systems from this region inform the daily routines and behavior of a 
number of its inhabitants. A number of knowledge sets explored in this section could feasibly fit 
under the category of informal knowledge; however, these tended to be more explicitly values-
based and were therefore evaluated separately and described as ‘ethics.’ Sense of place was the 
most frequently discussed knowledge system, followed closely by informal knowledge. Sense of 
direction was a similar category created from a pattern in the sense of place codes, in which 
participants were accurately able to describe the locations of sites or areas, especially in relation 
to their current position. This intimate sense of place seemed to have come from growing up and 
playing in the surrounding landscape. Values-based knowledge systems (a category which 
includes work ethic, stewardship ethic, hunting ethic and spirituality and religion) accounted for 
around 19 percent of statements regarding knowledge systems. However, individually these 
values-based themes made up a significantly smaller portion of the knowledge systems 
discussion.  
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 Regional knowledge systems are so deeply connected to the physical environment of the 
region that rapid alterations to the latter may leave individuals feeling bewildered or confused 
due to an intimate knowledge of place that has developed over a long period of time. Participant 
XV explained that he often navigates using mountaintops to locate himself, but that when those 
mountaintops suddenly disappear, the experience can be very disorienting. Physical changes to 
place on a finer scale can also upset the sense of place that individuals have cultivated in a region 
throughout their lifetime. The disappearance of common gathering places through increased 
sedimentation in streams and rivers was described as equally disorienting and upsetting to 
participants. Along with physical changes, again, the restriction of access to traditional commons 
(such as hunting grounds) may make the transmission of some values-based knowledge systems 
more difficult than has been historically, endangering the preservation of this knowledge for 
future generations. This section explores these implications of land use changes on knowledge 
systems, as well as other barriers identified by participants. 
 
Sense of Place 
 Sense of place is described as having a “strong familiarity with a particular place or set of 
places, including their complexity, small details and aesthetic qualities” (Cannavo, 2007, p. 27). 
In this region, the majority of individuals interviewed seemed to have a superior sense of their 
surroundings, from knowledge of informal place names (The Knob, Turn Hole, Zade’s Hole, 
etc.), to the locations of these sites and general navigational awareness. For many, this sense of 
place seemed to come from a deep connection with the land. Participant II told me that she felt 
she had “a relation with every rock.” Often, sense of place was described in a way that was 
inextricably linked with the past. Individuals had a clear picture not only of what a place looked 
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like in its present state, but were able to recall what it had looked like, as well as significant 
events that had altered those places. Participant XII described a section of altered rock cliffs, 
explaining “I can see where the mountain caved in the one time down the road. We used to have 
cliffs hanging out over top of the roads, they ain’t there like they used to be. There are still some 
there, but not like it used to be.” 
In addition to the physical history of the region, individuals also had a keen sense of the 
cultural heritage of the landscape. A number of individuals described crossing the mountain to 
get to work or visit with loved ones, often traveling the same routes as family members that 
predated them. One man described his familial ties to White Oak Creek, explaining:  
“That’s where my dad was born and raised. If you go up to the top of this mountain right 
here and could go down the other side, you can’t because it’s a highwall, that’s where 
you’re at. When my mom and dad got together, my dad crossed the mountain to court and 
see my mom in the head of the holler. When we were teenagers, we’d cross the mountain to 
go see Grandma and Grandpa until they were forced to sell out by Roland mines.” 
Participant III 
 
The blending of cultural significance with the physical landscape has instilled deeply personal 
connections between residents and the land. Memories of significant events and experiences 
have created a patchwork of meaning that is fundamental to the environmental identity and core  
Top Themes Co-Occurring with Sense of Place 
1.1 Cultural Heritage 15.4% 
5.1.1 Changes to Environment I 15.0% 
3.1.0 Appreciative Recreation 9.3% 
1.1.2 Homeplace 7.5% 
2.3.1 Familial Relations (Sites/Experiences) 7.5% 
3.5.0 Aesthetic Sense of Tranquility/Relaxation 7.4% 
5.3 Extractive Industry 7.1% 
Figure 11:Frequency comparison for top co-occurrences with sense of place 
being of many of these individuals. As a result, changes to the landscape might have devastating 
impacts on these individuals’ sense of environmental identity. Figure 11, which shows what 
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themes co-occurred most frequently with sense of place, gives a sense of how some of these 
themes probably connect with one another.  
 Cultural heritage co-occurred most frequently with sense of place because of the deep ties 
between landscape, family and heritage; as discussed at length, the homeplace is a prime 
example of this phenomenon. Unsurprisingly, homeplace as well as sites and experiences 
associated with familial relations are both top co-occurring themes from this list. The appearance 
of appreciative recreation and an aesthetic sense of tranquility, two other commonly co-occurring 
themes implies that sense of place is a central component of activities that promote a sense of 
relaxation, especially certain types of appreciative recreation activities. Perhaps most 
remarkably, two barriers were found to be common co-occurrences with sense of place: changes 
to the physical environment and extractive industries. More significant still, these barriers co-
occurred with one another frequently (21 percent). This suggests that sense of place is heavily 
impacted by the activities of extractive industries, especially when those activities involve 
changes to the physical environment.  
Apart from damaging the identity of individuals that feel a deep connection to place, the 
alteration of the physical landscape may also have severe implications for individuals’ sense of 
place (more specifically, sense of direction). When asked about places he was inspired by, 
participant IV discussed the disorientation caused by the destruction of a cherished place: “Used 
to be Montcoal Mountain but you can’t get up there now. I worked over at a place called Robin 
Hood #9 and I used to cross that mountain and it was beautiful… used to be, but now they’ve 
torn that mountain all to pieces, now it’s completely changed and I wouldn’t know how to get 
there.” This disorientation was uncharacteristic of individuals in the region, many of whom had 
an extremely acute sense of direction from prolonged engagement with their surroundings. 
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Participant XXII explained how he had acquired such knowledge through experience: “the main 
lesson the landscape has taught me around here is to find a holler, get to the bottom of it, then go 
down. You’ll come out in a creek or road, railroad track or something to where you’ll be able to 
find where you are and get home. You just follow the contours of the land, and you can get back 
to where you’re trying to go.”   
 Sense of direction was another commonly discussed theme, quite similar to sense of place 
and in some cases, almost indiscernible. Sense of direction referred to a specific awareness of the 
individuals’ surroundings relative to the broader region. Participant XI described reading the 
landscape as if it were a map to ensure he would never get lost: “You learn that if you take your 
time when you’re going somewhere out in the woods, if you observe stuff, you’ll never get lost. 
You’ll remember that tree, how that rock was laying against that tree, how big this mudhole 
was.” Alterations to access have impacted how residents of the area navigate the woods. These 
restrictions have caused individuals to find alternative routes to paths that their parents, 
grandparents and other prior generations traveled, causing strain with their relationship to the 
cultural heritage and character of the land.    
 
Formal versus Informal Knowledge 
Informal knowledge is described as being “generated by practitioners from their 
experience, therefore having practical, personal and local relevance, without externally-imposed 
criteria and agendas, such as that which comes from observing or learning by doing” (Sumane, et 
al., 2018, p. 233) whereas formal knowledge systems play a smaller role in transmitting 
information in the region. These systems are most similar to scientific knowledge that is 
informed by empirical research and studies by scientists and professionals through standardized 
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processes (Sumane, et al., 2018). Though it was often difficult to discern what types of sources 
knowledge came from just by speaking with participants, the number of references to informal 
knowledge far out-stripped those of references to formal knowledge. The category of informal 
knowledge included only statements that did not reflect explicit formal knowledge or values-
based knowledge sets, as these comprise a separate theme. Many of the participants that spoke of 
informal knowledge described information they had acquired through first-hand experiences in 
nature. Participant I explained how he could predict his likelihood of having a successful hunt: 
“We had a farm and when I would go hunting or fishing and see the animals laying around, 
nothing in the woods, nothing in the streams was stirring. Then some days our cows, horses and 
chickens would be stirring early in the morning – you’d get in the woods and your animals, your 
deer, your fish would be stirring.” Participant VIII described this knowledge as information that 
“made your hunts more profitable, more pleasurable.” Other informal knowledge included folk 
remedies and information passed down regarding the cultural heritage of the region or familial 
significance. 
Most significant was the theme of subsistence production, around which a great deal of 
the attention to informal knowledge was focused; the majority of informal knowledge statements 
had to do with information about subsistence activities, regardless of whether that information 
was gathered through experience or passed down generationally. Figure 12 indicates this 
Top Themes Co-Occurring with Informal Knowledge 
1.2.0 Subsistence Production 14.1% 
5.1.1 Changes to Environment (E) 9.7% 
3.2.0 Consumptive Recreation 9.5% 
1.1 Cultural Heritage 7.6% 
2.1 Environmental Identity 6.7% 
2.3.2 Familial Relations (Objects/Knowledge) 6.5% 
Figure 12: Top co-occurring themes with informal knowledge 
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connection, along with some other common themes that coincided with references to informal 
knowledge. The themes of knowledge associated with familial relations and cultural heritage  
also fit into this classification of information that is passed down and has great usefulness for 
subsistence-based activities, such as the forms of consumptive recreation that have historically 
been vital to subsistence livelihoods, discussed at length above. Participant III described a 
variety of folk remedies he had learned from his grandmother: “There’s one plant called Beech 
Drops that grew in the woods under a bunch of Beech trees. You’d get that, boil it and make a 
[concentrate] to use for earaches. This is plantain, you could mash that use it if you had a splinter 
down deep, the next morning you’d have it back to the top.”  
A number of participants had knowledge of folk remedies such as these, like yellowroot 
as a suitable cough medicine and ginseng which was used “for everything.” Participants also 
commonly could identify other edible plants and mushrooms (shintrells and molly moochers), as 
a result of knowledge passed down from previous generations. Some statements drew a 
connection between informal and formal sources of knowledge. For example, participant I spoke 
about traditional uses and restorative properties of the dandelion: “They take the leaves to make 
a syrup out of, then they take the roots, dry them out, crush them up real fine and make a broth 
for stews. The properties in it are good for cancer, it’s good for your liver, spleen.” It seemed that 
formal knowledge was used largely to supplement statements of informal knowledge. Change to 
the physical environment was the only barrier that co-occurred frequently with informal 
knowledge. This is likely because many of the observation-based informal knowledge shared 
revolved around changes to the environment. A number of participants expressed concerns about 
the safety of the river. Participant IV stated, “I don’t trust anything that comes out of this river 
anymore – the coal mines and stuff seep in it and I don’t like to eat anything that comes out of it 
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anymore.” This man also explained that “eating his kill” was part of the enjoyment of hunting or 
fishing; by abstaining from eating fish that he caught, his enjoyment of this particular activity 
was diminished. This type of statement also captures a somewhat frequently quoted concern 
about the health of the river, which directly impacts the significance of the cultural heritage of 
the region by limiting the extent to which vital subsistence activities are practiced. These 
concerns even made some individuals hesitant to swim in the river, an appreciative recreation 
activity that is also important to the cultural heritage of the region. 
Furthermore, the apparent dangers posed by technology to cultural heritage seem to 
threaten informal knowledge systems. With the increased accessibility of information through 
high speed internet across a variety of platforms from smartphones to tablets to computers, the 
way that information is shared is changing. According to participant XVIII, this region only 
gained internet access within the last 15 years. Some forms of informal knowledge could be at 
risk of becoming obsolete through the introduction of newer ways of knowing. For instance, 
participant II discussed how she could predict weather from her porch, explaining “not watching 
the weather radar, I know sitting here if it’s going to rain. If it’s coming from that way [down 
holler], it’s going to be rainy, maybe high and gusty, but if it comes from that way [up holler], 
take your plants down and make sure the doors are shut well because it’s going to be mean.” As 
the popularization of internet application has made this type of information widely available, 
knowledge such as this may not be transmitted to future generations that will grow up with 
access to satellite radar and various other sources of information from their phones. 
 
Values-Based Systems 
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To begin with, the category of “spirituality and religion” can be thought of as a values-
based knowledge system; it was the only values-based knowledge system explored here that was 
explicitly mentioned by the MA. This category can be summarized as the “Sacred, religious, or 
other forms of spiritual inspiration derived from ecosystems or their components” (Thiagarajah 
et al., 2015, p. 5). While some participants described a Christian-based obligation to act as 
stewards of the natural environment, most statements regarding stewardship did not have an 
explicitly religious or spiritual correlation. The majority of participants that spoke about 
spirituality and religion referred to topics of organized religion. Of individuals that spoke about 
organized religion, statements were made entirely in reference to Christianity. Statements that 
were not made to organized religion often referred to the deep connection individuals felt to the 
land; often, these connections were influenced by ancestral connections and a sense of the 
interconnectedness of natural and human systems, as well as one’s unique niche within these 
systems.  
Most frequently, individuals spoke about visiting graveyards and burial sites of loved 
ones, or of the presence of their deceased loved ones in sites within the natural environment. The 
theme of honoring and visiting the dead was discussed in the context of organized religion, as 
well as in a more spiritual context. Those that spoke of this theme from an organized religion 
perspective most frequently discussed graveyards or cemeteries. When asked about places 
meaningful to his family, participant VIII responded, “you mean going to the cemeteries to 
decorate? Oh, we do that to see loved ones and our friends. And churches.” Participant XII 
responded to this same question with a more spiritually inclined response, explaining “Montcoal 
– that’s like my relax spot, I always fish there, no matter what. Whenever my dad died, we had 
him cremated and I dumped like half of his ashes there. That was mine and his, that was our 
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spot.” This statement highlights a common expression of a spiritual connection to the landscape 
not only dependent on the physical environment, but memories with whom it was shared.  
The top co-occurring themes with spirituality and religion (figure 13) indicate a 
consistency with many of the themes that frequently seem to co-occur together: cultural heritage, 
familial relations related to sites and experiences and one’s environmental identity. Seemingly, 
many individuals in the region feel a sense of continuity with the region that may be due to  
Top Co-Occurrences with Spirituality and Religion 
2.3.1 Familial Relations (Sites/Experiences) 11.6% 
2.1 Environmental Identity 7.0% 
1.1 Cultural Heritage 6.7% 
Figure 13: Top co-occurring themes with spirituality and religion 
ancestral resting places of their kin. In fact, 16 of 24 participants (67 percent) made reference to 
visiting resting places of loved ones in interviews. This connection seems to be partially 
responsible for informing a personal environmental identity, ultimately stemming from these 
religious or spiritual beliefs. However, a number of participants that spoke about some of these 
sites also talked about the restriction of access to these sites by the extractive industries. As was 
discussed previously (Hester, 2018; Smith, 2013), the disturbance of these sites in which 
ancestors or deceased loved ones are buried can be deeply upsetting to affected individuals.   
Additionally, more specific value sets (a stewardship ethic and a hunting ethic) were 
based upon a perceived connection to the natural environment and often seemed motivated by 
religious or spiritual beliefs. A familiar maxim illustrating this connection was frequently 
repeated: “take care of the land and it will take care of you.” Despite Lynn White Jr’s formative 
criticism of Christian theology as the root of ecological crisis, in which he suggests that Christian 
philosophy promotes environmental degradation (White, 1967), many dissenters have argued 
that the values of stewardship and care for the earth can be found in the religious and ethical 
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texts and teachings of Christianity, such as the Bible. Cal Dewitt argues that these religious and 
ethical texts “can be and are read as internally coherent and simultaneously coherent with the 
book of nature, [offering] a coherent understanding of the biosphere and our ethical place in it” 
(Dewitt, 2006, p. 11). Although there seemed to be greater emphasis on spiritual connotations 
associated with a perceived network of living things, many followers of organized religion 
seemed to align more with the latter argument of religion as a promoter of stewardship.  
This suggests that roots of some of these alternative forms of values-based knowledge 
find their inspiration not solely from spirituality, but that organized religion similarly promotes 
respect and regard for living organisms in the natural environment. The threat of technology 
poses the same challenges to values-based knowledge as to other informal knowledge systems. 
With a greater focus on retrieving information from online sources, it is likely that the underlying 
messages that justify these values-based systems could be lost (more precisely, this would 
endanger sustainability or hunting ethics). Furthermore, with fewer opportunities for younger 
generations to engage in recreational activities like hunting or walking in nearby places, there is 
a potential that these specific types of knowledge will be lost simply by having more limited 
opportunities for this information to be transmitted. The next section summarizes the various 
barriers from the preceding sections in a more organized fashion.  
 
Barriers to CES 
A variety of obstacles have served to minimize the significant value provided to the 
nearby community through the various cultural ecosystem services discussed above. In this 
section, each of these obstacles will be summarized to try to give a clearer sense of the 
cumulative impacts of each obstacle. Analysis will be provided to try to determine which cultural 
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ecosystem services are most impacted by specific barriers. Often, however, many of these 
obstacles occur conjunctively, complicating the matter of investigating each individually. For 
instance, statements about extractive industries frequently co-occurred with those involving a 
decrease in the accessibility of the landscape. It is worth mentioning here that the frequency with 
which the extractive industry was mentioned had much to do with the interview participants 
interviewed. Many potential interview subjects that possessed great knowledge of the region 
would not agree to interviews, due to my association with Coal River Mountain Watch, as I was 
assumed to be an anti-coal sentimentalist. 
The category of changes to the physical environment was the most commonly occurring 
barrier spoken about, accounting for roughly one of every four statements about barriers. Young 
participants and old timers were more likely to speak about these changes than middle-aged 
participants. Both groups also spoke about extractive industries with more frequency, with 
statements of these two categories accounting for roughly half of all statements about obstacles. 
By contrast, these themes only accounted for a third of statements about obstacles made by 
middle-aged participants, who spoke more about changes to the social environment. Themes 
middle-aged individuals more frequently discussed than other groups also included safety, drug 
use and technology. The themes of safety and drug use seemed to co-occur somewhat frequently 
and were grouped together, along with the theme of theft, which many associated as drug-related 
theft. Technology and an increasing reliance on cars were also discussed by individuals more in 
personal interactions than interviews and seemed to be of greater concern to the communities in 
which I worked than my data indicated. The remainder of this section will serve as a segue into 
the conclusions, where recommendations for solutions to these obstacles will be discussed.  
 
Changes to Physical Environment 
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 The most commonly occurring theme, changes to the natural environment, referred to 
statements that reflected some noticeable difference to the participant’s physical surroundings 
which had changed from a previous state. This category was comprised of two major types of 
change: those affecting the physical state of the environment, as well as those to the living  
elements of the environment. The most commonly co-occurring themes with this category were 
statements about extractive industries, sense of place and informal knowledge (figure 14). These  
Top Co-Occurrences w/ Changes to Environment I 
5.3 Extractive Industry 20.8% 
4.2 Sense of Place 15.0% 
4.1.1 Informal Knowledge 9.7% 
Figure 14: Frequency comparison of top co-occurrences with changes to natural environment 
findings suggest that most individuals that spoke about changes to the natural environment  
associated these changes with the presence of nearby extractive industries, specifically logging 
and surface mining,. Additionally, the variables of sense of place and informal knowledge are 
probably perceived as bearing the greatest negative impact from these changes.   
 A variety of statements illustrated the range of these impacts, from the destruction of 
significant childhood sites to the organisms that inhabited them. Participant I spoke about the 
destruction of a favorite swimming hole, recounting “There was creeks up there, before the 
mines went up in Birch Holler. The rocks – it was like a water slide, you could get in the creek 
and slide all the way down into like a blue hole. The water was blue, it was like looking at the 
sky. It was beautiful.” This statement illustrates three of these four themes, excluding only 
informal knowledge. Many of the statements that refer to changes to the environment and 
extractive industries often engaged either sense of place or informal knowledge separately. 
However, as discussed previously, changes to the natural environment also included changes to 
the biota of the region.  
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Participant III told of an experience in which a nearby mine’s waste retention pond 
leaked, leading to fluid “seeping out” of this pond, a dark brown fluid which he described as 
looking like “scorched transmission fluid.” This man went on to describe what testing of the site 
revealed: “JD got the report back and it said that [the evaluator] did not witness any dead aquatic 
life. No, he didn’t – but he didn’t witness no live aquatic life, neither! They’d all done rotted and 
washed away down here, they’d disintegrated.” These types of experiences with scientists and 
outsiders that were felt to represent the interests of the mining industry moreso than the interests 
of residents led to major distrust between local residents and those responsible for environmental 
regulation. Participant VII stated that Coal River used to “run black with sediments from the coal 
mines,” an observation which led him to forego swimming in the river. He also described 
changes to the hydrology of the region, explaining “We’d get occasionally big snows but the 
wind, rain and flooding is unreal. Every time it rains, I go to that river and it’s muddy. Years ago, 
it never got muddy like that. Now you don’t have trees and stuff to hold the rain, to absorb it.”  
To further compound these issues, a number of individuals that I spoke with mentioned 
the difficulty they had in getting the DEC to respond to reports of mine waste in the river during 
a rain event. Participant VII even described an event in which a state police officer responded to 
his report that the river was running black with slurry by showing up to his home and 
intimidating him to ensure that no further reports were made, a tactic which reportedly worked. 
Additionally, when the DEC would respond to such reports, they would often take so long to 
respond that by the time they arrived on scene, the waste discharge would have already washed 
down the river. This was supposedly a tactic of surface mining industries: during a severe rain 
event, slurry waste would be discharged incrementally into the river, as the higher volume of 
water would dilute the waste. This would typically occur for brief bursts, long enough for 
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residents to observe the change in flow, but not long enough for an approved DEC water scientist 
to collect a sample. 
 In addition to the black slurry water that some participants described having observed in 
the river, other participants described a frothy, milk-colored addition to the rivers which was 
referred to as “floc,” or flocculation, mentioned in a previous section. A few accounts of this floc 
being released into the river were given, including the one mentioned in a previous section as 
well as this exchange between one man and his wife: 
W: They used to let out that black water but they let out something that one time and it 
stunk so bad – it was all white, it looked almost like milk. 
M: I’d say a settlement pond either overflowed or busted. They put that floc in there and it 
settles on the bottom. I used to run a dredge, to go in and clean them ponds. That’s what it 
would look like, that white looking stuff” 
Participant XV 
 
These types of changes to the natural environment seem to have a severe impact on how 
individuals conceive of sense of place, as well as informal knowledge about the region that they 
have gathered through firsthand experiences and that has been passed down generationally.  
 
Extractive Industry 
 The impacts of extractive industries in the region, which include large-scale logging and 
the mining industry (more specifically strip mining or mountaintop removal mining practices), 
on the natural environment have been extensively documented. This section is intended only to  
Top Co-Occurrences with Extractive Industries 
5.1.1 Changes to Environment I 20.8% 
5.2 Decreased Accessibility to Landscape 9.0% 
4.2 Sense of Place 7.1% 
1.1 Cultural Heritage 6.4% 
Figure 15: Frequency comparison of top co-occurrences with extractive industries 
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re-iterate and evince these claims through individuals’ personal testimonies, as well as to reveal 
the potential connections between the destructive force of these industries and the cultural 
ecosystem services they impact. Figure 15 summarizes impacts that co-occurred with statements 
regarding extractive industries. As discussed in the previous section, much of the destruction 
caused by extractive industry was spoken about in terms of changes to the natural environment 
and a restriction of access to historically common lands. However, extractive industries were 
also implicated in the destruction of less tangible things, such as individuals’ connection to place 
and the cultural heritage of the region.  
 A set of recurring statements that represents a confluence of these themes is the loss of 
access to ancestral hunting and fishing sites through the policing of access points by extractive 
industries. Participant IX explained, “There’s a lot of places that we used to hunt that you can’t 
get to no more, because the coal companies has got you locked out.” A man described an 
altercation with a security guard responsible for regulating access to a mine site, which occurred 
near a fishing hole he had visited since his childhood: 
I told him my dad was born and raised down there by the office building, then I said ‘if 
y’all had anything on this mountain that I wanted, I would’ve gotten it years ago. I’m 
leaving now, but I ain’t telling you I’m not coming back because I come up this mountain 
before y’all came in here, and I’ll cross it after you’re gone.’ We left and that was the end 
of it, but you can’t do that anymo–e - he actually threatened getting the law up there. You 
can get in serious trouble even though you don’t mean no harm to nobody. You can get in 
trouble just because you’re there. I guess I was wrong, because they’re still over there and I 
don’t guess I’ll cross that mountain no more. I think my mountain crossing days is over. 
Participant III 
 
This story was particularly evocative, as the participant not only lost a preferred fishing hole that 
promoted positive social interaction with a group of his friends, but he simultaneously lost a 
cherished part of his cultural heritage: the homeplace of his father. To compound this, he did not 
actively decide to stop visiting this place, but was told not to return and complied, for fear of 
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retribution by the current occupants. Unfortunately, his story was not unique; similar accounts 
from various individuals felt their ancestral lands had been forcibly taken.  
 Impacts from activities of extractive industries have also affected the way that individuals 
describe their natural surroundings. While many participants spoke about the natural landscape 
with amazement and great affection, descriptions of post-mining landscapes tended to be more 
wistful, such as the man that spoke of his teary-eyed experience taking in a mountain vista. A 
number of individuals personified the destruction to the landscape, such as participant XVI, who 
stated: “Now they’ve stripped all [the mountains] out. Half of West Virginia looks like a bald 
man’s head. Stripped on top with a bunch of trees all around the edge. That’s how I look at it.” 
These types of statements indicate that connections between individuals’ environmental 
identities could be greatly damaged as a result of changes to these landscapes for which they feel 
great reverence and a strong connection.  
 
Technology and Convenience 
The theme of technology generally referred to any statements about, or devices which 
had, internet access capabilities. While such forms of technology have increased the number of 
overall social interactions among residents, it seems that the number of in-person interactions 
between these individuals has been greatly reduced. According to Cannavo, “human activity is 
increasingly conducted in the dematerialized, deterritorialized, virtual world of cyberspace” 
(2007, p. 15), and West Virginia is no exception.  
As a result, some of the traditional recreational and heritage practices seem to have been 
lost. Additionally, a result of these virtual interactions has been that the traditional role of the 
family as a primary organizational unit has been undermined by the very nature of online social 
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interaction. The unit of interaction in an online forum is primarily individual and thus traditional 
activities such as meeting at swimming holes or family reunions that encouraged multiple in-
person social interactions have been largely replaced by virtual connections. Participant XVII 
described the shift in social interaction he had observed: “we went [to the swimming hole] and 
there would be 10-15 mothers all talking to each other – none of them thought they was better, 
none of them thought another was a bad mother, nobody thought nothing. Nowadays, you’ve got 
some people looking down on other peoples’ parenting, other peoples’ – anything and 
everything.” This makes apparent a growing concern that relationships in the region have 
become increasingly fractured due to the development of these online communities at the 
detriment of in-person communities. It seems that a result of these interactions moving to virtual 
forums has been a general distrust of others within the physical community that are not 
connected to the virtual community. An analysis of the top co-occurrences of themes with that of 
technology confirms this; while there were fewer co-occurrences, the two most highly co-
occurring themes with technology were changes to the social environment and active social 
relations. One woman described how social networking websites have altered existing social 
practices this way: 
The social networking of Coal River is locally known as the Coal River gossip, it’s fluid. 
But that’s how people talk – that’s how people get to know about somebody, is through the 
gossip on Facebook and stuff. People really don’t get out of their houses and talk to each 
other anymore, it’s like ‘well, I talked to them on Facebook the other day!’ I feel like the 
technology has hurt this part of our community, I really do. 
Participant XXIII 
 
Despite this participant’s recognition that the transition of social interactions to these virtual 
forums has caused the sense of community in the region to suffer, she still is engaging in these 
communications because the alternative would be to risk exclusion from the community. 
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It bears mentioning here that there seemed to be a decidedly gendered divide in who was 
engaging in virtual social interactions, most notably in the middle-aged participants interviewed. 
Five of the eight women explicitly stated that they engaged, or were observed to have engaged, 
frequently on Facebook. Men seemed less inclined to use social media websites like Facebook to 
participate in social interaction. It seems that the implication of this finding would be some 
degree of exclusion of men from this online community. With a declining number of overall 
public social interactions in the community, this could be incredibly isolating to men that choose 
not to engage in this form of interaction. Though beyond the scope of this project, it is worth 
asking whether this may lead to a decline in overall social interactions men have, or if they will 
continue to interact through in-person activities like hunting or fishing. Lacking the level of 
socialization that past generations have typically gained through in-person interactions, 
popularization of the internet could have implications for the social development of younger 
generations in the region, especially of those that may have more limited access to the internet. 
These concerns are further exacerbated by the assessment that it is unsafe for children to interact 
in the natural environment, due to concerns of drug use and related crime, as it has been well 
documented that the benefits of outdoor play is vital to a variety of positive childhood 
development outcomes, such as motor development and risk-taking (Johnson, et al., 2010). 
Technology seems to be playing a significant role in the deterioration of in-person social 
relations, but also has severe implications for the significance of cultural heritage and informal 
knowledge that has been passed down generationally. Access to the internet has the potential to 
fundamentally change the way that knowledge is disseminated in the region, causing unrecorded 
traditional knowledge to fade into obsolescence or run the risk of being lost forever. This would 
diminish subsistence practices throughout the region, as well as knowledge about the heritage of 
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the region that has historically informed many individuals’ environmental identity; combined 
with other factors described here, the ubiquity of technology could imperil the environmental 
identity of the region. In addition to this concern, many participants felt that the increased 
convenience of car travel was also having major impacts on this area. 
A reliance on roads in the region was historically a major determinant of development 
patterns; as Peter Cannavo puts it, “Once there are roads, the land has been opened up to 
resource extraction and land development; i.e, to founding” (2007, p. 3). However, when 
extraction has run its course, roads become a conduit for the exodus of economic prosperity from 
the region, carrying jobs, businesses and those with the means to move toward areas with greater 
access to essential services and opportunity. What remains are individuals without the means to 
relocate, or with strong attachments to place that are unwilling to leave their ancestral homes. 
The pervasiveness of automobile travel allows those that remain to survive in these hinterlands, 
far from access to essential services like grocery stores and hospitals. Cannavo refers to this as 
part of a societal transition toward ‘mobility over accessibility,’ in which we have collectively 
accepted that “to go anywhere, one increasingly has to get in the car” (2007, p. 109).  
 A general reliance on cars seemed to impact all age groups in terms of access to food or 
health services, as none of the participants interviewed were entirely self-sufficient. This reliance 
on cars has also impacted social relations and the cultural heritage of the region, as younger 
generations are more frequently traveling further distances to engage in activities in which their 
predecessors participated within their nearby surroundings. One man described this phenomenon 
occurring at a popular nearby destination close to the city of Beckley called Stephens Lake:  
Things change over time. It gets more convenient for you, you don’t have to work at it. 
You didn’t have to go down to the river and find a hole of water deep enough for yourself 
to swim with your friends. In my day, that’s what you had to do. Now you can just jump in 
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the vehicle, run up here to Stephens Lake when the season is open for swimming, and 
that’s where they go! Or they’ll go to Myrtle Beach, Virginia Beach. 
Participant VIII 
 
The convenience that vehicles provide can hardly be overstated, but the potential for 
inequity in this trend is also great. Many individuals that are financially equipped to drive further 
distances to access essential services are willing to do so to remain in their homes, despite the 
inconvenience. However, those that are financially unable find themselves in a frustrating cycle 
of trying to maintain some degree of the quality of life they enjoyed when services were nearer, 
as these services move ever closer to more centralized business areas such as Charleston and 
Beckley. For many, the investments in their homes and lack of financial means, as well as a deep 
connection to place, all limit them from moving closer to these services.   
 
Accessibility of Landscape 
This obstacle refers to the frequency with which individuals mentioned having difficulty 
accessing areas of the landscape to which they have historically had access. These issues of 
access were generally associated with activities of nearby extractive industries, but also 
occasionally referred to issues of access that arose from changes to the environment not 
explicitly linked to extractive industries, such as roads flooding or other naturally caused 
environmental impediments. The top co-occurrences with decreased accessibility (figure 16) 
confirm these connections with extractive industries and changes to the environment, but also 
introduce two less prominent themes: dislike of regulation and sense of direction. This finding  
Top Co-Occurrences with Decreased Accessibility 
5.3 Extractive Industry 9.0% 
1.5 Dislike of Regulation 6.9% 
Figure 16: Frequency comparison of top co-occurrences with decreased accessibility to landscape 
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points to an incongruence between the hyper-regulation of boundaries by extractive industries 
that is in direct conflict with a historic dislike of external regulation in the region dating back to 
the 18th century. 
 Decreased accessibility of the landscape has implications for a variety of activities in 
which individuals engage within the natural environment. Most forms of recreation were 
dependent on unrestricted access of the landscape, especially activities like hunting and four-
wheeling. Participant XXI described this restriction, explaining “The strip mines started it. They 
started putting gates up and cutting you off from going from this mountain to the next. Then 
when the mountaintop removal came in, they closed everything down. They bought people’s 
whole hollers and everything, now you can’t even get to a place to look at everything.” 
Remarkably, despite these changes to access many residents were still able to find alternate 
routes around the restrictions. As participant XXII describes, “To get up on top of Coal River 
Ridge, there are some different ways you can go – they blocked off a couple in recent months but 
there are different ways you can get up there.”  
Another theme that emerged from statements regarding accessibility was a recognition 
that many of the areas that individuals visited in years past were no longer reachable due to a 
lack of maintenance that had been indirectly provided through frequent use. These were 
generally unmarked trails or logging roads that were maintained as a result of ATV use or foot 
travel. Many participants claimed that these paths had recently become impassable, such as this 
man, who described noticing the change after returning from military service:  
The biggest change I noticed was that everything was overgrown. I don’t know if anybody 
specifically kept certain areas cut down, or if everyone constantly treading through there 
kept it down, but when I came back in 2010, everything had just kind of grown wild and 
you could tell that nobody had gone up anymore in most of the areas. The falls was the big 
one, you wouldn’t even notice the walk down there compared to what it used to look like. 
Participant XVIII 
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Participants from both communities of Rock Creek, as well as Naoma, mentioned this recent 
development. While it is unclear whether this was a result of decreased accessibility in certain 
areas, it is clear that this trend has definitely caused a decline in the accessibility of certain land. 
 
Drug Use, Theft and Safety 
 A set of three themes that seemed to coincide frequently were those of drug use and drug- 
related crime (such as theft) that created an overall sense that the safety of the community had  
been compromised from that enjoyed in prior years. Drug use and safety seemed to be more 
closely linked than theft with either of the other themes. This may have been due to the fact that 
some of the statements regarding safety indirectly involved statements about theft, but were not 
made explicit and therefore not coded. Participant III explained how drug use had altered the 
community in recent years, stating “You didn’t have to worry about locking your doors or 
anything, and now with the problems… not just with this place, with all places with drugs and all 
that stuff, it’s not safe to leave your doors unlocked and your stuff out.” 
It was a common tactic of many participants to try to distance their community from the 
inherent dangers posed by drug use, making statements that attempted to minimize the extent of 
the problem in the region, or making statements (such as the previous one) that normalized the 
problem within the broader context of the national opioid crisis. There was also a divide between 
which age groups saw the concerns of drug use, theft and safety as most threatening. Middle-
aged individuals overwhelmingly saw these themes as being of greater concern than did old 
timers or young participants. This likely had to do with the fact that middle-aged participants 
were much more likely to be raising a family and were therefore more acutely aware of safety 
concerns in the region, due to the vulnerability of their children. This perception seemed to limit 
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the range of activities in which children were able to engage, compared to those in which their 
parents engaged while growing up.   
 When asked if she felt comfortable letting her children play in the creek in which she 
grew up swimming, participant VI described her hesitance, responding “Oh there is no way, uh 
uh. That water is probably polluted with needles.” Again, these types of obstacles present a 
major barrier to younger generations in accessing the rich cultural heritage of the region and 
engaging in recreational activities their parents enjoyed as children. One woman described the 
difference of growing up in the community in which she lived and its current status: 
I’ve got pretty deep-seated roots in Rock Creek. It’s a little different now because of the 
drugs, you’ve got to keep a shorter leash and be more attentive. When I was growing up 
you could keep the doors unlocked, you didn’t have to worry, you would come home when 
the lightning bugs started blinking, that was just how it was. Not so much anymore because 
of the drugs and the crime, but you have to weigh your options - go somewhere else where 
there’s more opportunity and there’s going to be more crime. It’s a no-win situation. 
Participant II 
 
Unfortunately, the issue of drug use has become so pervasive in the region that many participants 
have adopted a somewhat resigned attitude toward the presence of drugs. There also appeared to 
be a geographic pattern underlying where the heaviest drug use and crime was reported. It 
seemed that drug use and safety were felt to be substantially larger issues in the holler 
community of Rock Creek (H). This is not to say that these issues were not somewhat 
universally shared concerns throughout the region. However, this does suggest that where drug 
use is centralized, those within closer proximity may be more acutely aware of concerns of safety 
or other illicit activities as a result of this physical immediacy.
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DISCUSSION 
 The impacts of land use change have been many and varied on the region’s provision of 
cultural ecosystem services. In addition to land use, other factors such as the increased access to 
internet and technological advancements, the visibility and prevalence of drug use in the region 
and general changes to the social environment were each cited as barriers to the enjoyment of 
CES, in certain circumstances. Therefore, it is worth reiterating that while this study was initially 
designed to investigate the impacts of land use on the provision of CES, some additional factors 
that impact the provision of CES were uncovered.  
 Across the full range of CES topics investigated, a lack of access to land seemed to be 
perceived as the greatest barrier to the provision of CES. This issue limited subsistence activities, 
altered the boundary of the homeplace for many, precluded long observed rites of passage, 
prevented certain forms of recreation and generally challenged the collective sense of 
independence and freedom from regulation that many individuals in the region shared. The 
majority of the concerns over restrictions of access to land were associated with the presence of 
corporations engaged in extractive activities, or land companies that held land for logging or 
mining industries when not being actively used. Individuals complained that access to this land 
often required obtaining consent from security guards to enter, which was typically not granted, 
or high membership rates charged by land companies for admission to exclusive “Rod and Gun 
clubs.” This trend frustrated long-time residents that had hunted and fished on these lands before 
they were privatized. Other participants recounted experiences from their childhood that 
involved visiting areas that were now restricted to them and lamented the fact that their own 
children were deprived of those experiences.  
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 Many participants also cited rapid physical changes to their nearby surroundings as 
another significant detractor to the provision of CES. In one case, a swimming hole that one 
man’s children had grown up playing in had been entirely filled with sediment since that time, 
preventing his grandchildren from enjoying this same swimming hole. These physical changes 
were perceived as causing property damage through increased flooding and runoff and 
contaminating nearby surface water. As a result, it was speculated that these changes may have 
been associated with a noticeable decline in the biodiversity and abundance of sensitive aquatic 
and amphibious organisms. It was noted that some of these organisms, such as the Eastern 
Hellbender salamander and a class of fish referred to as suckers (e.g. Northern Hog Sucker, 
White Sucker) which adhered to the streambed, had disappeared altogether from the region 
around the time mountaintop removal activity had begun in the vicinity; though participants were 
not entirely sure of the exact time period of the disappearance, they noted that the change 
occurred rapidly. These sensitive organisms not only are a good proxy for determining stream 
health, but are often also cherished cultural keystone species of the region.  
 The combined effect of the physical destruction of the natural environment with the 
limiting of access to highly valued communal or family gathering places has been a disruption of 
place. The receding of the homeplace boundary to a more insular periphery around the home 
itself coincides with an ever-encroaching boundary dictated by industry and absentee landowners 
that have grown increasingly estranged from these nearby communities. The result has been a 
growing tension between the desire of residents to have uninhibited access to historically 
common land and the desire of corporate landowners to deny this access by any means necessary 
(one man recounted a coal company blasting a portion of an inactive logging road that was 
previously used by locals to access forested land and fishing ponds which now lay on coal 
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company property). The nearly constant altering of these landscapes which hold strong cultural 
and historic significance to many residents forces a recognition that none of these places that 
hold deep personal significance are viewed as sacred by corporations or absentee landowners and 
could be in peril of being unmade at any moment. 
 Along with the challenges presented by invasive land use practices in the region, a 
number of other factors have contributed to the disruption of place. Overarchingly, changes to 
the social environment captured sentiments that traditional ways of engaging in a social or 
familial sense had changed, and that this was accompanied by a palpable sense of change to the 
broader social environment. There seemed to be a sense that the rise of drug use in the region, 
advances to technological capabilities and the increasing connectivity of the area to a global 
community via high speed internet were all seen as contributors to a changing social milieu 
which starkly contrasts that which was experienced by the previous generation. This generational 
contrast was most apparent in discussion of technological advances, as well as the recurring 
theme of a reliance on cars in order to travel further distances to access CES. 
The topics of drug use, safety and theft tended to coincide, especially in conversations 
regarding the former of these. This was another reason alluded to regarding the shrinking of the 
homeplace boundary: parents no longer feel comfortable allowing their children time for 
unsupervised play due to concerns about their safety and well-being, concerns that did not exist 
during these parents’ childhoods. In some cases, community or familial gathering places have 
been compromised due to the visibility and perceived danger of drug use in the area. One woman 
fondly described a favorite childhood landmark, a forest clearing littered with antique trinkets 
such as canning jars and bottle caps. However, she then recalled an experience where her family 
was berated by a belligerent and violent couple that were clearly under the influence of some 
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mind-altering substance. Not only has she not returned to this site, but she elaborated on this 
experience by explaining that she no longer “goes anywhere without packing [a gun].” Seeing 
exposed needles discarded in streambeds has deterred parents from allowing children to play in 
streams they grew up playing in, or exploring woods that they grew up exploring. These kinds of 
rites of passage and unsupervised play are central to the cultural heritage of the region, but also, 
as discussed previously, vital to early childhood development.  
 The disruption of CES through changes to the environment (such as limiting of access to 
land once enjoyed as commons, or the destruction of cherished sites through land use changes) is 
more palpable than the limiting of access through perceived societal changes. However, both 
categories of factors seem to have a significant bearing on the way that CES are provided to the 
residents of this region. Significant concern arose regarding the preservation of local knowledge 
systems under the current environmental and social conditions. A heavier reliance on the internet 
as a primary means of accessing information led to an uneasiness that much of the values-based 
knowledge that has prevailed for generations was no longer of great value to the current 
generation, as a result of access to the internet and a paucity of accessible sites in which to 
convey this knowledge. The next section discusses options for reconciling the desire to preserve 
the history and heritage of the region with the reality of rapid technological advancement and a 
changing physical environment in order to reiterate the historic importance of CES in a 
contemporary context to younger generations and, in turn, to planners responsible for making 
land use decisions nearby.  
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Chapter V: Conclusions and Outlook 
This study provides further evidence that although less tangible than other ecosystem services, 
cultural ecosystem services can be documented by speaking with individuals with the greatest 
knowledge of and exposure to the region, community or environment being studied. This is an 
important implication for planners and policymakers, as ignoring these sociocultural markers that 
many long-time residents identify as important components of their personal experiences could 
be damaging to these vulnerable communities. Although the case study approach of this research 
makes it difficult to extrapolate specific conclusions outside the region, these findings reinforce 
the importance of incorporating such considerations into decision making processes for similar 
communities and offer opportunities to reflect on potential new directions for future research.  
In the context of policy, the preceding discussion of existing CES and barriers to CES 
offer some potential opportunities. The presence of extractive industry, though not as significant 
as anticipated at the beginning of this project, has been highly disruptive to the accessibility of 
land and potentially to the physical landscape of the region. These issues have seemed to impact 
a range of CES such as the transmission of informal knowledge, the use of commons for 
subsistence practices, rites of passage, and the role of the landscape in promoting social relations, 
among others. In his volume on the history of land use and dispossession in this region of 
Appalachia, Steven Stoll proposes a solution he terms “The Commons Communities Act” 
(2017). Stoll references a bill that was introduced by a republican Kentucky representative called 
the RECLAIM Act (Revitalizing the Economy of Coal Communities by Leveraging Local 
Activities and Investing More). Since publication of his book, the RECLAIM Act was amended 
and re-introduced in 2017, though it currently awaits further action. The act specifies 
requirements for reclamation of abandoned mine lands and waters to encourage economic and 
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community development and promote the general welfare of the project area (HR 1731, 2017). 
The bill orders funds from the Department of Interior to be allocated to post-mining communities 
to advance these goals. Additionally, it calls for a review by the Government Accountability 
Office on the use of these funds and calls for the disbursement of these funds be allocated 
through the Appalachian Regional Commission (HR 1731, 2017).  
Stoll proposes a system that would create a series of commons communities within these 
parameters where the ecological base provided by the landscape of these commons would be 
managed by its residents and “owned as a conservation easement or land trust under the authority 
of the states and/or counties where each community resides” (Stoll, 2017, pg. 272). These 
commons would allow for traditional subsistence activities such as hunting and foraging to 
resume, as well as increasing the accessibility of rites of passage activities. The most vital 
component of Stoll’s proposal is section six: “No nonresident, trust or corporation is permitted to 
purchase property in a commons community” (Stoll, 2017, pg. 273). Stoll’s proposal focuses on 
combining land and livelihood to reconnect communities and landscapes in a way that sustains 
both, inspired by interviews conducted by Tim Barnwell’s in his work called “Tending the 
Commons” (Barnwell, 2003). Though the Commons Communities act is a robust and 
commendable response to the trauma experienced by this region, it seems to ignore the role that 
business and economic revitalization could play in the region. 
Public-private partnership in areas surrounding these newly created commons might 
allow for revenue that would provide further support to the local economies of these regions, 
along with the proposed funding from the Industrial Abandonment tax. A system that promotes 
the production of local handicrafts and attracts heritage tourism to the region could assist in 
connecting the King Coal Highway project to the west of this region with the heritage 
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destination, Tamarack, to the east. Local stores and restaurants that showcase the heritage of the 
region would not necessarily have to preclude the existence of these commons communities, but 
could potentially bolster their existence. Though this challenges Stoll’s proposal for a return to 
landscape-livelihood relationships, the inclusion of a model to attract economic development 
funding in the immediate sense and to build an infrastructure that promotes heritage tourism and 
local business might ultimately be more sustainable.  
Furthermore, revitalizing local businesses could do much to assuage the tensions felt in 
the community by the increased presence and visibility of drug use. The United Nations 
Research Institute for Social Development proposes, among other policy options, introducing 
systems of alternative development that would promise new income opportunities within a 
context of socio-economic development (UNRISD, 1994). The report stresses that interventions 
must be focused on individuals rather than infrastructure in order to be effective, but suggests 
that with this in mind, more efficient allocation of funds to promote agrarian programs could be 
highly effective. Additionally, the report calls for an increase in demand or harm reduction 
efforts such as education initiatives, civic action and treatment programs (UNRISD, 1994). A 
more recent ethnographic study of women in five counties of eastern Kentucky reached a similar 
conclusion: that while communities seem to be working exhaustingly at prevention strategies, 
recovery and harm reduction efforts are comparatively lacking (Buer, 2018). In addition to 
education initiatives, Buer calls for greater investment in “building economically sustainable and 
equitable communities” (2018, p. 268). Furthermore, Buer (2018) calls for the maintenance of 
social welfare programs in the region, especially SNAP, but speaks to the importance of stable 
employment opportunities in addressing drug dependence. Placing individuals in a commons 
community could be a highly effective solution to dissuade illicit drug-related behavior 
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(especially theft), as long as this was bolstered by the necessary infrastructure for treatment and 
support in these communities.  
Finally, the generational tension that technology has created in the region might well be 
the best opportunity for reconciling these differences and relieving some of the discomfort 
caused by perceived changes to the social environment. Technology could be a useful tool for 
environmental monitoring, mapping (and managing) cultural heritage, preserving and 
transmitting informal knowledge, and providing digital literacy skills to a variety of individuals, 
though most explicitly to school-aged children. Using the findings of a Web 2.0 study conducted 
by Kale & Goh (2014) that is discussed in more detail below, effective policy could address the 
deficiencies found in the rollout of these technologies to enhance outcomes of a new project 
aimed at accomplishing all of the aforementioned goals through the collection of oral histories, 
documentation of informal knowledge (such as procedures for subsistence activities or folk 
remedies) and mapping of culturally significant sites within the landscape. Additionally, such 
applications of technology might be effective in helping with enforcement efforts aimed at 
regulating poaching. 
Though these policy recommendations are general, they are intended to catalyze a larger 
discussion about the urgent need to protect the cultural ecosystem services of this region. What is 
apparent from this project is the relative fragility of these valuable services and the imminent 
threats to these services outlined throughout this thesis. Effective policy to address these issues 
must provide thoughtful attention to empowering communities to reconnect with the landscape, 
while also revitalizing local economies through connections to existing infrastructure that is 
intended to promote heritage tourism. The use of web-based applications to map and document 
sites or themes of cultural significance in the region must be prioritized as a means to accomplish 
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this, while offering enrichment opportunities and digital literacy skills to school-aged children 
and providing new mechanisms for environmental enforcement and monitoring. 
Participants seemed to feel that the provision of CES had changed significantly over time, 
most dramatically since the turn of the century, and that this shift represented a solemn threat to 
the lifestyle with which older generations had become accustomed. These individuals decried the 
restriction and disturbance of once common land by extractive industry, though they cited these 
alterations to land use as only one challenge to the continued significance of CES. Participants 
also expressed disillusionment with the mark that the introduction of high speed internet has left 
on the region and the widespread safety concerns associated with the recent opioid epidemic that 
have been felt so acutely in this region. As this study set out to investigate, land use changes 
were heavily influential in the disruption of CES provision.  
However, these changes were part of a more diverse tapestry of concerns, many of which 
interacted with each other to disrupt CES provision. For instance, the concern of limited access 
to some sites might not entirely preclude younger generations from continuing to these places. 
However, this concern of access paired with the sense that unsupervised play was currently 
unsafe due to rampant drug use in the region is far more likely to prevent children from visiting 
these sites. The various barriers mentioned by interview participants demonstrated a legitimate 
concern for the preservation of the region’s cultural heritage, perpetuity of knowledge and value 
systems, ways in which families and community members interact in nature, the enjoyment of 
recreational activities and the aesthetic integrity of the local environment. All of these factors 
seem to be unsettling the sense of place and participants’ place-based identity associated with the 
region. As mentioned previously, it is likely that this kind of disruption of place and identity may 
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have severe implications on the mental and physical health of individuals in this region, a topic 
which certainly warrants further investigation.  
A deductive approach was employed to explore themes covered by the MA’s CES 
framework, which provided a coherent and organized frame to situate the spectrum of services 
within that were unique to the study area. Beginning with this deductive approach illuminated 
the significant gaps in the model that could be filled inductively through review of the primary 
data that was collected, as well as through engagement with the participants of the study in 
casual settings and through observations of the area of study. Living and working in the 
community that I was studying provided greater insight into where the CES framework could be 
extended or adjusted to better fit this particular region. For future study utilizing the CES 
framework, this technique could be employed to produce findings that provide results which are 
more personalized to the area of study, a factor that would help to capture the nuanced impacts of 
land use changes on CES and the particular alternative barriers that are felt to be most alarming 
to the local population. For instance, drug use likely presents a greater barrier to CES in this 
region of West Virginia, the state with the highest number of opioid-related overdose deaths in 
the US (CDC, 2017). This finer level of detail would benefit the crafting of more thoughtful 
regulatory policy to extend the protections offered to more visible types of ecosystem services to 
the less tangible, often overlooked types of cultural ecosystem services discussed throughout this 
study.  
 Primarily, this study was intended to gain a deeper understanding of the perceptions of 
individuals throughout the region of southern West Virginia regarding the current significance of 
cultural ecosystem services, how this significance has transformed over time and whether CES 
have changed considerably over time.  This particular region was selected due to the 
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concentration of communities in close proximity to post-extractive land uses to attempt to 
discern what types of impacts extractive activity has made throughout the area. Although not 
appropriate for inference, this case study could help direct studies of a similar nature in other 
post-extraction areas throughout central Appalachia to be more concise in focus than the broad 
scope of this inventory. A more comprehensive study of the loss of cultural significance in these 
regions due to extractive activities throughout central Appalachia could encourage greater 
accountability on the part of the industries involved in these activities. Ideally, this might inspire 
the implementation of new programs intended to maintain present culturally significant 
activities, as well as to reclaim and preserve those activities associated with the cultural heritage 
of the region in a way that promotes sustainable economic development and land use practices. 
 There have been some efforts to accomplish this end. The Hatfield-McCoy Trails (HMT)  
system is a recent example, a network of ATV and dirtbike trails which connect “‘ATV friendly 
towns’ where visitors can grab a bite to eat and experience true Southern hospitality” (HMT, 
2011, p. 1).  Another recent model is the King Coal Highway Authority, a public-private 
partnership formed for “planning, assisting and establishing recreational, tourism, industrial, 
economic and community development” in the counties of McDowell, Mercer, Mingo, Wyoming 
and Wayne (WVDOT, n.d., p. 1). Unfortunately, neither effort has included the communities 
along Route three assessed in this study. A review of the eight distinct HMT trails reveals that 
the extent of all of these trails lies significantly outside of the area surrounding Route three and 
seems to be centered around the King Coal Highway. Participant XIII lamented the exclusion of 
Route three from this highway development effort, recalling a phone conversation with the 
development authority: “I said ‘how come we’re not represented in this coalfield highway?’ and 
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[they] said, ‘you’re too far away!’ Coal River contributed big! Birchton, Edwight, Montcoal, 
Blue Pennant - we all contributed, but we’re too far away from the main action.” 
 Many of the interview participants felt that Route three could also benefit from cultural 
preservation and economic development similar to that which is occurring along the new King 
Coal Highway. Between the Upper Big Branch disaster, which was described as “the worst 
mining disaster in the US in decades” at the time it occurred (Young, 2010, p. 1), the historical 
significance of Coal River in transporting coal and timber throughout the late 19th century (Dean, 
2018) and later the importance of the site to the Chesapeake & Ohio (C&O) Railroad, which 
extended along the New River and built extensions into some of the more remote areas along 
Route three (Frey, 2018). The C&O extended from Beckley through this region and continued 
West, connecting a great deal of land between this region to the east coast and west toward 
Huntington, WV (Frey, 2018). The situation of the line along the New River is also significant 
due to the presence of the cultural center called “Tamarack: The Best of West Virginia” in 
nearby Beckley. The center was conceived from a Parkways Authority bond of $143 million 
dollars; in 1994, the site was opened to the public to “showcase … handcrafts, fine art and 
cuisine [of the region]” (Tamarack, 2019, p. 3). A corridor connecting the King Coal Highway 
with this cultural hub could increase the opportunities for economic development and cultural 
preservation along Coal River. Recently, calls for economic diversification have been a rallying 
cry for activist organizations and coalitions (Appalachian Voices, Coal River Mountain Watch, 
Alliance for Appalachia) in areas that have historically been reliant on a mining industry which 
is now in serious decline. As evinced by Tamarack and similar developments, investment in the 
preservation and promotion of cultural heritage in the region offers an excellent measure for 
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economic diversity and a strong argument for considering the valuation of CES in future 
planning efforts.  
 The interconnection of cultural heritage, sense of place and changes to the physical 
environment suggests that these themes are inextricably linked. The cultural heritage of the 
region provides a continuum of experiences that, for many participants, extends back to when the 
region was settled by their ancestors. It is within this experience that most individuals’ expressed 
their sense of place being framed. The connection of these themes suggests that for most 
participants in this study, sense of place was socially constructed as a result of stories and 
knowledge about an individuals’ surroundings passed down through older generations and 
through lived experience in those places. This supports Tuan’s conception of place as a social 
construction, where meaning is imbued in a place through these lived experiences (Tuan, 1977). 
This also supports the assertion of Greider and Garkovich, that a physical place can “embody 
multiple landscapes, each … grounded in the cultural definitions of those who encounter that 
place” (1994, p. 2); in other words, the cumulative experience of individuals creates value in 
place.  
However, participants seemed to perceive that disruption to these services was caused not 
so much by changes to the social environment, but through changes to the physical environment. 
There was a strong correlation between the themes of sense of place, cultural heritage and 
changes to the physical environment (the three most highly occurring themes, overall). Many of 
the participants described a feeling of being at ease in the mountains that was not specifically 
tied to any one place, but ascribed more generally to the region. These elements support an 
alternative viewpoint expressed by Stedman, that landscape characteristics, regardless of social 
or cultural context, matter greatly to place attachment and satisfaction (2003). The author uses 
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the example of the perception that developed lakes are seen as more social places, versus the less 
developed lakes being escape places (Stedman, 2003). In much the same way, many participants 
in this study were deeply troubled by the removal of mountains and trees from the region, 
regardless of whether they had a personal connection to the specific mountains or forests that 
were impacted. 
This suggests that although sense of place is often socially constructed in this region, it 
may also be inherently physical, as evinced by the refrain of many participants referring to “wild, 
wonderful, West Virginia.” It also suggests that regardless of its social or physical construction, 
sense of place appears to be more commonly physically dismantled. Because this study did not 
look explicitly at the causes of hydrologic and land cover changes in the region, it is difficult to 
implicate a direct cause of these physical changes that have impacted individuals’ sense of place. 
However, the topic of “extractive industry” was the most frequently co-occurring theme with 
changes to the physical environment. Thus, regardless of whether most physical changes were 
actually caused by extractive industries, interview participants perceived that these extractive 
industries (such as logging and surface mining) had caused these physical changes.  
The theme of extractive industries was the third most frequently occurring obstacle 
discussed after changes to the physical and social environment. Beyond being highly correlated 
with individuals’ perceptions of changes to the physical environment, the theme of extractive 
industries was commonly referenced in and of itself. There is a great deal of evidence to suggest 
that surface mining and logging practices have impacted the hydrology and land cover in this 
region. A detailed study used pre and post-mining digital elevation models (DEM) of the 
southern West Virginia coalfields to determine the geomorphic impact of mountaintop mines on 
the region (Ross et al., 2016). The study found that the alterations to the landscape have 
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impacted the topography in terms of slope and elevation, significantly changing the appearance 
of these mountains and creating a noticeably flatter topography (Ross et al., 2016). The authors 
also found that increased porosity of valley fill material, or the excess material from mountaintop 
removal, has resulted in altered flow paths in affected watersheds and increased water storage 
capacity, altering the relationship between precipitation and stream flows (Ross et al., 2016).  
Many of the individuals that discussed changes to the physical environment talked about 
changes in water levels and the reduction of flow in nearby streams; this was supported by one 
study that found non-storm flows were approximately two times greater in unmined watersheds 
(Messinger & Paybins, 2003). Participants frequently cited the heightened response of 
streamflow to storm events as evidence that the hydrology of the region had changed. A 2012 
study supports this perceived connection to the extractive industry as plausible, asserting that 
removal of vegetation by mining likely contributes to increased peakflows and shortened storm 
response times in recently mined areas (Griffith et al., 2012). While the physical changes to the 
environment due to extractive industries has been well-documented through other research in the 
region (Messinger & Pavbins, 2003; U.S. EPA, 2010; Griffith et al., 2012; Miller & Zégre, 
2014), this research did not attempt to explicitly discern to what extent changes to the physical 
environment impaired the provision of cultural ecosystem services. However, to reiterate, 
participants perceived significant disruptions in the provision of CES due to extractive activities. 
In addition to sense of place and cultural heritage, participants spoke frequently about 
informal knowledge during interviews. While the threat of technology to informal knowledge 
was frequently referenced, there may be the potential for a positive application of technology in 
preserving all these vital cultural services. “Journey Up Coal River” was one such project 
developed by Aurora Lights, now the Mountain Stewardship & Outdoor Leadership (SOL) 
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School. Journey Up Coal River was described by Coal River Mountain Watch as a participatory 
mapping project that combines “community perspectives and scholarly research [to provide] 
information on the culture, history and communities of the Coal River Valley” (CRMW, n.d., p. 
3). This type of collaborative, participatory technique has a great deal of potential for bridging 
generational gaps, cultivating digital literacy and providing a source of academic enrichment to 
students while promoting the stewardship of the cultural heritage of the region.  
Public participation GIS (PPGIS) is a rapidly developing practice in the field of 
geography and has already proved useful in the context of urban planning. One study, conducted 
in a small, rural village in south Finland, aggregated data from an expert inventory of culturally 
significant objects with information from a PPGIS map survey, images posted on Instagram and 
images shared in a Facebook group. The goal was to document place-based memories spatially 
in a rapidly “growing and densifying town that has cultural heritage values” (Nummi, 2018, p. 
112). The study found that the PPGIS approaches utilized were particularly useful in revealing 
individuals’ preferences related to intangible cultural heritage (Nummi, 2018). PPGIS 
approaches have been deployed in a variety of urban planning contexts; another recent study 
conducted in the vicinity surrounding a southeastern Brazilian airport used PPGIS to identify the 
deficiencies of mathematical models of noise contours around airports for more effective aircraft 
noise management (Santos et al., 2018), while yet another study of the considerably more urban 
site of Berlin utilized the approach to support urban green infrastructure planning that would lead 
to more intentional quality of life improvements and sustainable urban development (Rall et al., 
2018). This latter study spoke to the benefit of using PPGIS to identify features of local cultural 
significance on a finer scale (Rall et al., 2018).  
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However, there was seemingly far less application of PPGIS in a rural context, which is 
understandable, as PPGIS is somewhat reliant on a dense concentration of individuals with 
access to suitable technological resources. Garcia-Martin et al. (2017) completed a thorough 
cross-site comparison utilizing PPGIS of six rural landscapes throughout western European 
countries that were comparable across a number of selection criteria. The study concluded that 
“people… value specific places, based on intrinsic landscape characteristics of each site, their 
personal life experience, their knowledge, and the collective meaning that the place has for the 
community” (Garcia-Martin et al., 2017, p. 2148). The authors suggest that PPGIS is an 
indispensable tool for discerning where “bundles” of landscape values exist, or where spatial 
clustering of these values occurs, identify management strategies that account for the diversity of 
preferences (Garcia-Martin et al., 2017). PPGIS presents clear functionality from a planning 
standpoint, encourages active participation and empowerment from a citizen engagement 
perspective and provides a number of educational benefits by increasing digital literacy and 
providing enrichment to students.  
Urban planners have already begun to utilize PPGIS through geospatial web platforms 
such as “GeoCitizen,” which “combines geo-web technologies and social media in one single 
tool allowing citizens to collaboratively report observations, discuss ideas, solve, and monitor 
problems in their environment at a local level” (Atzmanstorfer et al., 2013, p. 248). GeoCitizen 
has great potential to strengthen community-based planning efforts and enhance equity in 
decision making, and has elicited some promising results in its pilot run. While the authors 
proposed that such platforms must be “integrated with existing decision-making structures” 
(Atzmanstorfer et al., 2013, p. 257), they recognized its value in mutual informing, identifying 
local problems and visions, widening the scope of local knowledge and initiatives and balancing 
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negotiations amongst stakeholders to promote monitoring of conflicts and progress toward stated 
goals (Atzmanstorfer et al., 2013). Again, the implementation of such platforms becomes more 
challenging in rural settings, especially due to the usability limitations detailed in this study.  
The challenge of use for those with low information communication technology (ICT) 
skills is problematic for areas with limited access to the internet and web-based technology. 
Additionally, the dispersed nature of potential participants in rural areas is another challenge that 
was previously discussed. However, the study found that “spatial literacy” was also identified as 
a major limitation to usability, a factor with which individuals in many rural regions (especially 
the study area of this research) would likely have more comfortability. Rurally-based PPGIS 
projects like Journey Up Coal River allow individuals to more fully express the significance of 
sites, memories and experiences in the region spatially, allowing greater insight to planners so 
that these most valued cultural emblems can be more effectively preserved. More exhaustive 
studies attempting to inventory priorities of individual communities might provide a clearer 
direction that will assist in designing more targeted PPGIS measures for implementation in rural 
communities. However, the success of PPGIS in these areas will almost certainly rely on who is 
implementing the measures, preferably community-based groups, and what incentives exist for 
participation. Success will also inevitably depend on funding, which could come from a variety 
of sources though, ideally, would be provided through state or federal grants such as those 
provided by the Appalachian Regional Commission (ARC). ARC provides special assistance to 
nonprofit organizations (such as schools) through grant funding to economically distressed 
counties in the region, a designation that includes Boone County (ARC, 2018). 
The preservation of local folklore and collective community memories is a top priority 
for many of these community-based PPGIS efforts. As mentioned earlier, schools may provide a 
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good fit for implementation of web-based geospatial platforms such as the ones detailed above to 
identify and inventory culturally significant features in regions where local voices have been 
consistently excluded from decisions concerning land-use planning. Unfortunately, there are 
some limitations to a school curriculum implementation approach that bear mentioning. One 
study surveyed public school teachers in West Virginia regarding their attitudes and experience 
working with Web 2.0 in their classrooms to determine what factors affect their likelihood of 
applying Web 2.0 technologies in their classroom. Unsurprisingly, the findings were pretty 
consistent with the obstacles found in implementing other technology centered enrichment or 
project-based learning approaches to teaching: workload, curriculum and time needed to prepare 
for standardized testing were all major inhibitors (Kale & Goh, 2014). Access to computers and 
students’ access to internet outside of school were other obstacles discussed (Kale & Goh, 2014).  
West Virginia’s stated commitment to prepare students for work in an increasingly 
technology driven world, which has seen an increasing demand for ICT skills, provides a great 
opportunity for deploying new web-based geospatial platforms in schools throughout the region; 
this was largely why West Virginia was selected by Kale & Goh for this study. In 2005, West 
Virginia became the second state in the U.S. to apply a framework in public schools promoted by 
the Partnership for 21st Century Skills, emphasizing ICT literacy, communication, and critical 
thinking skills (WVDOE, n.d.). It is apparent from this study of Web 2.0 application that many 
teachers are dealing with time and resource limitations and lack of access to internet or necessary 
technology. Launching a comprehensive PPGIS effort such as this would require a committed, 
streamlined effort by the West Virginia Department of Education to offer greater technological 
support to educators in the state in order to successfully deploy such a strategy. Although 
professional development targeted toward Web 2.0 proficiency would be a good start, providing 
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technical specialists to school districts for enrichment courses would reduce workload of teachers 
by offering additional planning time once per week and would increase the efficacy and 
likelihood of success of such an undertaking.  
One thing became apparent during the course of this project: it is critical and urgent that 
the individuals in this region reconcile the traditions, customs, experiences and cultural heritage 
of this region with its rapidly updating social environment. Technology offers a bridge by which 
this could be accomplished; conversely, technology could drive a generational wedge into the 
region that maintains a dangerous seeming disconnect of the youth in the region from the rich 
cultural history of the area. In order to maintain harmonious relationships between generational 
groups, promote the skills necessary for working in a 21st century environment (21st Century 
Skills), work toward preserving the heritage of the region by thoroughly cataloging and 
documenting them, while improving educational outcomes for the youth of southern West 
Virginia, more research must be done on designing a suitable PPGIS education initiative, 
especially in rural public schools, outreach or extension offices and through local non-profits 
throughout the state. 
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APPENDICES 
Appendix I – Semi-structured interview questions 
Background/Family  
1) How long have you lived in the town of Naoma? 
○ How long has your family lived in the area?   
3) Do you have children or other family that are currently living nearby? 
○ If yes, are there any places that have significant meaning to your family? 
4) What do you like about living in this area? 
5) What kinds of factors do you think people in the community would say are most 
important to this community? 
○ Do you feel these are reasons why people stay in the area?  
6) Are there any shared values you think define the community? 
7) What do you find to be most attractive about the surrounding landscape?  
8) Do you feel that any particular places provide you with inspiration when you visit them?  
9) Is there anything about the surrounding landscape that has a particularly calming effect 
on you? 
10) Are there things you have learned growing up in the area that you feel might be unique to 
the region, this community or your family?   
○ Can you explain them, or offer more detail? 
○ Things unique to this community? 
○ Anything unique to your family, like traditions? 
11) Have you had an experience where you can remember the landscape, streams or rivers 
have taught you something? 
○ Can you elaborate on this experience? 
 
Activities in the Landscape 
 
12) Are there any outdoor activities that you enjoy doing here? 
13) Are there any outdoor activities that you used to do that you do not now? 
○ If so, why did you stop? 
14) Do you feel the landscape in the area has changed significantly during the time you have 
lived here? 
○ If so, can you explain how? And why?  
15) How do you feel the nearby landscape is important to the history of the region? 
16) Does anything from the landscape of the region contribute to your sense of identity?  
○ If so, how do you think you would react to this being altered? 
Values 
17) What do you value most about the landscape /place?  
18) Do you feel like your values align with the values of the community? 
19) Which values do you think are most important to the community? 
20) Do you feel that your children, grandchildren (etc.) have the same opportunities to enjoy 
the outdoors as you did during your childhood?  
○ Can you explain why?  
21) Are there any particular outdoor experiences that you most hope your children, 
grandchildren (etc.) will have that you might have had?   
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Appendix II: Interview Questions 
1) How long have you lived in the town of Naoma? How long has your family lived in the area? 
 
2) What do you like about living in this area? 
 
3) What kinds of factors do you think people would say are most important to this community? 
- Do you feel that these things cause people to stick around in the area? 
 
4) Do you feel like your values align with the values of the community? 
- Which ones do you think are most important to the community? 
 
5) Do you have children or other family that are currently living nearby? 
- If yes, are there any places that have significant meaning to your family? 
 
6) What do you find to be most attractive about the surrounding landscape? 
 
7) Do you feel that any particular places provide you with inspiration when you visit them? 
 
8) Does anything about the surrounding landscape that has a particularly calming effect on you? 
 
9) What kinds of things have you learned growing up in the area that you feel might be unique to 
the region, this community or your family? 
 
10) Have you had an experience where you can remember the landscape, streams or rivers have 
taught you something? 
- Can you elaborate on this? 
 
11) Are there any outdoor activities that you enjoy doing? 
 
12) Are there any outdoor activities that you used to do that you do not now? 
- If so, why did you stop? 
 
13) Do you feel that your children, grandchildren (etc.) have the same opportunities to enjoy the 
outdoors as you did during your childhood? 
- Can you explain why? 
 
14) Are there any particular outdoor experiences that you most hope your children, grandchildren 
(etc.) will have that you might have had? 
 
15) Do you feel the landscape in the area has changed significantly since you have lived here? 
- If so, can you explain how? 
 
16) How do you feel the nearby landscape is important to the history of the region? 
 
17) Does anything from the landscape of the region contribute to your sense of identity? 
- If so, how do you think you would react to this being altered?  
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Appendix III - Consent for Participation in Interview Research  
The participant volunteers to participate in a SUNY-ESF research project conducted by Blake 
Neumann, a graduate student, under the direction of Dr. Theresa Selfa and Dr. Mary Collins. The 
project is designed to gather information about the cultural value of landscapes to local 
communities in West Virginia. Approximately 40 people will be interviewed for this project.  
1. Participation in this project is voluntary. The participant will not be compensated for 
participation and may withdraw or discontinue participation at any time without penalty.  
2. If the participant feels uncomfortable or anxious in any way during the interview session, they 
may decline to answer any question or to end the interview.  
3. Participation involves being interviewed by the graduate student from SUNY-ESF. The 
interview will last approximately 30 minutes to one hour. Notes will be written during the 
interview, and an audio recording of the interview will be made for subsequent data analysis.  
4. The researcher will not identify me by name in any reports using information obtained from 
this interview, and confidentiality as a participant in this study will remain secure. Subsequent 
uses of records and data will be subject to standard data use policies which protect the anonymity 
of individuals and institutions, unless express consent is granted by the participant.  
5. Faculty and administrators from SUNY-ESF will neither be present at the interview nor have 
access to raw notes, transcripts or audio recordings.  
6. This research study has been reviewed and approved Syracuse University’s Institutional 
Review Board (IRB) through the Office of Research Integrity and Protections. For research 
problems or questions regarding subjects, the IRB may be contacted by calling 315-443-3013 or 
emailing orip@syr.edu. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
I have read and understand the following provisions of this research study. I have had any 
questions answered satisfactorily, and I voluntarily agree to participate in this study. I have been 
given a copy of this consent form to keep for my own records and my signature below will 
initiate my participation in the interview process for this research project. 
 
Signature: ____________________________________ Date: ____________________ 
Name (print): ____________________________________   
Signature of Interviewer:  ____________________________________ 
For further information on this study, please contact: 
Dr. Theresa Selfa    Dr. Mary Collins 
tselfa@esf.edu    mbcollin@esf.edu 
(315) 470-6570 / 470-6636   (315) 470-6538/470-6636  
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Appendix IV: Recruitment Script 
 
Hello Dr./Mr./.Mrs./Ms. [Last Name],  
 
My name is Blake Neumann and I am a graduate student at the State University of New York 
College of Environmental Science and Forestry, in Syracuse, New York. If you have a moment, I 
would like to tell you about the research project I am conducting here in West Virginia to see if 
you would be interested in participating in an interview. 
 
My research project is called "Stripped down: Surface mining and cultural ecosystem services in 
Central Appalachian streams.” My research will be on water quality in the region, the presence 
of mountaintop removal coal mining, and will focus most on the value of streams to locals for 
the purposes of recreation and culture. I am contacting you because of your affiliation with Coal 
River Mountain Watch and your long term residence in the community of Naoma.  
 
As part of this study, I would like to interview you in person whenever and wherever is most 
convenient. The interview will take 30 minutes to one hour, and I will ask questions about your 
experience with nearby streams, how these experiences have impacted you on a personal level, 
and whether or not you feel this impact has changed over time. Your time will help me 
understand the role streams play in this community, and I would greatly value your help with my 
project. Would you be willing and able to talk sometime in the near future?  
 
If so, we can schedule a time to meet, whenever is convenient. Don’t feel obligated to decide 
immediately - if you need to check your schedule, I can call you back, or you can call me. If you 
need to contact me, my phone number is 859-358-4452. Thank you so much for your time!  
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Volunteers Needed for  
Research Study 
 
Participants needed for a research study on  




Description of Project: We are researching the importance of streams and rivers to 
individuals that have grown up near Marsh Fork or Clear Fork, and the effects of local 
land use changes on these waters. Your participation will take 30 minutes to one hour. 
We will ask you to participate in an interview at a location that is convenient for you. 
 
 
To participate: You must be at least 18 years old and live nearby Marsh or Clear Fork. 
 
 
To learn more, contact Blake Neumann 
     at (304) 854-2182 or beneuman@syr.edu. 
 
 
This research is conducted under the direction of Dr. Theresa Selfa, Environmental Studies, and has 
been reviewed and approved by the Syracuse University Institutional Review Board.  
Blake Neum
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Appendix VI: Resume 
 
BLAKE EDWIN NEUMANN 
859-358-4452 | beneuman@syr.edu 
 
Highly focused, versatile and enthusiastic recent environmental science and policy graduate with experience in 
teaching, research and community engagement in the environmental field with proficiency in GIS, quantitative and 
qualitative analysis software, office suite, research design, project management, outreach, field work, primary data 




SUNY College of Environmental Science & Forestry [3.85] May 2019 
Master’s of Science, Water and Wetland Resource Studies 
Thesis   Stripped Down: Physical and Cultural Impacts of Land Use Changes in Central Appalachia 
Designed study using primary data collected through field work including interviews, on-site 
observations and water quality monitoring to report impacts of extractive activities on cultural 
ecosystem services in central Appalachia 
 
Syracuse University, Maxwell School of Citizenship & Public Affairs [3.89] July 2018 
Master’s of Public Administration, Environmental Policy and Administration 
Capstone Workforce Development Study on Barriers faced by Refugees and Low-Income Immigrants 
Led design of a qualitative study in using primary data from ~20 interviews for a grant report to 
the Office of New Americans with quantitative & qualitative analyses, data visuals, conclusions 
and program recommendations 
 
Western Kentucky University, Summa Cum Laude [3.90] May 2014 
Bachelor’s of Science, Geography & Natural Resource Management 
 
FIELD RESEARCH & WORK EXPERIENCE 
 
Teaching Assistant [Intro to GIS; Environmental & Energy Auditing], SUNY-ESF Aug ‘16 – May 2018 
- Managed or co-managed ~40 students per semester, providing direct support or supervision, course support or 
indirect assistance 
- Prepared weekly recitations for lab sections and support documents, assisted students/groups with technical 
issues, held office hours, graded assignments to provide detailed feedback, attended course lectures, 
maintained course website and class records  
 
Stream Monitoring Intern, Coal River Mountain Watch May – Sept 2017 
- Conducted water quality chemical and visual assessments of headwater streams near mine sites 
- Planned and conducted interviews with nearby residents on cultural value of streams and surface water 
- Attended meetings with other area non-profits, activist groups, and the WV Environmental Agency (DEP) 
- Assisted with environmental education initiatives and community outreach work 
 
Teach for America High School Science Teacher, South Granville High School Aug ‘14 – June 2016 
- Managed ~100 students per semester and planned course material with engaging real-world applications for 
high school students 
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- Graded materials and provided detailed feedback and direct support to students in class and outside of school 
hours 
- Encouraged social accountability, environmental stewardship and community involvement in lessons and 
extra-curricular clubs 
- Coached Boys’ and Girls’ soccer teams and supervised school’s first Envirothon club and fishing club 
 
Land Planning Intern, Barren River Area Development District Dec ‘13 – May 2014 
- Assisted in compiling an Environmental Impact Statement for proposed project, mailing correspondence for 
missing documents 
- Monitored compliance through site interviews, monitored payrolls for ~10 accounts and communicated with 
regional partners 
- Used ArcGIS with state and county data for a variety of purposes, including re-digitizing county water lines 
  
Resource Conservation Intern, Jal Bhagirathi Foundation Aug ‘12 -Jan 2013 
- Compiled five village profiles detailing water, pasture conservation in rural villages of Thar Desert for UNDP 
publication  
- Wrote six case studies of sanitation livelihood improvements for disabled rural villagers used in Loughborough 
desk review 
- Performed ~15 field interviews regarding resource management methods and relevant community decision-
making processes 
 
PUBLICATIONS & PRESENTATIONS 
 
Food Backpack Program Grant Report, Pearsall Adirondack Foundation Oct – Dec 2018 
Created maps to visualize coverage and gaps of a food backpack program using QGIS for grant report using state 
and program data 
 
Revitalizing Urban Waterway Communities, Routledge (Taylor & Francis Group) Jan – May 2017 
Performed extensive literature review of research on public engagement and citizen science approaches to stream 
monitoring and organizational frameworks for implementation of programs like the ‘master naturalist program’ 
and similar state and local efforts 
   
Community-Based Water Monitoring in Onondaga Lake, Izaac Walton League of America Oct ‘17 – Jan 2018 
Presented findings from a review of agencies, citizen led efforts and available water quality data from monitoring 
programs in and around Onondaga Lake along with preliminary findings on citizen science stream monitoring 
and grassroots organizing in WV 
 
Improving CLPPP Effectiveness, SUNY-ESF & Onondaga County Health Department Sept – Dec 2016 
Assisted in preparing a detailed research proposal and presentation of preliminary findings to academics and 
county officials, outlining a method to measure and compare CLPPP effectiveness across county programs in 
New York State. 
 
Traditional Resource Conservation Research, Jal Bhagirathi Foundation Aug ‘12 – Jan 2013 
Outlined traditional water harvesting, sanitation and resource management approaches employed by rural 
villages for five village profiles in the Thar Desert for a UNDP publication, also cited in a Loughborough 
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Water Quality Assessment Project, Cities of Millersville & Goodlettsville Sept ‘11 – May 2012 
Assisted in preparing a report inventorying concerns over an intermittent stream which ran through the cities, 
collecting data by mapping outfalls with GPS equipment and using water quality sampling equipment, presenting 
eventual findings to town officials 
 
Phi Gamma Delta Sustainability Chair, Phi Gamma Delta [XH Chapter] Dec ‘12 – May 2014 
Implemented programs to reduce waste stream and planned energy audit to identify efficiency improvements for 
chapter house 
 
ACADEMIC DISTINCTIONS & AWARDS 
 
Randolph G. Pack Environmental Institute Research Grant  May 2018 
 
Graduate Teaching Assistantship & Tuition Award Aug ‘16 – May 2018 
 
Edna Bailey Sussman Foundation Grant Finalist Dec 2017 
 
Teach for America Term of Service Completion June 2016 
 
Award of Excellence Merit Scholarship Recipient Aug ‘10 – May 2014 
   
Syed Reza Ahsan Merit Scholarship  March 2014 
 
RELEVANT SKILLS AND PROFICIENCIES 
 
 
ESRI ArcMap Suite State & SPSS (training/coursework) 
QGIS (minimal Python) Microsoft Excel 
Google Earth (.kmz format) Microsoft Office Suite 
Grant Writing AtlasTI Coding Software 
Project Management Recordkeeping and Data Management 
Water Quality Assessment Negotiation Theory & Practice 
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